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Digital concerns
The introduction of digital TV broadcasting in the UK has

been a success. Apart from the foreseen coverage
limitations, and a few complaints about interference

problems that are not caused by shortcomings of the system itself,
the advent of digital TV transmissions has gone smoothly. As
with PAL over thirty years ago, the system selected by the
broadcasting authorities provides rugged signals. Satisfaction all
round is justified.

There are nevertheless a few points that need to be watched,
and the analogue switch -off, when it comes, is likely to cause
problems for many viewers. In the main the problems that could
arise will not be of a technical nature but rather the result of a
highly sophisticated system whose full implications were not
fully appreciated.

Questions have been raised about picture quality. This can be
exceptionally good, but can be compromised by broadcasters
trying to squeeze too many channels into a transmission. Picture
quality is determined by transmission bit rate, which is in turn
determined by bandwidth. For a PAL -quality picture a bit rate of
about 5Mbits/sec is required. But the flexibility of the
transmission system enables the bit rate to be adjusted to suit
programme material. If a programme needs little data for
adequate reproduction, for example a lecture with a simple
picture and little movement, the bit rate can be reduced. A bit rate
of 2Mbits/sec will provide VHS -quality pictures. The other
extreme is a complex scene with a lot of movement, where a
much higher bit rate is required to provide good -quality viewing.
Those who operate a digital multiplex can adjust the bit rate,
reducing it for some channels while increasing it for others. The
danger is that lower than desirable bit rates could be adopted by
broadcasters to save money, with a reduction of average picture
quality.

It has been suggested that the continuation of public-service
broadcasting is essential in this respect (and several others of
course). The BBC for example would have little need to
compromise on the bit rate. So, the argument goes, we need a
public-service broadcaster to provide a yardstick for transmission
quality -comparison purposes.

A more subtle question relates to broadcaster control over
access to the internet via set -top boxes. The point here is that the
software used is written and controlled by the broadcasters, who
could thus influence viewer access. This might be regarded as a
matter of rather remote concern, especially as internet access via
PCs would not be affected. It could however affect the
development of interactive TV, and is an important point. It
would be a difficult matter for legislation to deal with.

More immediate complaints relate to the way in which
channels are bundled for sales purposes. This is obviously done to
suit the convenience of Pay -TV broadcasters. It may also suit
most viewers, but could be inconvenient and expensive for those
who are more selective in their use of TV and are used to
switching from one source to another.

The problem of how many sets/devices you can operate at a
single location will be greater when analogue transmissions come
to an end. Traditionally, the TV licence has allowed as many sets
as you want to be used at a particular location. People are
nowadays used to having several sets to meet a family's varied
needs. There is a very real danger that digital TV, with no
analogue alternative, could turn out to be quite expensive. In this
respect the role of public-service broadcasting will again be vital.
But PSB doesn't suit everyone's needs. If the public is to be able
to take full advantage of the potential of digital broadcasting, this
is something that might require regulation.

As far as DTT is concerned we can be thankful that the
COFDM modulation technique was adopted in the UK. The
8VSB system used in the USA continues to cause problems. It
was adopted because the transmitter power requirement is less,
which is an important consideration in a continent -sized country.
But COFDM has far superior performance where reflected signals
are a problem - and urban areas in the USA are certainly noisy in
this respect. Reflected signals cause data errors with 8VSB, and
thus unreliable reception. It will be interesting to see whether a
bolt -on solution will be possible or whether a change to COFDM
will become necessary. So far DTT has not been the success one
might have expected in the USA.
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TELETOPICS
Pound hits TV manufacturing
The strong pound and weak Euro have
combined to force TV manufacturers in the
UK to review their operations, take action
and cut jobs. It's just not economic at present,
with the extremely competitive TVNCR
market in the UK, and with the pound making
UK -sourced products expensive in
Continental European markets, to
manufacture basic consumer electronic
products in the UK. Production of some top -
of -the -range items, where margins are higher,
and recent -technology products such as
digital set -top boxes, is still feasible however.
At much the same time last month Matsushita
(Panasonic) and Sony announced plans to
curtail production in the UK.

Sony announced the loss of 400 jobs at its
Pencoed plant, which was purpose-built in
1992. The company is to move production of
low-cost, smaller -screen TV sets to plants in
Barcelona and Slovakia. Pencoed will
continue to assemble higher added -value
products, including digital TV sets and STBs

and professional video cameras. Production at
Sony's Bridgend plant, which makes
Trinitron tubes, is not affected - Sony does
not have another CRT plant in Europe to
move to. The company will continue to
employ some 2,700 in its South Wales plants.

Up to 1,300 job cuts have been announced
at Panasonic's Pentwyn plant, which until
recently had a workforce of 2,400. Production
of CRTs and lower -priced sets is being
transferred to the company's plants in the
Czech Republic. Pentwyn will continue to
produce projection and plasma TV sets,
digital STBs, laptop computers and
microwave ovens. There is also to be an
increase in research and development
activity.

The month before, Hitachi announced 350
redundancies at its Hirwaun plant. Pioneer
has also expressed concern about
manufacturing in the UK.

The government is in a bind. If the value
of the pound could somehow be forced down,

Progress at ONdigital
During its last financial year the number of
ONdigital subscribers more than doubled, to
over 896,000, putting it well on the way to
meeting its target of a million subscribers by
the end of the year. But the churn rate - those
who fail to renew subscriptions - has been
close to twenty per cent. In comparison
BSkyB's churn rate is just over ten per cent
for both analogue and digital subscribers, and
3.5 per cent for digital subscribers alone. An
analysis from Merrill Lynch warns that
ONdigital could lose up to a fifth of its
subscribers through churn over the next year
as twelve-month free set -top box deals come
to an end. Merrill Lynch believes that DTI'
could face the same problems as the cable
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Industry when more than one in three
subscribers failed to renew their contracts.

During the first two weeks of the start of the
intemet TV service ONnet, 20,000 customers
signed up. ONdigital has also launched a new,
enhanced electronic programme guide service,
ONview. This is on channel 20: it enables
viewers to see what programmes are on every
DTT channel for the day - they can then click
straight through to any channel they choose.
This complements ONdigital's Now and Next
service. The Two Way interactive TV service
will be added from January. ONdigital says that
at least 25 IDTV models will be available in
stores this Christmas - the IDTV conditional -
access module to enable free -to -air IDTV sets
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C -Cube has introduced what it
believes to be the most
advanced chip, the ZiVA-5, for
DVD-audio use. It incorporates a
full DVD-audio solution with an
MP3 audio codec, internet appli-
cations and more. The integral
150MHz, 32 -bit SPARC CPU has
ability to carry out integer and
DSP instructions. With a perfor-
mance of up to 300MIPs, the
ZiVA-5 is a suitable platform for
software applications such as
DVD-Video navigation, DVD-
Audio navigation, intuitive user
interfaces and the Planetweb
internet browser.

it would probably be necessary to increase
interest rates and/or taxes to maintain control
over the money supply and inflation. That
would hardly be popular. Successive
governments have argued that the emphasis
in the UK should be on service rather than
manufacturing industries. Official figures
show that manufacturing now accounts for
only about twenty per cent of jobs in the UK.
But some recent research suggests that this
could be a serious underestimate - by as
much as 40 per cent. As manufacturers have
sought greater efficiency much work, such as
IT and support operations, has been
subcontracted out. Hence the jobs concerned
don't count as manufacturing ones, though
they depend on and are a part of
manufacturing operations. It should be
remembered that plants such as Pencoed and
Pentwyn are efficient, high-technology
operations. The only logical policy is to
ensure that the UK's economy can support
both manufacturing and service sector jobs.

to be upgraded to ONdigital pay -TV is now
available.

ONdigital has upgraded the Crystal Palace
group of transmitters in London, extending the
coverage to over a million more households.
Similar work is being carried out in the North
West and South West.

Ondigital is holding talks with cable and
telecoms companies, including Orange,
Telewest and British Telecommunications,
about forming strategic partnerships.

Pioneer has launched an ONdigital STB
which is claimed to give internet access at PC
speeds when used with an ONnet box. It's
being offered in three packages: free box, pre-
paid and pre -paid plus with ONnet.

DVD update
Toshiba has launched a combined DVD-
RAM and hard -disk recorder in Japan.
There is no information on a possible UK
launch.

Warner Music Group has become the
first major music company to launch DVD-
Audio titles. The titles cover classical, rock
and jazz and are currently available in the
USA. There are three recording modes:
advanced resolution multi -channel sound;
advanced resolution stereo sound; and
Dolby Digital encoded sound accompanied
by a DVD-Video clip. The latter enables the
new discs to be played by existing DVD-
Video decks.
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Digital round -up
Bush has launched a set -top box, priced at
about £79, that enables a standard TV set to
receive internet services. The box is simply
connected to a TV set and telephone socket:
press a button on the remote -control unit and
you are linked to the internet. The STB
comes with a remote -control handset that has
an integrated qwerty keyboard. Accessories
include a wireless keyboard and a printer.
Bush now has a range of internet TV sets in
screen sizes from 14in. to 28in.

Between 19th October and 15th
November Panasonic test -marketed a new
interactive TV advertising campaign via the
Open service. It featured a series of thirty-
second adverts and an on -screen icon: click-
ing on the icon took viewers to a dedicated
advertiser location with additional informa-
tion and the opportunity to buy products.

BBC Worldwide has signed an agreement
with the interactive TV company Two Way
TV to use the latter's technology to create
new interactive games based on BBC pro-
grammes such as Question of Sport and
Mastermind.

Retailer Iceland is to use the iSeeTV
interactive service that enables shoppers to
talk to a live personal shopping assistant on
their TV screens. The service will be avail-
able initially to 100,000 households on the

Satellite scene
SES, owner of the Astra series of satellites,
forecasts that the number of domestic digital
satellite installations in Europe will reach
twelve million by the end of the year. At the
end of October the number was 10.16 million,
a year -on -year increase of 4.67 million. For
digital cable and DTT the totals were two
million and 890,000 respectively. SES claims a
78.5 per cent share of digital DTH viewing.

Following competition clearance, SES and
SSC (Swedish Space Corporation) have
completed purchase of the Nordic Satellite
Company, operator of the Sirius satellite
system. The takeover was announced last July.

DC Sat.Net has completed the first of a
series of IP (internet protocol) streaming

Telewest cable network
Freebox plans to offer a TV-internet ser-

vice via a free set -top box that can also play
DVD discs and MP3 material. The plan is to
give away 20,000 boxes before Christmas.
The company says that the cost will be cov-
ered by advertising, content providers and
internet-service providers.

A new interactive TV service, developed
by UK company Tventures, is to be launched
next year via digital satellite and digital cable
TV. It will use a new technology known as
TriState to enable viewers to watch a normal
programme and make on -screen purchases at
the same time.

Pace demonstrated a video -on -demand
service delivered via a Telewest digital
cable STB at this year's Broadband
Communications Expo. Telewest's first
VOD service is due to be launched next
year.

NTL is forging a common technology
platform across its NTL and CWC cable TV
networks. As a result of the integration NTL
customers will receive internet-ready digital
interactive TV and high-speed cable internet
services. NTL has chosen Liberate
Technologies and the DOCSIS (digital over
cable subscriber interface system) cable
modem standard.

transmissions using the Astra BBI (broadband
interactive) news feed system, which is due for
commercial launch in early 2001. The live
transmissions were carried out for DC's client
Escape TV, the world's first nightclub TV
channel, by using a BBI terminal and Ka -band
uplink dish on the roof of the Club Eden in
Ibiza. Escape TV has a subscriber base of
nighclubs in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland. Using Astra 1H capacity at 19.2°E, the
BBI Ka -band transmissions were streamed to
Astra's headquarters at Betzdorf, forwarded to
subscribers via the Astra-Net Ku -band IP
multicast system and received by PC -based
receiver stations at the subscriber venues.

A live interactive TV auction channel, bid -

Black Star has introduced a new
battery -powered bench digital
multimeter, Model 3225, at £129
plus VAT. Test leads are supplied as
standard. There is also a mains -
powered version, Model 3225MP.
The 0.5in., 3.5 -digit LC display has
polarity, over -range and low -battery
indications. Battery life (six alkaline C
cells) is greater than 7,000 hours
when used for DC voltage
measurements.

The specification includes DC volt-
age measurement to 1kV and AC to
750V with a maximum resolution of
100pV; DC and AC ranges up to 10A
with a maximum resolution of
100nA; and resistance measurement
to 201W2 with a maximum resolution
of 100mi1 on the 2012 range. The
20ki2 range has sufficient full-scale
voltage to turn on a silicon diode at
a current of approximately 100pA.
An audible continuity tester is includ-
ed: when this is selected, the beeper
sounds with a resistance of less than
approximately .5052 between the test
probes.

For further details apply to Black
Star Instruments, 2 Glebe Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 7DX, phone
01480 412 451, fax 01480 450 409
or e-mail blackstar@ttinst.co.uk

up.tv, has been launched as a free -to -air service
via Astra at 28.2°E. Tune to 12.0315GHz H
(transponder 17, SkyDigital EPG channel no.
647). The channel is described as a
"convergence product for new broadband
homes". Bidders can make offers for the same
products at the same time during twelve hours
of live auctions daily, either via the bid-up.tv
website (www.bid-up.tv) or their TV sets.

The third generation Wysius flat -screen plasma TV display from Thomson
Multimedia features a new silver and translucent design, a silent fan to avoid back-

ground noise, a thirty per cent increase in brightness, improved contrast for better
colour definition and a digital zoom that enables the viewer to enlarge by up to

sixteen times a selected part of the picture. The plasma technology development is
in partnership with NEC. The display is in widescreen format (16:9) with a diagonal

width of 42in. and a depth of just 89mm. Other items in the Wysius range include
a D -VHS recorder, a DVD player, a Dolby amplifier and matching speakers.

Thomson Multimedia has added to its Scenium range 28in. and 32in. TVs models
that incoroprate a DVD player. The screen image definition achieved by the combi-

nation reaches 500 points per line, twice that of VHS, while a 10 -bit video ADC
guarantees a natural picture. The player is DTS (Digital Theatre Sound) compatible

and can reproduce 5.1 sound from Dolby Digital and MPEG-2 audio systems.
There's also a new DVD player range from Thomson Multimedia with three mod-
els, the DTH4000, DTH4200 and DTH4500. The DTH4200 and DTH4500 can read

most types of CD disc and the MP3 format; the DTH4500 incorporates a Dolby
Digital 5.1 decoder and has a jog -shuttle control.
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Illustration Dave Bell

The insurance salesman.
How we bought our first
electric till. Some TV
faults, and a rather live-
ly youngster. Donald
Bullock's servicing com-
mentary

My musings on the trade a couple of
months back rang a few bells: I've

been reminded of the days when I started
out.

My first job was with a multiple, and I
would park the firm's lettered van out-
side. This told the neighbours that I was a
repairman, so when their sets failed they
came and tapped at the door. Before long
I was so busy I didn't have time to go to
work.

It wasn't long before I started to work
from a couple of rooms in a central back
street, and had a lettered van of my own.

I can still remember how thrilled I was
when my first caller came in. He wore a
scruffy suit, needed a haircut, and padded
in on splayed -out crepe -soled shoes. After
pumping my arm, he looked at me sober-
ly.

"Mr Bullock" he said, in a quiet and
husky voice, "I can see you're going to
do well, and you'll soon become accus-
tomed to all the best. But there's one
thing you ought to think about - think
deeply about."

I looked at him. He was a picture of
sincerity.

"Have you ever thought what would
happen to your family if you . . . er . . .

passed away? It happens, I'm afraid. And
I have a policy here . . ."

WHAT A LIFE
You're right. He was an insurance

pest, the first of many, and he plagued me
for ages. The last time he called he
played his trump card.

"Mr Bullock", he said gravely . . . "If
you passed away and I called on your
family, I would naturally express my con-
dolences. 'I'm awfully sorry', I would
say, 'I wish I could be of help, but I
can't.-

He shook his head slowly and sadly,
and I felt sorry for myself, lying there
dead. But not for long. He was soon off
again.

"Do you know, Mr Bullock, I've just
called on Harry Westcott's young widow.
He had this very policy, and after the
funeral I was able to say to her 'I'm
pleased to be able to tell you that your
husband left you very well provided
for."' I handed her our cheque for a hun-
dred thousand pounds.

"You couldn't slip me her address,
could you?" I quipped, and off he went.

Our first till
He was nearly as bad as the advertising
reps, who called in their droves. Those
who offered, at a price, a square on their
football fixture charts, those representing
obscure magazines, the Kelly's directory
man, and the chap who offered us a space
on a clock he was presenting to the local
post office.

At times these pests were so numerous
it was difficult to get on with our work. It
took some time to learn how to handle
them. Even then we fell for one or two of

the cleverer ones, like the casual man
who called to sell us an electric till. Until
then we'd been using a polished box with
a drawer and a brass handle for our tak-
ings.

"Hello boys" he smiled as he came in,
carrying the till. "To be quite frankly,
I've come to sell you something. But it'll
pay for itself within a few weeks." As he
looked about for a space to settle the till,
we looked at each other and smiled. "To
be quite frankly" we echoed. He was
obviously a prat.

"You can call me Eddie, to be quite
frankly, boys" he said as he plugged the
till in. Then, peppering his spiel with
more 'quite franldies', he explained the
advantages of the till and told us we
could pay for it with four monthly pay-
ments.

"Of course, I'd have to have the first
one now, if you want the till. But if you
forget to send the next, who's to chase
you up, eh? There's only me on the
boss's payroll, so it would be my job.
But, to be quite frankly, I'd never find the
time, 'cos I make my money selling tills,
not collecting payments."

"But surely, if we have the till we've
got to make our four monthly payments"
I said.

Eddie squared up. "Look, I get ten per
cent every time I sell a till, and nothing
when I collect an outstanding cheque.
Right?"

I nodded.
"So next month, suppose the boss says

to me 'Eh, Eddie, don't forget to call for
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that instalment.' What do I do?"
"Tell us" I said.
-OK' I say to him, 'OK boss.' But

do I bother? Do I hell! No, boys, I don't.
Because if I call on you for a cheque I
get nothing for myself. If, instead, I go
out and sell a till I make my ten per cent.
Now, what would you do? Be quite
frankly with me. What would you do?"

He was disarming all right. A right
comic. Couldn't speak his native tongue
properly, and here he was telling us we
could pay for a new till sometime -never.
He was such a prat that I felt benevolent
towards him.

"OK" I said, "we'll have the till, to be
quite frankly." I thought we were being
ever so clever.

He pulled out his forms and got our
signatures, then raised his trilby and
swept out.

For one reason or another we were a
day or two late in making the third of
our four payments. Then Eddie showed
up.

"Hello Eddie" I smiled, "how are the
tills going? You can be quite frankly."

It was a different Eddie this time. He
opened his ledger.

"I've come for the third payment, Mr
Bullock" he said, "and I'd like it now,
please."

"So you found time to call for the
cheque after all, Eddie" I commented.

He ignored this and gave me a
straight look. He was no longer the prat
who had sold us the till.

"Look, you signed a contract you
didn't bother to read, and because you
failed to make the third payment by the
due date this till is legally mine again. I
can take it and sell it at twice the profit I
made out of you. So pay up, there's a
good chap. I've a lot to do and no time
to waste."

I paid him the lot to be rid of him. He
was just another of the characters who
came along to educate us in the ways of
business. We gradually learned.

Sam's Hitachi
Sam the Joker called in the other day
with his 21in. Hitachi set, Model
C2114T (GIPS chassis).

"Rustled when I switched 'im on, he
did, then he went off' Sam said, "now
he's stuck in standby."

As I reached for a job card he spoke
again.

"'Eard the one about the chap who
went to 's doctor, Don?" he asked.

I shook my head, painfully. "But I'm
going to, aren't I, Sam?"

"Says to his doctor 'Doctor, I feels
insignificant.' The doctor looked straight
through 'im and shouted 'Next!"

I waved him out and wrote Sam the
Joker on the card.

The basic fault with the set was field
collapse, because the TA8427K field

output chip IC601 was short-circuit.
We've learnt that when this IC in this
series of sets fails it is important to fit
the Hitachi version, even though it's sev-
eral times the price of the other makes.
Non -Hitachi chips have always failed
within a couple of days. So I fitted a
Hitachi chip and put the set on soak test.

A few hours later it failed again.
Some checks I should have made before
revealed the cause: the HT was high at
140V instead of 115V. I then found that
R951 (39142, 0.5W 5%) in the HT moni-
toring network had risen in value to
511Q. This had been the cause of the
increased HT voltage. A new resistor
and another Hitachi chip restored normal
operation, and this time the set passed its
soak test.

When Sam called for his set he stood
there fingering his chin. I waited for
another of his pearls, and it wasn't long
coming.

"I dunno" he said, "I used to think I
was indecisive, now I'm not so sure .. . "

Elvis
I noticed that Mrs Balsam was approach-
ing our door. She was carrying a video
recorder. Her son Elvis was with her and
was sucking at an outsize lollipop. He
also had a stick, which he was stabbing
towards passers by, as though he was a
fencer. As the pair entered the shop he
ran up to Steven and started to prance
around him, stabbing the lollipop and
stick at him as he did so.

"Careful with that lollipop, Elvis, or
you'll get all hairs on it" Mrs Balsam
bawled. Then, "look al 'm, Mr Bulger,
'e's just sin The Mark of Zorro on the
telly an' thinks 'e's that Tire -on Power.
Yessy he sin that rodeo film and wuz
ridin' his dad round the 'ouse as though
'e was a rodeo hoss."

At this Elvis flung his stick and lol-
lipop at Paul, grabbed the handles of the
open door, and swung on it while head -
butting it and banging his heels on the
glass.

"Cut that out" shouted Mrs Balsam,
"you'll hurt yourself else." Mrs Balsam
laughed as he went on with renewed
vigour. "Thinks 'e's that Butch Cassidy
now, ridin' that big bull thing" she said,
"'e oughta bin a bloody cowboy. Loves
baked beans, don't you ..."

As the boy stamped harder on the
glass she blurted "half time, Elvis. 'Ere,
come over and 'ave a look at all the
plugs and things on this stand what goes
round and round. Come on . . ."

Elvis ran over to the stand and spun it
frantically until it crashed over.

"You silly little sod" bawled Mrs
Balsam, "that coulda fell on you. Mr
Butcher ain't screwed 'im to the floor
like he should of."

As Paul took the recorder from her,
Elvis hung on the counter by his hands

and chin and scuffed along it towards
me, pulling faces. When he arrived I
locked my pliers on to his ear and gave it
a twist.

He threw his head back, bawled and
fell on the floor, then contorted himself,
stabbing his thumb at his ear. He kicked
at his mother's legs until she fell on top
of him.

As she got up, I gave her a warm
smile. "He's certainly energy -packed
today, isn't he? Like a firework, eh? I
think he caught his ear on the counter."

"Serves 'im right" she said as she sur-
veyed her damaged stockings. "I'm
going to give 'im an 'ammering we gets
'ome."

We all smiled and nodded.
Her recorder was a Panasonic

NVL20. When Paul tried it there was no
colour, just a black -and -white picture
that was zigzagging about and impossi-
ble to watch. He checked through the
electrolytic capacitors on the tuner sub -
panel and discovered that C48 (33µF,
16V) showed signs of leakage and was
low in value.

A replacement cured the fault, but
there was further trouble. In the E -E
mode, and only in this mode, the sound
was breaking up. The cause was again
electrolytic capacitor failure, this time
C7678 (10µF, 16V).

Wilfie Wogan
A strange fellow called in with a 21in.
Sony set. I didn't like the look of him.
As I reached for a job card, he gave the
name of Wilfie Wogan.

"Er, no relation to, er . . . ?" I asked.
"I've got no relations at all" he said. I

felt relieved.
"And what's the trouble with the

set?" I enquired.
"The little light comes on but the set

don't" he said.
So I wrote "stuck in standby" on the

card. The set was a KVM2151U (BE2A
chassis). I gave it to Steven to deal with.

The usual cause of this trouble is fail-
ure of the BU508AS2 line output transis-
tor Q802 and the N15 (600mA) circuit
protector PS801. This case was no
exception, and the set came to life when
replacements had been fitted. But that
wasn't the end of the matter. The EHT
was crackling and spitting, and the
height was slightly reduced. We then
noticed that the line output transistor's
heatsink was very hot indeed.

Steven quickly disconnected the tran-
sistor and checked the HI' voltage. It
was very high - 185V instead of the cor-
rect 135V. "Should have checked that
before" Steven commented.

This is another known fault, the cause
usually being the STR54041 chopper
chip IC601. Once a replacement had
been fitted the HT was stable at precisely
I35V.
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MODEL KIT TYPE ORDER CODE
ALBA

MODEL KIT TYPE ORDER CODE

HINARI
MODEL KIT TYPE ORDER CODE

MITSUBISHI continued
MODEL KIT TYPE ORDER CODE

PHILIPS continued
1452T PSU ONWAKIT
1427T PSU . ONWAKIT
1402 PSU ONWAKIT
1455T PSU ONWAKIT
1456T PSU ONWAKIT
1458T PSU ONWAKIT
1459T PSU ONWAKIT
2002 PSU ONWAKIT

, 1 ; ;..,<, PSU ONWAKIT

JVC
AV29SX1EK FIELD 0/P KIT JVCKIT1
AV29SX1EN FIELD 0/P KIT JVCKIT1
AV29SX1EN1FIELD 0/P KIT JVCKIT1
AV29SX1PFFIELD 0/P KIT JVCKIT1
AV29TSIE1 FIELD 0/P KIT JVCKIT1

MITSKIT2
C I29A4 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT29A6 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT29B2 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT29B3 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT29B6 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
CT33B3 TDA 8178S MITSKIT2
M5 SERIES PSU MITSKIT3

GR2.2 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT1
D-16 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT6
HSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT5
JSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT4
KSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT9
LSM VIDEO SOPS PHILKIT7

SAMSUNG
2009B PSU ONWAKII
2052T PSU ONWAKIT

C14E1EK PSU ONWAKIT
C14T1EK PSU ONWAKIT NEI/NIKKAI

CI5944 FRAME OUTPUT SAMKIT2
CI6844 FRAME OUTPUT SAMKIT22152T PSU ONWAKIT

CTV501 PSU ONWAKIT
CTV701 PSU ONWAKIT
CTV840 PSU ONWAKIT

C21ET1EK PSU ONWAKIT
CS21M3EK PSU ONWAKIT

MATSUI

CE25 CHASSIS PSU NIKKAIKIT1
C289FTXN PSU NIKKAIKIT1
C28F41FXN PSU NIKKAIKIT1

VIK310 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
VIK320 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
VIK350 PSU SAMSUNGKIT
VI375 PSU SAMSUNGKITCTV841 PSU ONWAKIT

1455 PSU ONWAKIT PANASONIC VI395 PSU SAMSUNGKITCTV485 PSU ONWAKIT

AKAI
1498 PSU ONWAKIT
2086 PSU ONWAKIT

0561 TDA 8175 PANKIT1
TX25XD60 VERTICAL 0/P IC PANKIT2

WINNER 1 PSU SAMSUNGKIT

SHARP
071417 PSU ONWAKIT
CT2159U PSU ONWAKIT
CT2162UNT PSU ONWAKIT
CT2863UNT PSU ONWAKIT

2098 PSU ONWAKIT
21V1N GRUNDIGKIT1
21V1T GRUNDIGKIT1

MITSUBISHI

TC28XD60 VERTICAL 0/P IC PANKIT2
TX28XD70 VERTICAL 0/P IC PANKIT2
TX29XD70 VERTICAL 0/P IC PANKIT2
TX-W26D3 VERTICAL 0/P IC PANKIT2

51CSO3H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT1
51CSO5H POWER/LINE SHARPKIT1
59CS03H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT2
59CS05H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT2

GOODMANS AV1 SERIES PSU MITSKIT3 59CSD8H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT2
66CSO3H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT2

147ET PSU ONWAKIT
CT1M5B PSU MITSKIT3
CT21M5BT PSU MITSKIT3 PHILIPS 56CSO5H POWER / LINE SHARPKIT2

149T PSU ONWAKIT
1430RA PSU ONWAKIT
1430RS PSU ONWAKIT

CT25M5BT PSU MITSKIT3
CT21A2STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT21AX1I3 PSU MITSKIT3

31a 10708 PHILKIT3
310.20491 PHILKIT2
310.20496 PHILKIT10

, 5CSD8H POWER ! LINE SHARPKIT2

THOMSON
1430RW PSU ONWAKIT
1450T PSU ONWAKIT
1455TS PSU ONWAKII
2019R PSU ONWAKIT
2029T PSU ONWAKII
2029TA PSU ONWAKIT
616 CHASSIS FRAME GOODKIT1
F16 CHASSIS LINE GOODKIT1
F16 PSU GOODKIT1
F16 VIDEO GOODKIT1

GRUNDIG

CT21A3STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT21AV1BS PSU MITSKIT3
CT25A2STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT25A3STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT25A4STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT25A6STX TDA 8178S MITSKIT1
CT25AV1B PSU MITSKIT3
CT25AV1BS PSU MITSKIT3
CT25AV1BD PSU MITSKIT3
CT25AV1BDS PSU MITSKIT3
CT28AV1B PSU MITSKIT3
CT28AX1BD PSU MITSKIT3

310.31994 PHILKIT6
310.32252 PHILKIT5
310.32253 PHILKIT4
310.32254 PHILKIT9
310.32255 PHILKIT7
310.32262 PHILKIT8
310.62264 PHILKIT1
ANUBIS A SOPS PHILKIT2
CP110 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT8
G90A CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT10
G90B CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT10
G110 CHASSIS SOPS PHILKIT3

15029400 THOMKIT2
i5065920 THORNKIT1
FV70 PSU THORNKIT1
ICC7 CHASSIS TDA 8178FS THOMKIT1
ICC7 CHASSIS FRAME KIT THOMKIT3
ICC8 CHASSIS TDA 8178FS THOMKIT1
ICC8 CHASSIS FRAME KIT THOMKIT3
R3000 PSU THOMKIT2
R4000 PSU THOMKIT2

GRDNDIC;KIT' 'TT2EAV1RDS PSU MITSKIT3 (;R:, ' ''.IIASSIS F,OP, P'-11,_KI''

ORDER CODE PRICE ORDER CODE PRICE ORDER CODE PRICE ORDER CODE PRICE.
GRUNDIGKIT1 E 10.50
GOODKIT1 £ 11.00
JVCKIT1 £ 11.00
MITSKIT1 £ 3.00
MITSKIT2 £ 15.00
MITSKIT3 £ 6.00
NIKKAIKIT1 £ 12.00

ONWAKIT £ 12.00
PANKIT1 £ 7.00
PANKIT2 £ 9.00
PHILKIT1 £ 7.60
PHILKIT10 £ 8.50
PHILKIT2 £ 2.50
PHILKIT3 £ 4.00

PHILKIT4 £ 4.25
PHILKIT5 £ 5.75
PHILKIT6 £ 5.50
PHILKIT7 £ 7.60
PHILKIT8 £ 4.25
PHILKIT9 £ 7.50
SAMKIT2 £ 8.00

SAMSUNGKIT £ 16.00
SHARPKIT1 £ 11.00
SHARPKIT2 £ 11.00
THOMKIT1 £ 7.00
THOMKIT2 £ 12.00
THOMKIT3 £ 9.00
THORNKIT1 £ 12.75

GENUINE PHOENIX KITS SUPPLIED
rn 11,11

USE ONL

OENIX

GENUINE PHOENIX KITS SUPPLIED

WE STOCK A FULL RANGE ON TELEVISION SPARES INCLUDING LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS , ON I OFF SWITCHES etc

Part No
KSS 152 A
KSS 210 A
KSS 210 B
KSS 240 A

Price
£13.00
£12.00
£15.00
£24.00

Part No Price
KSS 213 B £11.50
KSS 213 C £11.50
OPTIMA 6 S £11.50
OPTIMA 5 £11.50

Part No
RCTRTH8151 £20.00
RCTRTH8112 £15.00
CDM12.1 £15.00
CDM12.1iviEcH £20.00

Price



Grandata Ltd
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Universal
Preprogrammed
Remote Control

Preprogrammed to cover all
major Brands of TV , Video ,
Satellites and CD Players

Replaces upto 8 different
remote controls

With teletext & fastext functions

Order Code : RC9
Price : £10 + vat

Bulk Prices
5 pieces £45 + vat
12 pieces £96 + vat
24 pieces £163 + va

Remote Controls
Magi ky Digital

Rem ate Control
Operates all SKY digital TV box functions

Operates combinations of TV , VCR &
Cable/Satelliteslystems

Covers 1000's of brands
Teletext and fastext functions
Backiit device indicator keys
Order Code : MAGICIAN4

Price : + vat

741*

We also stock replacement remote co trols for 5.000
dit ent models a ery competetive prices.

contact us for all c7 emote control requirements .
IVl nv of ou remote cont-ol prices have been

r our latest, pi ices

Universal Brand
Replacement

Remote Controls
Brand for Brand Replacement

Codeless set-up
Teletext and Fastext

Pre -Programmed for the latest
models
Replaces broken and lost remotes

Brand
Parasonic TV
Sory TV
Philips TV
Hitachi TV
Mitsubishi TV
Nokia TV
Samsung TV
Toshiba TV
Ferguson TV
Grundig TV
Goodmans/Alba/Bush TV
Matsui/Hinaril/Orion TV
Satellite

91141 Code
RCUNIO1M
RCUNIO2M
RCUNI03M
RCUNI04
RCUNI05
RCUNI06
RCUNI07
RCUNI08
RCUNI09
RCUNI10
RCUNI13M
RCUNI14M
RCUNI17

Price : £7.50 + vat

SLx4.1,
the first

Now
liable !! *

2 12 way)
£8.00 + vat *

SLX6 16 way)
£18:get+ vat

SLX8 18 wa
£20.00 +vat

Accessories / Tools
..4 Way Aerial Amplifier
choice for the professional aerial installer

ers

UHF 470-863 Mhz
VHF 47-230 Mh

Cd EMC Test ".;er.ified

Designed fcr TV , Satellite and
10.5db Gain on all ports
isolation between putouts > 22db
Seperate LHF/VHF ciputs
Voise fivre < 4dh
Digital Compatible
reguercy Range :

Order Code : SLX4 Price £13 + vat

SOLDER SEAL KIT
DON'T CRIMP IT....SOLDER IT !!!
FOR QUICK AND SAFE CABLE
CONNECTION SOLDERING , GLUE-
ING AND SHRINKING WITH A HOT AIR
GUN ALL IN ONE ACTION

HOT AIR GUN
WITH PIEZO
ELECTRONIC
INGNITION

USES
LIGHTER GAS

BLOWS HOT AIR

UPTO 650C

ORDER CODE: TOOL53
PRICE : £13.00 + VAT

HOT AIR GUN
FLAMELESS...ONLY HOT AIR

IDEAL FOR THE FOLLOWING

SHRINKING TUBES

SOLDER SEALS
HEATING AND

DRYING
HOBBY &
MODELLING

BENDING
PLASTICS

SMD SOLDERING

BLOWS HOT AIR UPTO 650C

ORDER CODE : TOOL54
PRICE : £7.50 + VAT

We stock over 650 different
video heads covering over
2500 different models for the
following makes :

AIWA, AKAI, ALBA, AMSTRAD. BAIRD,
BLAUPUNKT, DAEWOO, DECCA,

FERGUSON. FISHER, FUNAI, GEC,
GOLDSTAR, GRANADA. GRUNDIG,
HINARI , HFACHI , JVC , LUXOR ,

MATSUI ,MITSUBISHI , OR ON ,
PANASONIC , PHILIPS , SAISHO ,

SAMSUN:3 , SANYO , SHAF.P SONY .
TOSHIBA...AND MANY MANY MORE

This advert is just a smaall selection of our stock.
We also stock the following :

Full Range of Video Spares Full Range of Satellite Spares Multimeters

Full Range of TV Spares Scant and Phono cables Service Aids

Transistors Linear IC's Computer IC's

Japanese Transistors..2SA,2SB...etc & much much more I"
All at very competitive prices !!

Please contact us if you cannot find the part you are looking for

* Please add pip and VAT to all orders * All components are brand new

* We accept payment by Access , Switch , Visa , Cheque and Postal Order

* All prices quoted are subject to availabilty and may be changed without prior notice

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

Tel : (020) 8900 2329 Email : grandata.ltd@btinternet.com
Fax : (020) 8903 6126 Website : http://www.grandata.co.uk



IBC2000

Multi -media TV...
Media

Terminal, shown
below, combines

the internet,
digital television,

and broadband
access. Media
Terminal users

are able to: fully
access the World

Wide Web,
download and

play 3D and
networked games,

play and store
MP3 music files,

view video -on -
demand services,

chat and mail,
record digital

content on the
local hard disk
(Digital Video

Recorder), place
bets and gamble,
acquire goods on

line, etc.
Connection with
several external
devices such as
printers, digital
cameras, hard -

disk drives,
personal

computers and
gamepads is

possible.

J P LeJeune reports
on the latest from
this year's
International
Broadcasting
Convention held
at Amsterdam's
RAI centre.

Massive hardly is an adequate
description of the annual
International Broadcasting

Convention held at the Amsterdam
RAI. It is enormous - eleven halls
containing a total of over 800 stands
and spreading over 70 000m2.

The venue's size is matched by the
size of the crowd passing the turnstiles
for a glimpse of the latest in broad-
casting, in excess of 70 000 visitors -
another record.

The entire gamut of the broadcasting
world is here from cables and connec-
tors to the latest in transmitters, broad-

effects. Even so, exhibitors are asking
for bigger stands next year. A floating
pavilion of 6000 square metres is
being planned for the 2001 convention
to provide extra space.

Dominant themes
Digital technology, internet broadcast-
ing and broadband communications
featured strongly this year. Forget ana-
logue. The digital era is here. It has
become very well established, and will
stay that way.

However, every facet of broadcast-
ing is at IBC2000, including camera
cranes, editing suites, digital effects,
plasma screens, projectors, satellite
uplink equipment, steerable dish plat-
forms, training companies, test and
measurement equipment, set -top
boxes, cable repeater amplifiers, fibre -
optics... The list is endless. Now inter-
active TV is almost synonymous with
digital TV, and there were plenty of
stands showing it in Amsterdam.

Special effects
Some amazing effects were demon-
strated. For me, the ones that stood
out were those from Avid
Technology and from Dream Team -
an Israeli company. Dream Team's
`Typhoon' animation software pro-
vides a powerful real-time solution
for production and post -production
applications and their constantly run-
ning displays grew appreciative
crowds.

Effects and gimmicks apart, digital
technology has provided the broad-
caster with valuable tools for smooth-

presentation facilities, and fingertip
control of all features from input to
archives.

On the domestic front...
At the other end of the chain comes
home networking. Here, one's imagi-
nation is fired by the endless possibil-
ities.

For example, the set -top box for
cable -TV becomes the home gateway.
It connects to your TV and VCR, your
telephone, computer; and to 'intelli-
gent domestic appliances'.

All this digital technology does not
mean that your vacuum -cleaner will
be able to operate on its own though,
or empty itself. But refrigerators and
freezers will have bar-code readers
that can determine when you have run
out of your favourite Caviar; and re-
order it from Fortnum & Mason.

Even the dustbin will log the pack-
aging of spent items and re -order
them. Too bad if you have thrown

away something you bought but dis-
liked - Dusty has just ordered you
some more!

Freedom from wires
Wireless connections to these items in
the home means more freedom - par-
ticularly with the telephone. It is like-
ly that the home and the mobile tele-
phone will combine at some time, the
network switches from the home LAN
to the service provider's WAN when
taken out of doors.

Home networks also permit remote
control of house lights, central heat-

a
mobile telephone - possibly as a first
step to more sophisticated applica-
tions. Video telephony and video mail
are on the horizon but await further
technological development and the
finance to fund it.

The 'killer application' will come in
home entertainment with services like
video on demand and time shifting via
the hard -disk drive in the set -top box.

Advances in home
entertainment
Personalised programming allows you
to view what you want when you
want. It also allows multiple delivery
of video to separate locations in the
house from a decoder able to handle a
number of MPEG data streams simul-
taneously.

Home entertainment need not neces-
sarily mean that supplied from local or
national sources. Internet broadcasting
will be global. It will give the user
access to programme content from
almost anywhere.

Indications at IBC were that this day
is not too far away. Internet bandwidth
is increasing rapidly to a point where
the bit rate will allow reasonable qual-
ity communication.

Imagine a phone-in programme with
calls coming in from across the world!
Philips, Pace, Nokia, Scientific-
Atlanta and Motorola were discussing
the Home Network at IBC. Many see
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Bluetooth, a wireless networking sys-
tem, as complementary to the home
network and not the backbone of it.

What is datacasting?
A new word enters our vocabulary -
datacasting. As its name implies, it is
the broadcasting of data and is
achieved by insertion of internet-pro-
tocol (IP) data into the MPEG stream.

Datacasting is made possible by
dynamic bandwidth sharing, the data
being inserted at variable rates into the
unused bandwidth of the channel. This
means that when high -detail video
content is being forwarded, with the
accompanying high bandwidth
requirement, very little datacasting
will occur.

As the demands of bandwidth drop
with more static and less detailed pic-
ture content though, the spare band-
width is not wasted, but is used for
datacasting. This allows broadcasters
to add another money -spinning ser-
vice to their current offerings.

Such an application could hasten the
changeover to the digital domain for
many broadcasters as yet undecided
about it.

ATM and datacasting
Although IP technology appears to be
the medium for datacasting at the
moment, another transmission proto-
col, asynchronous transfer mode, or
ATM, could handle datacasts equally
well. It has the advantage that it has
been around longer and that one
MPEG video packet fits into two
ATM packets.

Using packet networks allows
broadcasters to send video anywhere
that the ATM and IP networks go.
Many companies were demonstrating
video over IP and ATM at the show -
fat too many to list here.

Equally, using internet protocol
video streams over broadband net-
works was a common talking point in
Amsterdam. NDS Group's
StreamShaper allows the reception of
a digital TV broadcast, then bit -rate
reduction to a suitable level for the
broadband network's channel -band-
width, and descrambling/rescrambling
if required.

The outgoing signal can be over
ADSL, ATM, Cable TV or any IP net-
work. StreamShaper is also an impor-
tant component of Synamedia - also
from NDS.

Synamedia is a broadband network
architecture that allows secure deliv-
ery of programme content by placing
the store of such content as close as
possible to the subscriber. This
implies that the core network has
fewer bandwidth demands placed on
it.

Content of high popularity is dis-
tributed by satellite and stored on

servers close to the end -user.
Specialist content is distributed from
central servers via the core network to
the distribution network and thence to
the end -user. This could impact heav-
ily on the broadband distribution mar-
ket and was a subject of great interest
at the show.

Cable and interactive TV
Cable networks, from what I saw at
the show, appear to offer an excellent
solution to the requirements of inter-
active TV.

Most modern networks have a return
path from every end -user to the head -
end. Signals in the 5 to 60MHz band
are used for return path working. They
allow high-speed data to be trans-
ferred to data highways - usually fibre
optic - for passage to the broadcaster
or to the Internet.

CATV operators in the main also
offer a telephone service that can han-
dle ADSL, so the choice is wide for
the cable user.

Downstream frequencies are being
extended to 862MHz from the current
750MHz, the extra 112MHz allowing
fourteen additional 8MHz channels.
Currently, 64-QAM is in use for digi-
tal television - in America the talk is
of using 256-QAM.

The trade-off for an extra 2 bits per
symbol is an increase of 7dB in the
carrier -to -noise ratio requirement. If it
comes at all, the change will have to
await the removal of analogue chan-
nels.

Currently, cable operators are run-
ning digital channels 10dB lower than
their analogue counterparts. The
change to 256-QAM will necessitate
the digital channels being run only 3
to 4dB lower.

Many of the services on cable will
be chargeable and so-called 'sub-
scriber -management systems' occu-
pied a slice of the show. Supervision
is done via the return path. It allows
two-way conversation with the set -top
box for billing, viewing preferences
data and access control.

Modern recording techniques
In the future, cable set -top boxes will
be equipped with a hard -disk drive,
allowing digital TV programmes to be
recorded with nice features such as
that for interrupted viewing.

Should your viewing of a telephone
call or a visitor interrupts a pro-
gramme, the set top box can take over
and record the programme from the
point of interruption. On returning to
the programme, you can view the
recording from the interruption point,
but the disk drive goes on recording
the remainder of the programme so
that nothing is lost!

In this connection, one of the most
interesting stands in the whole show

was a small one in the New
Technology Campus. It was run by
Philips Research and AVIR partners
in the ESPRIT project.

The project has developed new tech-
nologies that increase the application
potential of 'personal TV analysis' of
the video and audio content of TV
programmes.

In addition, speech recognition can
create a content description for the
programmes. This allows broadcasters
or service providers to develop fea-
tures that give improved browsing
capability through programmes stored
in their personal TV systems in the
home.

The system supports MPEG-7 and
the DVB-MHP standard, which is
short for `digital video broadcasting -
multimedia home platform'.

Personal TV is the term applied to
the set -top box that can 'record' digi-
tal TV programmes for later viewing.
AVIR - short for Audio -Visual
Information Retrieval - can detect
scene changes by comparing the video
of subsequent frames, known as
I -frames.

The browsing system shows new
frames only to give a quick, yet infor-
mative, summary of the programme
recorded.

There is also a scroll bar showing
the average colour over a period of
time. This makes a powerful search
aid when attempting to locate scenes
of different content such as a break in
a football match, a specific scene from
a film, or the presenters' segments in a
news broadcast.

For the news broadcast, speech
recognition techniques are used to
generate key -words that can be sum-
moned to assist in the location of
items of interest for the viewer. The
AVIR project has developed routines
that create content description auto-
matically in MPEG-7 format and can
be transmitted along with the TV sig-
nal.

Service providers can distribute a
complete consumer application - like
an advanced electronic programme
guide, using the DVB-MHP protocol.

IBC Special Award
2000 went to Toy
Story 2 from Buena
Vista International
for the company's
digital cinema
screening, top
photo. Walking
with dinosaurs,
below, was part of
Le Nombre d'Or
widescreen festival
at IBC 2000. The
BBC received two
top awards for
Warriors and
Mozart in Turkey.

Digital technology
has completely
taken over in the
broadcast
industry. Among
the most
outstanding
effects were those
demonstrated by
the Israeli
company Dream
Team.
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Multi -programme satellite
receiver
Rover Broadcast was showing its
DSR700/S8 - a professional multi-
programme digital satellite receiver.
It is capable of decoding eight ser-
vices, six of which may have condi-
tional access.

The unit is destined for small
CATV head -ends or for SMATV sys-
tems. The transport demultiplexer in
this receiver is rather busy!

Video output is analogue PAL,
NTSC or SECAM selectable with 1V
pk-pk output. Audio is stereo or two
mono channels at up to +16dBm,
mounted in a 19in rack. This unit was
an eye-catcher for the itinerant show -
goer.

Watch your watch
According to IBM we will all be
wearing computers and watching the
news on our wristwatches in a year or
two. The company showed a 1GB
capacity disk drive using a 25mm
(one -inch) disk. The entire package
with its controller weighs 20 grams.

For widescreen broadcast televi-
sion, a new 35mm film format is
being introduced termed 3 -pert. The
standard 35mm aspect ratio is 4.3 and
occupies four perforations of the film
stock.

By reducing the frame height to just
three perforations the picture aspect
ratio more closely approximates that
used for widescreen TV. Digital film
was represented and very impressive.
Star Wars Episode II is being shot in
the digital domain on HD -Cam.

Projecting television
Texas Instruments' DLP projection
unit fits onto a standard Christie lamp

Award for audio - for a change
Ray Dolby received the John Tucker award at IBC during
a spectacular put on by the organisers as a precursor to
the IBC party that went on into the warm and sticky
night.

It is good to see audio getting some recognition among
all the masses of video. The spectacular had masses of
audio itself. It was much too loud for my old ears and
Lionel Ritchie had come along to set the loudspeaker
cones a -rattle.

Consumer
system

Receiver Storage

TV

house with a brightness standard that
can already match international stan-
dards for film.

The image quality cannot match the
best that 35mm can provide.
Unfortunately though, film suffers
degradation from dust, scratching,
fading and sprocket damage - which
does not occur with the digital image.

Current tests of side -by -side for-
mats reveals a high level of accep-
tance by filmgoers for the digital sys-
tem. With no moving parts, the digital
projector will need little maintenance
and can be remotely -controlled from
a central office

The capital cost is high, a complete
projector costs from £7000 to
£120 000, whereas a good 35mm film
projector is priced at around £20000.
So if you asks "When?", the answer
lays with the accountants. Images to
the digital cinema would be delivered
by satellite or broadband cable with
encryption to prevent piracy.

Benefits of DSP for audio
Applied to audio, digital signal pro-
cessing can help to deal with poor
original quality, brighten -up lack -lus-
tre sound and create new sounds that,
coupled to the images, create the
desired illusion.

Of most interest to me were digital
headphones that allow the sound
image to remain fixed, no matter
which way the head of the wearer is
turned. They have to be set up, of
course, and this involves a dummy
head placed in the 'ideal' room.

The sensors in the dummy take
impulse measurements as the head
turned this way and that. Readings
are processed and used to control the
signals fed to the headphones. The
upshot of this is that sound
crewmembers sitting in a cramped
outside -broadcast van can enjoy the
acoustic environment of the hall from
that the audio emanates from, and the
sound image remains fixed as their
heads turn.

Samples of sound environments can
be made for different applications, for
instance, a car. The mixing engineer
can then don his or her headphones

and immediately be in the driving seat
of anything from a Mini to a
Stretched Lincoln Limmo. Armed
thus, the listener can create the best
sort of sound for that environment.

Video on demand via fibre?
Then there was video -on -demand,
cited as the current attraction in the
world of CATV. Again, the perfor-
mance was impressive - a choice of
some 6000 offerings including films,
childrens' entertainment, specialist
themes and music productions.

Video -on -demand can be treated
like a VCR. It can be paused, for-
warded, reversed, run at slow speed,
even parked and ignored for a few
hours until you are ready to re -com-
mence viewing. All this demands a
two-way network - commonplace
enough now- plus some dedicated RF
channels. The talk in the CATV world
is of fibre -optics right up to the house
wall or office LAN.

For video -on -demand, a dedicated
fibre for this service is becoming a
possibility. Distribution from a cen-
tral server is also on fibre -optic cables
using DWDM -a system of stacking
light wavelengths analogous to fre-
quency division multiplexing on co-
axial systems. This means several
beams of IR at differing wavelengths
can pass down one fibre, maximising
the use of the fibre and helping to
keep down running costs.

The advantage of fibre over copper
is the tremendous bandwidth it has to
offer, allowing high speed data com-
munication over long distances. Fibre
trunk routes have been going under-
ground all over the world for about
six years and huge 'backbones' exist
in many countries.

In the UK many of the utilities and
emergency services have their own
networks or rent fibre from a service
provider. Undersea routes are in place
and these international connections
have little or no time delay, an unfor-
tunate feature of satellite linking.

With attenuation figures of under
0.35dB per kilometre, long spans of
fibre -optic cable are possible before
some amplification or regeneration is
necessary. Laser -pumped light ampli-
fiers are available using erbium -
doped fibre.

Amid the talk of winners and losers
in the race to bring multi -programme
multimedia information and enter-
tainment to the end -users, I heard a
lone sensible voice say that there is
room for all three modes of broad-
casting - cable, satellite and terrestri-
al. Each excels in certain conditions,
times and places.

Certainly at IBC 2000 they co -exist-
ed happily enough.
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In -circuit
electrolytic tester II
Compared with simple circuits using two quad op -amps to measure capacitor
impedance at 100kHz, this circuit is larger. But while 100kHz impedance readings
need interpretation, tans measurements don't. Cyril Bateman's tester is quick,
extremely easy to use, and allows you to check components while in -circuit.

This meter measures the tans of
electrolytic capacitors mounted
on printed circuit boards, to

determine whether a capacitor is good,
or is worn out and should be replaced.
It can also be used to verify stock
capacitors.

Designed as an easy to use, portable
hand held test meter, it can be housed
in a standard OKW plastic case. Four
AA batteries provide acceptable life in
regular workshop use. Fig. 1.

In my version, the measuring circuit
is on two single sided sub -boards,
approximately 85mm by 70mm. They
are interconnected using a seven -way
flat Nomex flexstrip jumper cable.
Leaded components are used exclu-
sively for easy assembly.

The 'top' board contains the control
and logic circuits which permitted this
unique meter design, together with a
floating 9V supply for the PM128 dis-
play module used and a -5v converter.

The 'bottom' board contains the
100Hz test generator and the analogue
current and voltage measuring cir-
cuits. A degree of charged capacitor
protection has been included should a
charged capacitor be acciaentally
measured.

Worst -case protection is not possible
in a small portable meter, so avoid
connecting charged capacitors.

On the 'top' board are control and
logic circuits. These were described in
the September issue. This article
describes the power supplies and
remaining circuits, as in Fig. 2.

What is tans?
TanS is the ratio of a capacitor's resis-
tive component or ESR divided by its
reactive component or k. It defines
the quality of the capacitor.

This tans meter works by sampling
the voltage developed across the
capacitor terminals at two discrete
time intervals. The 'R' channel is sam-

hush M.o.
116.6 at 1.6 NIKO.* spaik.

I 6.1 as 666. 666.

041 tall
kkAUI
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Fig. 1. Prototype tans meter, measuring
a 'good' board -mounted electrolytic.

pled coincident with the peak of the
capacitor's current, the 'X' channel is
sampled 90° later. Fig. 3.

Test voltage
To avoid turning on any semiconduc-
tor junctions, . a low test voltage is
essential. Most semiconductor junc-
tions do not conduct at very low volt-
ages, but any such conduction could
degrade measurements. To find out
what the maximum voltage should be,
I tested various devices at 100Hz.

Some low voltage Schottky barrier
diodes conducted at 200mV AC.
Further experiments measuring tans
of capacitors with and without parallel
HP5082-2080 diodes determined that
acceptable test voltage is 150mV. I

Aluminium electrolytic capacitors
used on printed circuit boards usually
range from 1 to 10 000µF. At 100Hz,
impedance ranges from 16000 to
160m52. Generating a constant test
current, while not exceeding 150mV,
is not practicable.

100Hz drive
Assuming a small generator source
impedance, low resistance test leads
and a 2.252 current sensing resistor,
the 150mV, 100Hz test signal requires
some 50mA current maximum from
the generator.

Because of the voltage/current phase
angles involved in measuring capaci-
tors, I found that a low-cost miniature
LT700 audio transformer worked best
here, Fig. 4. It needs only ±1.5V push-
pull drive at a negligible ±5mA cur-
rent.

A low-cost, stable sinewave needing
no adjustments was produced by
bandpass filtering a 100Hz square
wave. To eliminate the need for
adjustment though, the circuit needs
0.5% -tolerance capacitors. I found it
possible to select these from 5% -toler-
ance types.

Current sensing
Using this generator with an LM311
comparator for the logic -channel input
stage, I could now finalise the values
of the current sensing resistors.

Ideally you would ensure that the test
capacitor's impedance was within a

Fig. 2. Inside view
of the complete
tans meter
implemented on
two small
interconnected
boards, in a
standard OKW
plastic case. The
left or 'top' board
houses the control
and logic circuits
discussed in my
last article. Its
-5V and floating
9V supplies are
visible adjacent to
the PM128 display
module. The right
or 'bottom' board
houses all the
circuitry of Fig. 4
and connects to
the four -wire test
leads by the DIN
connector at
bottom right.
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Fig. 3. Sample -
and -hold control

pulses
superimposed on

the test
capacitor's

current and
voltage

waveforms. The
phase angle
between the

capacitor current
and the voltage

developed across
its reactance

remains precisely
90°. The meter
design relies on

this relationship.
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factor of ten of the current sensing
resistance used. Experimentation con-
firmed that a 2.212 sense resistor was
suitable for test capacitances of IOW
and above.

Lesser values proved more difficult.
Three sense -resistor ranges were need-
ed, but only two could be accommo-
dated.

Sense resistors larger than 1000
caused false triggering in the compara-
tor due to noise picked up on the test
leads. A compromise comprising
2212+2.20, used with a times 11.6 pre -
amp, allowed good measurements
down to 2.2µF - even 1µF with
reduced accuracy.

Capacitor test probes
Typical commercial test leads have a
resistance of around 0.112. It is neces-
sary to measure ESR down to
0.010a As a result, four -terminal
measurement is essential to eliminate
the effects of the test leads.

Traditional four -terminal measure-
ment methods are not practical with
capacitors mounted on printed boards

though. As a compromise, I found
some standard test prods that could be
wired in true four -terminal form,
except for the final 30mm long brass
probe points.

The brass probes measured
0.45mS22. As a result I was forced to
accept 1mS2 of common contact resis-
tance. For most capacitors this 1 inS2

is insignificant, but it does result in a
small, acceptable error, when measur-
ing very large value capacitors.

On the schematic, the current -carry-
ing test -lead pair connects between
PL1 and PL4 while the voltage sens-
ing pair connects to PL2 and PL3.
Resistors connecting PL1 to PL2 also
PL3 to PL4 are fitted to maintain con-
tinuity should the test leads be
removed.

Resistance of the earthy probe lead,
together with the range sensing
0.2251 resistor, means that the test
capacitor's voltage is effectively
floating. Instrumentation amplifiers
are used as the first input stages of
both logic and analogue measure-
ment channels.

Setting up
I tried to make this meter as free from calibration as possible. One adjustment using either a
known tan8 or a relatively loss -free capacitor calibrates the meter.

With a capacitor connected to the test terminals of the meter, remove the analogue input sig-
nal by grounding the junction marked 'Test' on the top board.

Measuring the DC output voltages of both sample -and -holds in turn, trim both to OV, then
unground 'Test'.

Remove the test capacitor and adjust the offset of the current sensing.comparator, U2, for
maximum output noise, then back off to just remove all noise while ensuring the comparator
output remains 'low'.

Apply a 47pF capacitor to the test leads and adjust the range -switching comparator, U5 input
voltage pre-set, to just turn off the relay, extinguishing the range LED. Replace with a 100pF
capacitor and ensure the relay and LED just turn on when connecting the capacitor.

None of the above adjustments is particularly critical, yet they ensure consistent operation
of the meter.

This final adjustment sets the meter accuracy. Apply a 10pF metallised-film capacitor of
known tan8 to the test leads. Adjust the pre-set resistor R19 on the output of the analogue cir-
cuit INA118, U3 until the display reads the correct tan8 while ensuring the output from the 'R'
sample and hold remains a small but positive voltage. If you don't know the tan8 of this 1 OpF
capacitor then adjusting the display to read 0.007 should ensure acceptable accuracy.

Voltage sensing
The 150mV generator voltage, fed via
the 2.2f2 sense resistor, means large
test capacitance values develop very
small voltages, so a gain of 11.6 is
also needed for the analogue channel.

The current -sense comparator and
logic channel circuits, introduce a
small delay. This is balanced during
calibration, by the adjustable RC delay
in the analogue channel.

Range switching
When measuring capacitors bigger
than 47pF, a comparator, re -trigger -
able monostable and reed relay are
used to short out R7.

Having completed the circuits need-
ed to measure the voltages represent-
ing the test capacitor's ESR and reac-
tance, all that remains is to divide the
'R' channel voltage by the 'X' chan-
nel voltage then display the result.

Dividing 'R' by 'X'
The 7106 DVM IC in the PM128
panel meter I used works by ratioing
the measured voltage against a pre-set
reference voltage. Removing resistors
R2 and R3 disconnects the reference
voltage in a PM128 display module.

An adjustable voltage was applied to
the REF -HI input terminals, a second
to the normal IN -HI terminal. I found
the PM128 could divide and display
the result accurately, provided both
voltages were within the meter's max-
imum 2V input range.

The LF398 sample -and -hold circuit,
fed with the test capacitor's amplified
voltage, outputs some 2.5V maxi-
mum, which is then attenuated.

Compared with the very simple cir-
cuits using two quad op -amps to mea-
sure capacitor impedance at 100kHz,
this circuit is larger. While 100kHz
impedance values require good/bad
judgement, tans measurement needs
no interpretation, so is quick and
extremely easy to use.

Battery supply - 80% efficient
The negative 5V generator uses a
Maxim 665CPA high -current version
of the popular 660 voltage converter.
Because tan8 draws between 20 and
25mA from the -5V supply, low -cur-
rent versions are not suitable.

A small transformer wound on a
two -hole ferrite bead with the turns
shown in Fig. 5 produces the floating
9V supply. Circuits for both supplies
are implemented on the 'top' board.

To minimise PSU switching noise
entering the measurement circuits, a
stabilised +5V supply and 'auto off
circuit are housed adjacent to the bat-
tery box on two tiny boards. You can
see them at the top right of Fig. 2.

Generating a +5V stabilised supply
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Fig. 4. Mating
with the 'top'
board shown in
the September
issue, this
'bottom' board
completes the
tans meter, and
includes the
100Hz generator,
current sensing
and voltage -
measuring
analogue circuits.
The capacitor
voltage waveform
from this board is
sampled by the
sample and holds
of top board. The
four -wire test
leads are fitted to
PL 1, 1, 3, 4,

allowing true
verification of a
board -mounted
capacitor
regardless of any
semiconductor
junctions in
parallel with it.

Capacitor quality and tans
Tans is used to describe the quality of almost all general-pur-
pose capacitors.

tans =ESR where, X. =
1

X,. brit
All practical capacitors exhibit losses, a small DC leakage
current and resistive dielectric losses that dissipate energy as
heat. These losses reduce the theoretical 90° phase difference,
between the applied current and the capacitor's voltage.

Table A. Typical tans values of new capacitors measured at 100 Hz -
low capacitance values.

At 1 kHz for example, the measured phase angle of a typical
new 1000pF 25V capacitor was 67° - substantially less than
the theoretical 90°.

This phase angle could be reproduced by either a high
value resistor in parallel or a low value resistor in series with
an ideal capacitor. The series resistance of this 1 000pF 25V
capacitor was 71m12, X, was 169mQ so tans was 0.42.

At 100Hz, series resistance measured 104m52, X, was
1.6252 and tans was 0.064. This series resistance is the equiv-
alent series resistance or ESR of the capacitor9.

Table B. Typical tans values of stock capacitors measured at
100Hz - high capacitance values.

Capacitor 1pF 2.2pF 4.7pF 10pF 22pF 47pF 100pF Capacitor 1 000pF 2 200pF 4 700pF 10 000pF
50V bipolar Al. 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 25V polar Al 0.06 0.075 0.09 0.1
63V polar Al. 0.04 0.04 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.045 0.04 63V polar Al. 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07
450V polar Al. 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05
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Parts and ready-made meters
I have now put together a good number of tans
meters. All have performed to specification using
only the calibration adjustments. These meters were
all built using the circuits shown, which were
finalised May 1999.

I supply a 24 -page user manual - including
schematic drawings, board layouts, calibration
instructions and parts list - with each assembled tans
meter. With printed boards or parts kits, I include a
further 22 -page assembly manual of instructions,
drawings and six assembly -stage photos.

For details, send an SAE to me, Cyril Bateman, at
Nimrod, New Road, Acle, Norfolk NR13 3BD.

The PM128 panel meter normally sells at £10.95
excluding VAT. If you order from Vann Draper
quoting Television, you can buy them at £8.95 - fully
inclusive of VAT and UK shipping. Overseas readers,
contact Vann Draper for details. Phone 01283
704706, fax 01283 704707 or write to Stenson
House, Stenson Derby DE73 1 HL. E-mail
sales@vanndraper.co.uk.

from four AA batteries poses the
difficulty that with fresh batteries,
the circuit must reduce the battery
voltage. As the batteries discharge,
the circuit must automatically
change to boosting the battery volt-
age3.

The LT1303CN8 power supply IC
boosts the battery voltage so the
ZTX788B transistor can act as a lin-
ear regulator, producing a stable
+5V. High -frequency noise is
decoupled using a VHF inductor and

a small twelve turn, bifilar wound,
bucking mode inductor, Fig. 5.

Should the meter be accidentally
left on, the ICM7242 timer shuts
down the LT1303 circuit.

In total, four 220µF 10V, low-ESR
decoupling capacitors are used for
the +5V supply and three for the
-5V converter. These ensure very
low supply line noise levels. For
compactness and reliability, I used
Rubycon YXF style electrolytic
capacitors4.

The +5V power supply achieves
around 80% efficiency with 4.5 to
5V input, the median voltage using
four AA alkaline or Ni-Cad cells.

Performance
This tans meter returns a steady
measured value within three dis-
play -meter counts, or around a sec-
ond. Its accuracy more than suffices
to distinguish between good and bad
board -mounted capacitors.

With the exception of capacitors
near 1µF and 10 000µF, where accu-
racy reduces, it is hard to tell
whether my laboratory bridge is
more accurate than the tans meter.

At normal room temperature, the
meter displays tans to around
±0.005 of its true reading for values
up to 0.4. Capacitors having a tans
of 0.4 are worn outs.

Accuracy can be extended for
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higher tans values simply by chang-
ing R6 in the PM128 meter module
from 471d1 to 4701(0. This slows
down the PM128 meter module,
which then takes around two sec-
onds to provide a stable reading.

While intended for use in normal
indoor ambient temperatures, the
meter's accuracy degrades little
between 10°C and 30°C. At very -
low ambient temperatures though,
cold batteries may not supply suffi-
cient current for a stable ±5V power
supply.

Part I of this article appeared in the
September issue. Apologies for the
delay with part 2 - Ed.
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Fig. 5. Battery power
supply including
auto -off timer,
mounted on two
boards 30 by 47mm.
These can be seen in
Fig. Z fitting into the
space each side of the
4AA battery box.

+5 volts

--> >

Toro i d

->
0 volts

12 Turns.
Bicilar Winding

Stabilised 5V supply and auto -off timer
input 4AA batteries
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Having used a commercially -available remote -

control tester and finding it lacking, Ian Rees set
about designing his own. The result is extremely

simple, yet it allows you to detect not only
whether there's a carrier, but also whether the

keypad is working.
Ihave a commercially -available remote -con-
trol tester on which a small LED lights
when an infrared beam is detected. I have

been embarrassed several times when the
tester indicated OK even though a handset was
faulty. The test fails because the instrument
detects the infrared carrier only. If the modu-
lated pulse stream is missing, the handset will
still test OK.

By using an audio IC to amplify the pulses
from the IR detector, and putting them
through a speaker, both carrier and modulation
can be verified.

A lesser shortcoming of the original tester
was that it was turned on by mains filament
lighting. Although the present design also
picks up the 50Hz modulation of mains lamps,
it is easily distinguished from the handset's
`tak-tak-tak' sound.

You can see how simple the circuit is from
the diagram. The infra -red detector is AC cou-
pled to the amplifier through the closed circuit
jack socket and the 4.7µF capacitor.

The jack socket is there to allow the ampli-
fier to be used for signal tracing. When the
tracer probe is jacked in the infra -red LED is
disconnected.

There's no volume control. The speaker in
the prototype is a small 1.5in moving coil unit.

Putting it together
Built on a small piece of Veroboard and
enclosed in a small plastic case 4.5in by 2.25in
by 0.75in, the prototype is totally self con-
tained.

The op -amp is an eight -pin DIL LM386
audio IC designed for battery operation. I
mounted the IC in an eight -pin DIL socket to

ease replacement should it become necessary.
Only a handful of external components needs
to be added to the IC to get the tester up and
running.

Outside of the normal precautions when
using audio ICs, you should have no problems
with the construction. The IC is configured
using its lowest gain settings, so offering good
stability.

When fitting the infrared diode, make sure
that the sensitised area is forward. Recess it
back inside the case to reduce the effects of
50Hz lighting hum.

A PP3 battery powers the prototype, and has
a long life provided that you turn the tester off
after use!

Using the tester
With the tester turned on, face the handset
under test about four to six inches away from
the tester's sensor. When you press key on the
handset, you will hear a distinctive sound from
the speaker.

When used on -site, the signal tracer side can
be very useful, taking over some of the func-
tions of an oscilloscope once you become
familiar with identifying the sounds of differ-
ent waveforms.

Although the amplifier doesn't have a high
gain, it is still very useful in tracing or check-
ing audio and data paths in low voltage equip-
ment.

Connecting a telephone pick-up coil to the
tracer allows high-level AC inductive tracing
to be carried out. Chopper, frame and even
line harmonics can be picked up. Verification
that AC solenoids, valves and motors have
power applied can also be done.

TESTER

FOR

REMOTE

CONTROL

HANDSETS

Parts list
Resistors
PI
R2 10k11

R3 10f/
R4 2.71(12

All resistors carbon ±5% 0.25W

Capacitors
4.7pF, 100V electrolytic

C2 47nF, 100V ceramic
C3,4 220pF, 16V electrolytic

Semiconductors
Infra -red receiving diode - Maplin CH1 1M
LM386N-1 - Maplin UJ37S
5mm red light emitting diode

Miscellaneous
SPST 1A switch
4 or 80 speaker
PP3 battery
3.5mm mono jack socket - Maplin FKO2C
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Recording a digital video signal on tape and its playback are quite
complex processes that include Viterbi error correction. In this con-
cluding article on the DVC format Steve Beeching, I.Eng. describes
the techniques used

What is DVC?
This concluding instalment
deals with the basic data
recording and playback

arrangements used in the DVC sys-
tem. Fig. 1 shows the record system
in block diagram form. The incom-
ing serial data bit stream is first
encoded in Non Return to Zero
Inverted (NRZI) form. With simple
NRZ, a string of ones or zeros
remains at the same signal level.
Unfortunately this gives rise to an
unwanted DC component in the
off -tape data stream. Hence the use
of NRZI instead (see below).
Fig. 2 shows the initial playback

stages in block diagram form. In
addition to NRZI decoding, a
Viterbi correction system is used to
overcome the effects of noise.
Incidentally Viterbi is the name of
a NASA engineer who developed

the system for dealing with noisy
data from distant spacecraft.

The recorded data is played back
by the two heads, as with any heli-
cal -scan video recording system,
then amplified and selected by the
video head switching system. AGC
and equalisation, to compensate for
HF losses, are then applied. This is
followed by 1 + D (NRZI) decod-
ing. After that the signal path splits,
one path being via an analogue -to -
digital converter (A/D) for Viterbi
analysis of the signal (see later),
the other via a compensation and
latching circuit to recover the orig-
inal squarewave, bi-state data for-
mat. Viterbi correction is then
applied.

Prior to the 1 + D and Viterbi A/D
blocks the playback signal is in tri-
state form - see lower part of Fig.

3. This is in effect an AC waveform
centred on zero, with an upper level
of 1 and a lower level of -1. The
subsequent bi-state signal is in the
normal form of zeros and ones.

During the record process a mag-
netic field is produced across the
gap of the recording head only
when the current in the winding
changes. With a steady current
(DC) the tape is not affected and
nothing is recorded. When a
squarewave, such as a digital bit, is
applied to a recording head only
the transitions from low to high and
high to low are recorded on the
tape. What happens is that the sig-
nal is differentiated, as shown in
Fig. 3.

Interleaved NRZI
There may, within the digital
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recording stream, be long strings of
zeros or ones. This is not good for
synchronisation of the playback
phase -locked loop. It will also result
in the DC level rising and falling. As
long strings will not have enough
changes to keep the playback PLL
circuit in sync with the playback data
signal, data will be lost or corrupted.

An NRZI encoder ensures that long
strings of zeros and ones don't hap-
pen. In effect it 'chops' them, thus
maintaining a clock pulse stream for
the playback PLL. A scrambled
NRZI circuit is used. Basically it
consists of an exclusive -OR gate and
two delay lines, each with a delay
time equivalent to one data bit, see
Fig. 4.

The inputs consist of the input data
A and the output data (C) delayed by
two bit periods, i.e. B. C is the gate's
output to the record amplifier. The
gate is, in this configuration, used as
a serial multiplier, where

C = A + (C x D x D) or A + CD2.

The latter, rearranged, gives us A =
C - CD2 which, expanded, produces

A=C (1 -D2) or A = C (1 -D2).

The latter gives C = A/(1 - D)2, as
shown in Fig. 4.

By expanding this for the recording
signal we get

C = [A/( 1 + D) (1 - D)].

In the recording process the heads
differentiate the data signal as it's
stored on the tape (see above). This
is equivalent to multiplying the data
by (I - D), see Figs. 5 and 6.

C = [A/(1 + D) (1 - x (1 - D),
so

Cr = A/(1 + D).

Cr is the recorded magnetic signal
and is equivalent to A/( I + D). Fig. 7
summarises the record encode pro-
cess.

Playback
The off -tape signal P is equivalent to
Cr, so P = A/(1 + D). It's a tri-state
signal at either 1, 0 or -1, and is used
by the Viterbi error -correction sys-
tem to counteract dropouts and noise
that affect the tri-state levels.

A 1 + D multiplier, see Fig. 8, with-
in the playback equalisation system
converts the signal back to its bi-
state format, restoring the original
signal A. Negative (-1) pulses at the
Q input are converted to positive
pulses in the P + Q summing.

The playback waveform diagram,
Fig. 9, shows that where there are
opposite -polarity pulses at P and Q
they are cancelled, and that where
there is a pulse at P or Q, of whatev-
er polarity, there is a positive output
pulse. The output R = P(1 + D).

The following clocked latching cir-
cuit produces a squarewave for the

Preamp
Head
sw

AGC
& EQ

Recording
bit stream " NRZI

Red
Amp

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the DVC record
drive system.

1+D Comp &
Latching

AID

Viterbi
processing

PB Data

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the initial sections of the DVC playback system.

period of the clocking pulses, initiat-
ed by the output of the 1 + D
decoder. Where two or more output
pulses follow each other within the
latch period a longer squarewave
output is produced, as shown at A in
Fig. 9.

NRZI operation with a
long string
The NRZI processing system comes
into its own where a long string of
zeros or ones occurs, by 'chopping
up' the data stream to ensure that
there are as many clock pulses as
possible to maintain the playback
PLL clock synchronisation.
In the example shown in Fig. 10,

signal A contains a lone string of
ones - this is a basic NRZ signal. As
a result of the action of the exclu-
sive -OR gate, additional pulses are
recorded, as shown in line P, during
the extended high period. An addi-
tional point is that if A was left in the
lengthy high state it would tend to be
integrated to produce an unwanted
DC level, which means that the play-
back data stream wouldn't centre on
zero volts: it would be lifted up, and
because of this data would be lost by
the following data slicing circuits.

During playback the 1 + D circuit's
decoding, shown at R, and the sub-
sequent compensation and latching
circuits restore the original signal, A.
As an exercise, check this wave-

form diagram against the logic dia-
gram chart for the exclusive -or
NRZI circuit (see Fig. 4) to get result
C from the original signal A. Also
confirm the result R = P(1 + D) from
the logic diagram and chart for 1 + D
multiplication (Fig. 8) during play-
back, and that the clocked latching
circuit then produces a long series of
ones from the string of pulses R.

Viterbi error correction
During LP playback the off -tape data

Recording Signal

Recorded Signal

Fig. 3: Conversion of the signal being
recorded to tri-state form as a result
of the differentiation carried out by
the heads.

A

Fig. 4: The NRZI encoder, which
consists of an exclusive -OR gate
and two delay lines, and the asso-
ciated logic table.

Delay DH

(1-D)

Fig. 5: Equivalent differentiating cir-
cuit for the heads.

A

-B

(1-D)

A B C
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 1

0 0 0
0 1 1

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 0 1

0 0 0
0 1 1

0 0 0
0 1 1

0 0 0

Fig. 6: The
effect of
head differ-
entiation.
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A

B

C

Recorded

Signal Cr = A
(1+D)

Fig. 7: Record encode waveforms.

P(1+D) P Q R
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 1

-1 1 0

Delay D
1

0
-1 0

1 1- -
0 0 0

Playback signal multiplied by (1+D) -1 0 1

0 -1 1

0 0 0
1 0 1

Fig. 8: The 1 + D multiplier -1 1 0

(NRZI decoder) and its logic 1 -1 0

table.
-1
1

1 0
-1 0

R=P(1+D)

A

A

IA A

1 1_

Fig. 9: Playback waveform diagram.

A

B =C+2D

A

(1+D)

Q

R=P(1+D)

A

Square wave data

Recorded
differentiated

waveform

Replayed waveform
with excessive noise

A A

AAAA

Fig. 10: NRZI processing.

A

Fig. 11:
Viterbi error
correction.

error rate is much greater than with SP playback,
because of the reduced track width and increased
noise. So additional error correction is required.

The binary data record drive applied to a tape head is
a squarewave. The playback signal is not, because of
the differential action of the video heads' inductive
coupling and the rotary transformer. Playback data is
tri-state, consisting of 1 and -1 pulses and zero.
As we have seen, restoration of the signal to its bi-

state squarewave form is accomplished by the 1 + D
multiplier and a latching circuit. This works well as
long as the signal-to-noise ratio is high and Reed
Solomon parity error correction can accommodate any
errors. If the signal has excessive noise, as with an LP
recording or poor SP playback, a more comprehensive
signal -recovery system is required.
The original problem that led to the Viterbi system

was the recovery of digital telemetry data from satel-
lites and space, the data being severely corrupted by
noise. As the noise was too great for a variable slicing -
level system to be able to provide accurate data recov-
ery, Dr Andrew J. Viterbi proposed a software solution
that uses a complex algorithm. The algorithm analyses
the data waveform and, by storing sections, compares
and examines changes, decides on errors and provides
correction. Reduction in error rates by a factor of 100
is possible.

With the DVC system the playback waveform is A/D
converted to six -bit data words that represent the volt-
age level of the pulses present (waveform P, Fig. 10),
i.e. the voltage level and the polarity of the pulses is
converted to six -bit data words. These values are
stored in memory to enable strings of data to be com-
pared.
Fig. 11 illustrates the operation of the system. The

signal level is checked at times (a) -(f). When the
Viterbi software examines these samples, it carries out
decisions on the most likely level of the tri-state signal,
1, 0 or -1. With samples (a), (b) and (f) the logic level
is fairly certain: 1, -1 and -1. With samples (c), (d)
and (e) the level is less certain, except that the signal
is not of negative polarity. So these samples are passed
to a further decision -making stage which acts on a data
train sequence. This works as follows.

When the signal is differentiated by the magnetic
coupling, the zeros and ones become tri-state (1, 0 or
-1). It is certain, from the original squarewave, that -1
must follow 1 if it is not 0. So zeros are ignored and
the data string is checked for alternating ones and
minus ones. Sample (d) is the highest level. It is posi-
tive, and it follows -1 at (b). Therefore it must be one.
Intermediate sample (c) must be 0, because it falls
between a -1 and a 1. By the same logic it follows that
(e) must be 0 because it falls between a 1 and a -1.

If a number of samples cannot be decided upon, the
sequence is stored in memory to suspend detection
while the next sequence is processed. The Viterbi sys-
tem looks for common sequences within a set number
of bits, and completes correction of suspended data
bits from information found while processing subse-
quent data, which all contributes to the decision mak-
ing.
The number of bits stored can vary from manufac-

turer to manufacturer. The more bits stored for com-
parison, the better the error correction. An average 30-
40 bit samples are stored.
The data bits are taken from the 1 + D decoder for

checking, after which the Viterbi circuit applies cor-
rection to the recovered data output from the latching
circuit, in its two -state binary form.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
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AUDIO
FAULTS
Reports from
Russell J. Fletcher
Chris MacRae and
W. Ferguson

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each
report is made on publication.
See page 106 for how and where
to send reports.

Teac AX1030 amplifier
This amplifier was dead: there was no
power anywhere other than the mains input
circuitry and the primary winding of the
mains transformer. This suggested a faulty
transformer, which was in fact open -circuit.

The amplifier had been installed at a
local pub and had been in constant daily
use for over four years. Because of restric-
tions on expenditure and the fact that no
money was to be spent on speakers "be-
cause the juke -box people had left the old
ones in", L -pads had been installed in order
to zone the system. Unfortunately in this
situation the operators never seem to grasp
the idea of reducing the amplifier's volume
setting instead of the settings of the zone
controls. Eventually the amplifier ends up
running at full output with the zone con-
trols down near zero!

If the zone controls don't give up and
the amplifier is beefy enough not to lose its
output transistors, as in this case, it's usual-
ly the mains transformer that suffers. R.J.F.

Marantz PM45 amplifier
If the amplifier cuts out intermittently,
check for dry -joints around the driver tran-
sistors. R.J.F.

Revox B77 tape deck
This open -reel tape deck had a headphone
monitoring fault: the left channel was miss-
ing and the right channel was very distort-
ed. The headphone output is driven by two
op -amps on the monitor PCB (bottom right
viewed from the rear). One of these op -
amps was of the incorrect type while the
other was faulty. They should be type
LM301. R.J.F.

Harman Kardon AVR10/AVI100
AV amps
A buzzing from these AV amplifiers is
usually caused by the mains transformer's
loose metalwork. For a non -bouncing
repair you will have to replace the trans-
former. It's a very common complaint.

Technics SLP777 CD player
This unit was brought in because of a very
straightforward problem: the output phono
connectors were broken. I immediately saw
a quick way of carrying out an effective
repair and upgrade. This would avoid the
need for a phone call to ask for the exact
special replacement, which is probably no
longer available anyway.

Strip down and remove the output sock-
et assembly. Break away the original sock-
et parts of this unit, and ream holes to take
a nice pair of panel -mount, gold-plated
phono sockets. When these are fitted, the
grounding even picks up on the original
metalwork. The whole assembly can then
be refitted to the PCB, with the ground sol-

dered as before and only the signal termi-
nals to connect. When reassembly is com-
plete, the modification really looks the part.
R.J.F.

Peavey LS systems
If you come across one of these systems
with a 15in. Black Widow driver that
grumbles, resonates or makes other disturb-
ing sounds, before condemning it check the
condition of the bond at the suspension.
I've had several of these units in which the
glue has let go at the back of the frame
around the coil assembly. Check and, if
necessary, reglue using a suitable contact
adhesive.

If you do get one of these drivers with a
damaged cone/coil assembly, Peavey can
supply a new "basket assembly". The mag-
net is simply transferred. This also applies
with the smaller Scorpion 12in. units.
R.J.F.

Revox B77 and PR99 tape
decks
If the complaint with one of these open -
reel tape decks is intermittent operation
when selecting a transport function, strip
out the row of operate buttons, dismantle
the assembly and clean the switch contacts
with an ink rubber or something similar.
R.J.F.

Sony HCD-H7/H1500
The display was erratic and at power up
would freeze in one mode or another,
though normal operation was sometimes
possible. Scope checks revealed the cause
of the problem, which was the 4.19MHz
crystal X501 on the front display board. Its
output was low. A new crystal restored
normal operation. C.MacR.

Aiwa LC -X50
This CD player was dead. A check on the
door switch SW2 produced a beep from the
meter, so I assumed that it was OK. I next
found that there was no 8V supply from Q7
on the CD board. This switched voltage
comes from pin 4 of IC252, but a replace-
ment chip failed to restore it. When the
contacts of SW2 were linked the player
came back to life. The cause of the trouble
was that its contacts were resistive: once
the black film had been cleaned off every-
thing was OK. C.MacR.

Philips 70FC450
The trouble with this stereo cassette deck
was no motor drive. A check showed that
there was 12V at both tags of the motor all
the time. I had no circuit diagram, but was
able to find a faulty surface -mounted tran-
sistor in the motor supply circuit - it was
leaky base -to -collector. The transistor is
mounted on the panel behind the button
unit, nearest the top. W.F.
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All about

Heatsinks
Heatsinks are essential to ensure reliable operation of power semiconductor
devices. In the following article Ray Porter, M.Sc., C.Eng., MIEE, explains the
heat dissipation process and the basic calculations used to determine the
type of heatsink required for a particular application

5 emiconductor device failure
mechanisms are temperature
related. Thus in addition to

ensuring that the maximum junction
temperature (usually 150°C) is not
exceeded, it's advisable to remove as
much heat as possible from a power
semiconductor device. This is usually
done by using a heatsink of appropri-
ate size The following notes cover
heatsink principles and design param-
eters as applied to consumer electron-
ics.

Heat -flow path
Resistance to heat that flows along
the path from the junction of a tran-
sistor to ambient air is analogous to
electrical resistance, while the
amount of heat that flows is analo-
gous to electrical current. Fig. 1

shows the basic path and the individ-
ual elements that impede the heat
flow. Ambient air is taken to mean air
that has a fixed temperature. When
there is a rise of temperature within
an equipment case, this rise has to be
added to the initial ambient air tem-
perature, or alternatively the extra
thermal resistance between the case

and ambient air has to be added to the
heat -flow path.
Thermal resistance is quoted as

°C/W or K/W. K means degrees
Kelvin, which are numerically equal
to °C when changes of temperature,
rather than absolute values, are con-
cerned. Note that °K does not exist: K
means degrees Kelvin, not just
Kelvin.
As an example, a heatsink with a

thermal resistance of 20K/W would
have a temperature difference of 40°C
between the semiconductor mounting
area and ambient air when 2W was
being dissipated in the semiconductor
device. This assumes that the ambient
air is at the temperature at which the
heatsink's thermal resistance is speci-
fied, which is usually 25°C. Thus the
transistor's mounting area would be
at 65°C.

Contact thermal resistance
The resistance to heat flow between a
transistor's mounting base and a
heatsink depends on the contact area,
contact pressure, surface flatness and
surface coating. Paint thickness of up
to 50 microns has negligible effect on

heat flow, but flatness is very impor-
tant. Contact pressure is often con-
trolled by a spring clip or a screw.
Rivets are seldom considered good
enough to provide a well -controlled
clamping force: in addition, many
types slacken off with age because of
differential expansion between the
rivet and PCB material as the assem-
bly heats up.
Burrs and undulations reduce the

contact area. To overcome this,
heatsink compound is used to fill the
gaps. This material consists of a mix-
ture of silicone grease and alumina, a
mineral form of aluminium trioxide.
It has good thermal conductivity and
good electrical insulation properties.

Maximum permissible
heatsink thermal resistance
The heatsink thermal resistance value
(O HA), expressed in °C/W, that will
produce the desired transistor junc-
tion temperature is calculated as
shown below. Abbreviations used are
as follows: J junction; C case; H
heatsink; A ambient air; P power dis-
sipated; q thermal resistance; T tem-
perature.
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From the heat -flow path diagram Transistor
junction

(Fig. 1) you can see that

OJA = OJC 6CH OHA

where OjA = (Tj - TA)/P and ojc = (Tj
- Tc)/P. Thus

Heat
flow

°CA

Ambient
air

OJC OCH OHA

Case Mounting arrangement Heatsink

Tc = Tj - Pejc and

OHA = [(Ti - TA)/P] - [(Ti - Tc)/Pl Fig. 1: Thermal resistances in a heat -flow path.

OCH

= [(TC TA)/P] - OH equa-
tion 1

To use this result, assuming that the
power dissipation is known, choose a
maximum junction temperature, say
120°C. Calculate the case temperature
that will occur, using Tc = Tj - Pejc
Put the case temperature, ambient
temperature and power values into
equation 1. This gives the maximum
heatsink thermal resistance value that
will do the job, assuming that the con-
tact thermal resistance is negligible.
In practice a lower value should be
chosen to allow for the effect of con-
tact deficiencies.

When the semiconductor device dis-
sipates power intermittently, heatsink
parameter calculations are carried out
using thermal impedance instead of
resistance. This allows for the thermal
time -constant of the heatsink, and is
applicable with pulses shorter than
one second.

The effect of a heatsink' s thermal
capacity is analogous to the time -con-
stant of an electronic filter with a
capacitor: it smooths the temperature
fluctuations caused by the heat input
pulses. To take advantage of this the
duty cycle must be low - so that the
heat from the pulse is dissipated dur-
ing the off period.

Heatsink finish
It's generally understood that a 'black
body' radiates heat more readily than
one with a shiny finish. But tests
using various finishes show that:

(1) A painted surface has greater
emissivity than a bright, unpainted
one (this is most important with flat
plates, where a third of the heat is lost
by radiation).

(2) Paint colour has little effect. Matt
black is only three per cent better than
gloss white. Aluminium paint has low
emissivity, but is still ten times better
than a bright metal finish.

(3) Painting is less effective with

100

°HA
'CAN

10-

3W

30W

102 103 104

Area of one side, mm2

10'-

6

Volume 10 -
occupied by

heatsink 105-
mm2

104-

103

10W

100W

1 1

0 1 1 10 100
Thermal resistance, 'CM

finned heatsinks, as the heat radiated
by one fin is gained by the adjacent
fm.

(4) Anodising and etching improves
emissivity.

Flat -plate heatsinks
The thermal resistance of a flat -plate
heatsink depends on its thickness, area,
orientation, finish and the power dissi-
pated in the plate. Higher power dissi-
pation increases the heatsink tempera-
ture and hence the loss by radiation,
which lowers the thermal resistance
when compared to the value at a lower
temperature. A vertically -mounted
heatsink has fifty per cent of the OHA of
a horizontally -mounted one.

Fig. 2 shows the thermal resistance
with square, flat plates. The graph
applies with plates that are nearly
square (sides ratio up to 1:1.25).

The heatsinks used in TV sets are
often flat plates bent to a convenient
shape. This increases their thermal

Fig. 2: Flat -plate
heatsink characteris-
tics (black, vertical,
aluminium, 3mm thick
and approximately
square).

Fig. 3:
Characteristics of
finned blackened
aluminium
heatsinks.

resistance compared with that of a flat
sheet.

Finned heatsinks
Fig. 3 shows the thermal resistance of
black, commercial extrusions based
on the volume they occupy.

This information and that in Fig. 2 is
based on a Philips' application note
for power semiconductor devices.

Heatsink compound
Typical values of ejc for a
BU2520AF transistor are 3.7°C/W
without compound and 2.8°C/W with
compound applied. With a BUT11AF
transistor the figures are 645°C/W
without and 3.95°C/W with, a 63 per
cent improvement. These figures
show that the use of heatsink com-
pound improves thermal contact
when fitting a power transistor.
Though it produces a lower thermal
resistance, because of process diffi-
culties and associated costs manufac-
turers don't always use compound.
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Report from

Widescreen Integrated Digital Television
MW82 605 from Grundig.

This year's Live 2000 show was held at
Earls Court, London in late September.
The event began life as a consumer

electronics exhibition, but has now branched
out to include telecoms, computer games
and mobile communications. There were
still many consumer electronics products on
display but, sadly, several major brands
were not represented this year.

Television
One of the most eye-catching TV sets on
display was Sony's Grand Wega KF-
50SX100, a 50in. widescreen projection
model. The picture is produced by three
XGA LCD panels, one each for the R, G
and B signals and each panel having over
a million pixels. The set also features
Sony's Digital Reality Creation (DRC)
technology, which uses a proprietary algo-
rithm to increase the resolution of the pic-
ture.

Consumer electronics technology
continues its dizzy progress.
George Cole reports on the lat-
est products and systems pre-
sented at the Live 2000 show in
late September

Two new Art
Coutre sets, Models
KV-28FQ75 (28in.)
and KV-32FQ75
(32in.), were on
display while at the
other end of the
scale there were
two 14in. portables,
Models KV-14LT1
and KV-14LM1,
that are part of the
Mio Wega range.
Both have Wega
flat -screen CRTs
and include a rear
scart connector and
front AV socket.

Loewe, which is distributed by Linn
Products, had on show the Vitros 638IZW
set with Real -Flat tube. Other features
include picture -in -picture technology and a
1,750 -page teletext memory. The set can
be upgraded to provide VGA displays and
Dolby Digital sound via add-on modules.

Sharp's interesting display of TV sets
included CRT and LCD models. The
76GF64H is a 32in. set with a PureFlat
CRT, Dolby Pro -Logic, Fastext and
Sharp's TV Guide. The guide looks good
and provides viewers with now and next
viewing information via a pop-up menu.
The NextView connection between the
receiver and a suitably -equipped VCR
enables the viewer to set the video timer
via another pop-up menu, using the tele-
text pages. NextView is also known as
SmartLink, Q -Link and other names.
Further PureFlat sets include the 28in.
Nicam Model 66GF-63H and a version

Model

with Pro -Logic, Model 66GF-64H. All
these sets include Sharp's post -code tech-
nology, which displays the owner's post
code when the receiver is switched on
again after being unplugged.

Sharp has long backed LCD technology
and has announced that it aims to stop
selling CRT TV sets in Japan come 2005.
The company has for some years marketed
LCD monitors in Europe: this year marks
the first time that it has launched LCD
TVs here. The new models are the 12in.
LC-12A2E and 15in. LC-15A2E, which
both feature a newly -developed active -
matrix TFT LCD panel with 640 x 480 x
RGB resolution and a viewing angle of
160°. The backlight is said to have a life
of 60,000 hours, the equivalent of 12-15
years' average use. These models should
now be available and will be joined by a
20in. version early next year. Known as
the LC-20A2E, it will have detachable
speakers. Sharp also showed the LC-
28HM2, a 28in. widescreen monitor.

The LCD screens produced impressive
pictures, and LCD technology has
improved by leaps and bounds in recent
years. The main problem now is cost. The
12in. model sells for about £1,500, the
15in. version for some £2,000. The 20in.
version is expected to sell for about £4,000
while the 28in. LCD monitor has a price
tag of about £10,000. When you consider
the relatively low cost of sets with CRT
displays, you can appreciate the task Sharp
faces. The company plans to open a new
LCD factory in Japan however. This
should, hopefully, reduce prices.
Meanwhile those for whom price is of no
concern might be interested in the Sharp
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Live 2000
60in. HiVision flat -screen display, which
uses CGS (Continuous Grain Silicon)
technology. It looked good - then it
should have at a price of some £50,000!

Grundig showed an impressive range of
sets. The Status Vision Model MFW82
720/9 has a 32in. Super Flat widescreen
and an integrated DVD-Video player.
Other features include 100Hz scanning,
Dolby Pro -Logic sound, a 512 -page tele-
text memory and Clear screen coating,
which Grundig says keeps the screen free
from dust. The Xenia Flat range consists
of two models, the 28in. MFW70 430/8
and 32in. MFW82 490/8. They have
Super Flat (Megatron) widescreen tubes,
100Hz scanning, Virtual Dolby Surround
sound and a VGA socket.

The Arganto range of free -to -air inte-
grated DTT sets with widescreen CRTs
was also on display. It consists of a 32in.
model with Dolby Pro -Logic sound
(MW82 605), a 28in. model with Dolby
Pro -Logic sound (MW70 605 IRDT), a
32in. Nicam sound model (MW82 600)
and a 28in. Nicam sound model (MW70
600. They can all be upgraded for
ONdigital's pay -TV service by adding a
plug-in conditional -access module.

Grundig also showed its new SkyDigital
set -top box, Model GDS310, which has a
very smart appearance, and Planatron 2
flat -screen set. This has a 42in. plasma
display, two tuners, picture -in -picture,
Dolby Pro -Logic sound and VGA con-
nection. It comes in two forms, wall -
mounted and floor -standing.

ONdigital was out in force, with a large
stand that promoted its DTT services,
IDTV sets and the new ONnet TV -inter -
net system.

Video
DVD was a feature of many stands. It
was interesting to see the number of
audio/hi-fi companies that have adopted
the format, with equipment that combines
a DVD-Video player and audio CD play-
er.

TAGMcLaren had on display the smart -
looking DVD32R, a THX-compliant
DVD layer with a top -loading transport
system. The company says that this pro-

vides a more stable platform
for the laser assembly, which in
turn eases the demands on the
servo control electronics and
their power supplies. The fact
that the drive motor and servo
are mounted on an aluminium
sub -chassis that's been mass -
loaded with lead illustrates the
build care taken with the
DVD32R. A servo -control and
data -recovery PCB with metal
plate screen is attached to the
sub -enclosure, close to the laser
assembly. But perfection costs:
the DVD32R sells for just
under £4,000!

Sharp's DVD offerings
included the dinky portable
DV-L8OS player with 8in. LCD
screen. It measures 211 x 24.7
x 157mm and weighs 840g. The
pictures are crisp and clear, and
it certainly feels comfortable in
the hand. Features include a built-in
Dolby Digital decoder and Virtual Dolby
Surround sound. According to Sharp the
rechargeable lithium -ion battery should
provide operation for about four hours.
The miniature DVD player can also read
DVD-RW discs - more on this below.

A prototype DVD-RW machine (record-
able DVD) was on show. The DVD
Forum has three official recordable (or, to
be more precise, rewritable) formats,
DVD-R, DVD-RW and DVD-RAM.
DVD-RAM is a caddy -based system sup-
ported by Panasonic, Hitachi and
Samsung. DVD-RW, which was devel-
oped by Pioneer, is supported by Sharp,

Sharp's DV-L8OS portable DVD player provides small -
screen film viewing on the move. It weighs a mere 840g
and has a low -reflection black -matrix 8in. LCD monitor.

JVC, Kenwood and others. It uses a
4.7Gbyte disc with no caddy. Pioneer
claims that the discs can be used and
reused 1,000 times.

A DVD-RW machine can read DVD-
Video and DVD-RW discs, but DVD-
Video players cannot read DVD-RW
discs. This is because DVD-RW uses the
Video Recording Format (VRF) version
1.0 standard, which enables users to edit
and shift recordings on -disc, as with a
MiniDisc recorder. Edit features include
erase, combine, divide, move and play-
back selection of specific scenes. A
DVD-Video player cannot read the com-
plex TOC (table of contents) used by the

The Sharp VC-S2000HM S -VHS VCR offers widescreen recording with twin scads for
connection to a range of audio-visual components.
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Sharp's personal MiniDisc player Model MD-
MT866H, with circular LCD display, has remote
control and weighs only 137g.

ers, Models DVP-FX1 and DVP-F5.
The FX1 has a 7in. LCD screen and
several virtual surround -sound effects.
The F5 is basically the same machine
without the LCD screen.

The Grundig Model GDV200 can play
an array of disc types including DVD-
Video, Video CD (version 2.0), audio
CD, CD -R and CD-RW.

There were few VCRs on show this
year, a sign of the times. For me the
stand -out machine was the Sharp VC-
S2000HM, an S -VHS model that
includes S -VHS -ET, EP recording,
NTSC playback and a timebase correc-
tor. What's more, it is likely to sell for
under £300.

There weren't that many camcorders
and digital cameras around either, but
the products that were present turned
quite a few heads. Sony's DCR-TRV20
MiniDV camcorder has a 10x optical
zoom, 40x digital zoom, Super Steady
Shot, Night Shot, and can store digital

The Sharp SM-SX100H SACD player offers 1 -bit audio with compact size.

VRF format. Pioneer says that future
versions of its DVD-RW machines will
be able to record in a mode that's com-
patible with DVD-Video equipment, and
adds that future DVD-Video players will
be able to read VRF discs.

A Sharp DVD-RW recorder is due to
go on sale in the UK during the first half
of 2001. It will enable users to record
between one -six hours of video on a
disc. Recording time is determined by
manual selection of the bit rate. Users
will be able to select either of three lev-
els: a data rate of 10.8Mbits/sec, provid-
ing an hour of DVD-quality video; a
data rate of 5.2Mbits/sec, giving two
hours of S -VHS quality video; or a data
rate of 1.73Mbits/sec that gives up to six
hours of lower -quality video. Sharp
demonstrated the latter, with pictures
that looked similar to early VHS LP
recordings. You wouldn't want to
archive material in this mode, but it's
adequate for watch -and -wipe recordings.
Sharp's DVD-RW recorder should sell
for about £2,000, with blank discs cost-
ing about £25 each.

Sharp also had on display some con-
ventional DVD-Video players, including
the DV -760H.

Sony showed the DVD-S9000ES, a
combined DVD-Video and SACD play-
er, and two portable DVD-Video play -

still images on a Memory Stick card. It
includes DV input and output sockets
and has a built-in edit computer. Sharp's
VL-PD6H Digital Viewcam includes a
SmartMedia memory card slot and, with
the company's Super Cats Eye technol-
ogy, can record down to zero lux.

Sony had two interesting digital cam-
eras on show. The Mavica MVC-
CD1000 can store up to 160 24-
megapixel images on an 8cm CD -R disc
with a capacity of 156Mbytes. The discs
can be used in most home PCs that have
a CD-ROM drive. The DSC-P1 is one
of the tiniest digital cameras I've held,
weighing just 250g. It has a 3.34 mil-
lion -pixel CCD, uses Memory Stick
technology and has a built-in 1.5in.
LCD screen. The DSC-Pl can also
record short MPEG-1 video clips.

Audio
There was no sign of DVD-Audio at
Live 2000, but SADC was out in force.
Sony's offerings included the SCD-
555ES. Sharp had on display the DX-
SX1 SACD player and SM-SX1 one -bit
amplifier: the two products can be
linked via a direct digital connection.

Sony showed a number of new
MiniDisc features, including Long Play
(MDLP) which uses ATRAC3 data
compression technology to double or

quadruple the recording time. The LP
system works by allocating fewer bits to
the parts of the signal that are inaudible
to the human ear. According to Sony
LP2, which doubles the recording time,
is suitable for home music use while
LP4 is more suitable for casual listen-
ing, portable products or in -car use.

Sony plans to offer MiniDisc products
that use its new technology soon. High-
speed dubbing enables users to copy
CDs on to MDs at twice or four times
normal speed: a 74 -minute CD could
thus be copied in less than twenty min-
utes. According to Sony there is no
sound quality degradation. A PC -link
feature enables users to transfer PC files
such as MP3 music to MiniDiscs. The
MP3 files are converted to ATRAC3
files during the copying process. Scale -
factor editing is a post -production fea-
ture that enables users to change the
sound characteristics of a MiniDisc
recording, for example raising or lower-
ing the recording level or fading the
sound.

A large digital radio stand was present
to promote the service, which has yet to
gain public acceptance. Part of the prob-
lem is the high cost of digital radios, but
prices are falling and more products are
appearing in the shops. VideoLogic used
Live 2000 to launch its Model DRX-
601E, a digital radio that costs £299.
Psion's Wavefinder, at about £300, is a
"digital radio aerial" that enables broad-
casts to be received using a home PC.
Arcam had two digital radios, the Alpha
10DRT at £800 and FMJ DT26 at
£1,000. Sony's offering was the STD-
777ES.

Live 2000 also featured next -genera-
tion audio products that store audio on
hard disks or memory cards rather than
optical discs or tape. Imerge's S1000
SoundServer is a hard -disk digital
recording system that can store MP3 and
uncompressed digital audio. Its 15Gbyte
hard disk stores up to 28 hours of
uncompressed audio or 280 hours of
compressed audio. The S1000 is
designed as a home audio server able to
supply up to sixteen audio streams
around the home. The idea is that the
user transfers LPs, CDs and tapes on to
the SoundServer or downloads music
from the interne. The S1000 uses smart
software called Xiva to locate quickly
any track by artist, title, album or genre.

Sony had on show its Memory Stick
Walkman, Model NW-MS7, which stores
up to two hours of audio on a type of
Memory Stick known as a MagicGate.
This is coloured white and contains copy -
protection technology (the blue version
does not and cannot be used to make
audio recordings). Another Sony product
was the NW -E3, a tiny digital audio
player that weighs just 45g including the
battery. It stores up to two hours of music
on a built-in flash memory chip.
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TV FAULT
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Mike Leach
Chris Watton
R. Withey
Adrian Spriddell
Glyn Dickinson
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Geoff Butcher
Gerald Smith
Denis Foley
Graham Richards
Michael Maurice and
Colin J. Guy

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault is
made on publication. See page 106
for where and how to send reports.

FINDING
Goodmans 2175RA
As this set warmed up the picture started to
flash on and off, displaying different
colours. After a while a red picture was left
on the screen - the green and blue picture
content had disappeared. No amount of
heating or cooling would produce or
remove the fault condition. With the aid of
a service manual for a similar model I
eventually found that R620 (220k(2) on the
CRT base panel was open -circuit. It's part
of the CRT cathode -current measurement
circuit that provides feedback to pin 18 of
the TDA3566 colour decoder chip for auto-
matic grey-scale/cut-off adjustment. M.D.

Tatung T25NE61 (E series
chassis)
If you get one of these sets that won't
come out of standby, check the voltage at
the emitter of the 8V regulator transistor
TR806. In this set there was no output
from the transistor, a TIP31A, though it
tested OK when checked with a meter. A
replacement restored normal operation.
M.D.

Aiwa VX9142K
This new 14in. TV -video combi unit
worked for only a couple of days. It was
now dead with a cassette stuck inside. The
cause was R516 (2701a, which is con-
nected to pin 3 of the TDA4605 chopper
control chip in the power supply.

Why don't manufacturers use metal -film
resistors rated at 350V in this position?
Standard carbon resistors are rated at
250V. M.D.

JVC AV29SX1EK
This 29in. set wouldn't come out of stand-
by. When the back had been removed it
was evident that someone had already tried
to repair the set: the TDA8366 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC101 and
the EEPROM had been replaced.

The basic fault was loss of the line
drive, which comes from pin 38 of IC101.
The 8V supply was present at pins 10 and
35 of this chip, so I checked the clock and
data lines at pins 5 and 6 respectively. The
voltage at pin 6 was slightly low (the cir-
cuit quotes 2.9V at this pin). It's a complex
set, and various ICs had to be disconnected
from the data bus. The set came out of
standby when pin 8 of the teletext micro -
controller chip IC806 was disconnected.
Everything then worked - except teletext
of course.

A replacement P83C654FBP/541 chip
restored full operation but left little change
out of £30. With a service manual at £16
and labour, it was an expensive repair.
M.D.

Sharp 37VT-24H
This is a TV -video combi unit. If you find
that the set switches back to standby after
six seconds, replace R626 (1.2M0). It's
part of a trip arrangement and tends to go
open -circuit. M.D.

Alba CTV3458
The set was dead with the BUZ90 chopper
MOSFET short-circuit. This time the cause
was not R4 or R5: D5 (FRI55) in the snub-
ber network was short-circuit. Nevertheless
R4 and R5, also the TDA4605 chip, were
replaced as a precaution. M.D.

Aiwa VXT1400KER
Orange electrolytics are suspect in this TV -
video combi unit. With this one the red in
the display was weak. It's best to replace
C905, C907 and C909 (all lt.tF, 50V) even
if they test OK. Replacing them covers all
three drives, R, G and B, and will avoid a
comeback later. M.D.

Philips 21PV688/05
This eighteen -months old TV -video combi
unit kept going back to standby at switch
on. The cause was heavy current consump-
tion by the TDA8356 field output chip. It
had failed, which was not surprising as
there was no heatsink compound. Safety
resistors R3512 (4.752) and R3541 (la)
were also replaced - they looked as if they
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had been getting hot.
The unit then stayed on, but there was

no picture because the supply to the CRT's
heaters was missing. R3532 and R3537
(both 4.752), which are in series with the
heater supply, were open -circuit. M.D.

Hitachi C2558TN (G80 chassis)
The problem was a ballooning picture
whose size varied with the brightness level.
A check on the HT voltage showed that it
varied between 140-160V as the brightness
level changed. The HT preset VR941
(2.2k0) had suffered a bit and was replaced
but the culprit turned out to be R941
(1001a 0.5W) at the 'hot' end of the HT
sensing network. It had risen in value. M.L.

Sony KV14V5U
This TV -video combi unit seemed to be OK
when first switched on, but after a few min-
utes it would stick on BBC1 and the chan-
nels couldn't be changed. After a while
channel change produced only a blank
raster for ten seconds, then BBC1 would
return - with no on -screen graphics.

The graphics reappeared when I sprayed
freezer around the tuner area, but there was
still only BBC1. The cause of the fault
turned out to be some nasty -looking dry -
joints at the tuner pins. Once they had been
resoldered the combi worked a treat. M.L.

GoldStar CIT2170F (PC12B
chassis)
There was severe patterning from cold on
all channels - the symptom looked like RF
interference from a VCR. The cause was
C827 (1,000µF, 25V), which was leaky. It's
the reservoir capacitor for the feed to the
12V regulator Q802. A hairdryer and freez-
er made tracing the cause of this fault easy,
as the set worked perfectly when it was
warm. M.L.

Sharp DV6635
The cause of repeated failure of the line
output transistor was traced to the scan
coils connector being dry -jointed at the
yoke end. Resoldering put an end to the
problem.

With another of these sets the cause of
intermittent line output transistor failure
was dry -joints at L603 in the scan drive cir-
cuit. C.W.

GoldStar CI14A20
There was failure to tune with this portable
set. The on -screen graphics showed that
tuning took place, but there was only snow
on the screen. The 33V tuning supply was
missing because FR403 (5.60) was open -
circuit.

The PCB shows many voltages and

other information, which is handy if you
don't have a circuit diagram - st 12V
means switching transformer 12V, ft 25V
means flyback transformer 25V, etc. C.W.

Ferguson M3610U (TX807
chassis)
The complaint with this set was poor start-
ing. It would sometimes remain in standby
for a minute, at other times for as long as
an hour, and would make a bit of a noise
from time to time while in standby. Once it
came on it was OK. The cause of the trou-
ble was the 6.8V zener diode DP57. C.W.

Akai CT2870
The complaint was distorted sound. It was
OK with a weak signal. The cause was
traced to a 47µF electrolytic next to the
sound W chip in the HF block. C.W.

Ferguson B51F (ICC7 chassis)
At switch on there was a stronger than
usual rustle of EHT and the green power -on
LED lit. Then the set cut out completely
with no light from the LED.

The cure was to fit a link on the PCB
between RP53 and test point BP50, because
electrolyte had leaked from CP59 (3,300µF,
35V) and eaten its way through the track.

I've had this with a couple of my rental
sets now, so the fault may be becoming a
common one. R.W.

Panasonic TC2061 (U5 chassis)
For the first few minutes there was line
pairing with a louder than normal line whis-
tle. The cause was C808 (47g, 16V) in the
self -oscillating chopper power supply - it's
the reservoir capacitor for the regulation
feed. A.S.

Sony KV2500WX
There was very poor field linearity, with
foldover at the top and bottom of the
screen. The cause was C558 (560µF). A.S.

Grundig G1000 chassis
The line output transistor was short-circuit
and a replacement died instantly. When the
HT was checked with a dummy load in
place the reading was 200V, much to the
annoyance of the reservoir capacitor.
Checks on the primary side of the power
supply revealed that the surface -mounted
diode D105 (BAS16), which provides the
feedback for the chopper -control chip
IC100, was leaky. G.D.

Matsui 1496R
This set came in with a blown power sup-
ply. I've had a couple of them in recently
with faulty chopper transformers: the red
ones go short-circuit, the other type inter-

mittent, taking out your nice new compo-
nents in seconds.

Unfortunately the reasonably -priced
transformers used in the Crown portable
(type HR9104 from SEME) are different,
and the cost of the genuine part makes
repair uneconomic. G.D.

GoldStar CIT4175 (PCI IA
chassis)
When this set came out of standby it would
just sit there. I found there was no line
drive because D812 (1N4003), which pro-
vides the start-up supply for the line driver
stage, was open -circuit. G.D.

Matsui 20V1T
This Grundig-sourced set (CUC7303 chas-
sis) had a faulty line output transformer.
Unfortunately the transformer for the
CUC7303 chassis will not work in this
20in. set as it's designed for the l4in. ver-
sion, and the cost of the Matsui replacement
is prohibitive. Konig has a suitable replace-
ment however, type 10130335. G.D.

Philips CP90 Chassis
The set was one that has remote control.
After a routine LOPT and battery replace-
ment it worked but with no number or
standby light display. Fortunately the cause
of the problem was not the microcomputer
chip but C2875 (33011F, 6.3V) which was
short-circuit. G.D.

Tatung D25TEE5 (E series
chassis)
The customer complained that the set was
tripping. A check on the HT voltage
revealed that it was in excess of 170V
instead of 150V. There was also picture
bowing. I lifted L403 to disconnect the feed
to the line output stage and fitted a bulb,
then checked the HT voltage again. It was
the same. The chopper chip IC801 has a
habit of developing a fault condition that
produces excessive HT, but not this time.
The cause of the trouble was R814 (75k52,
0.6W, 2%) in the HT monitoring network.
It had risen in value to 88k52.

Matsui 1420B
There was very bad crackling and banging
from the loudspeaker, and in addition the
sound was coming and going. It sounded
just like a ceramic capacitor breakdown,
which in fact is a known failure with this
model.

The audio power amplifier was exoner-
ated because the output from the LA7520
sound/vision IF chip was also bad. I found
that the DC voltages at pins 26, 27 and 28
of this IC were varying with the fault symp-
tom. After replacing various ceramic capac-
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itors and the ceramic filter in the audio part
of the circuit I came to the conclusion that
the chip itself must be faulty, so a replace-
ment was ordered. I was relieved to find
that the sound was normal once it had been
fitted. G.B.

Sanyo CBP2576A (EDO chassis)
There was excessive height with field
foldover at the top of the picture. A new
TDA8170 field output chip (IC700) made
no difference. The cause of the fault was
the flyback boost capacitor C703 (100g,
50V), which is connected between pins 3
and 6 of the IC. G.S.

Nokia 7177 Classic (Stereo Plus
chassis)
This set would revert to standby, usually
after two -three minutes - the power supply
could be heard labouring before it cut off. I
disconnected the FIT feed to the line output
stage and inserted a dummy load, but the
set still reverted to standby. This led me to
suspect a regulation problem. The cause
was a noisy surface -mounted BC858C tran-
sistor, V071. Its collector must be at OV
DC, with 5V peak -to -peak line -frequency
pulses present. If the DC level creeps up,
the set goes to standby. G.S.

Crown CRP25NT
The picture came in at the sides because of
an EW correction fault, and the pincushion
adjustment made little difference. The
cause of the fault was Q579 in the horizon-
tal correction circuit. A replacement
restored normal operation. G.S.

Nikkai K5159T
This set was dead, with the BUZ77B chop-
per transistor Q801 blasted and reading
open -circuit. In addition I replaced R809
(0.47S2) and R805 (33010, which were
both open -circuit, and the TDA4605 chop-
per control chip IC801. The set then
worked normally. G.S.

Sharp 51AT15H (5BSA chassis)
There was no sound or picture with the
chopper circuit labouring audibly. I found
that the output voltages on the secondary
side were all about a third less than they
should have been. Checks in the field out-
put stage revealed that Q509 and Q510
were both short-circuit. Replacements
restored normal operation. G.S.

Toshiba 285T8B
The complaint was no sound or vision. I
could hear the EHT rustle up, and when the
first anode voltage (control on LOPT) was
increased there was a blank raster. So the
main power supply was OK. But a check at
the microcontroller chip showed that its 5V
supply was missing. A second chopper cir-
cuit produces 5V and 13V outputs, neither

of which was present. After some time
spent checking the electrolytic capacitors,
semiconductor devices and high -value
resistors in this area I was rewarded with a
whisp of smoke from the bottom edge of
C832 (330pF, 2kV), which was obviously
leaky. It's in the snubber network. A
replacement cured the fault. D.F.

Mitsubishi CT25M1TX (Euro 10
chassis)
There was a weak, milky picture with no
contrast control. I found that the voltages
around the JC501 contrast control switching
transistor Q704 were all wrong, though the
transistor produced perfect meter readings
when removed for test. A replacement nev-
ertheless cured the fault. G.R.

Sanyo CBP3012-10 (A3 -A14
chassis)
According to the job card the set took a
long time to come on. When you get this
problem go straight for R520 and R521
(both 1201d1). In this set one read 180kS2
and the other 2M52! I fitted hi -stab replace-
ments. G.R.

Mitsubishi CT15MS1TX (EE2
chassis)
This set appeared to be dead with no sound
or picture, though there were no power -sup-
ply problems. The tell -tale sign is the LED,
which glows orange when the set is taken
out of standby then turns green. The cause
of the fault was the X24C04 EEPROM
IC702. All was well after fitting a replace-
ment, retuning and resetting the picture and
volume adjustments. M.M.

Hitachi C25 -P228 (G80 chassis)
This set tripped at switch on. With a symp-
tom like this you would expect to find a
fault on the secondary side of the power
supply, but checks here proved fruitless.
When I carried out some checks on the pri-
mary side of the circuit I found that the
mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C906 (220g, 385V) was open -circuit.
M.M.

Bush 2805NTX
When this set was switched on all you got
was a dot in the middle of the screen. There
was a dry -joint and slight burning of the
PCB at the scan -coils connector. Resolder-
ing this restored the line scanning but not
the field scanning - the TDA8170 field out-
put chip IC401 had also failed. M.M.

JVC AV21F1EK (JX chassis)
Intermittent sound was the problem with
this set. The cause was traced to one pin of
IC501, the TDA3810 ambient sound pro-
cessor chip, being dry -jointed. You will
find it on the small daughter board that sits
next to the main audio output board on the

left-hand side of the chassis when viewed
from the rear.

Another of these sets produced an inter-
mittent picture wobble. The fault came and
went when I tapped around the VIF/sync
processing PCB. Although no obvious dry -
joints could be found, resoldering numerous
suspect joints and cleaning the board
restored a stable picture. M.M.

Ferguson D59F (ICC9 chassis)
When they change value RB24, RB44 and
RB64 (all 39k12) can each be responsible
for what looks like a low -emission tube.
Not on this occasion however. There was
no green because the BC858B driver chip
on the main PCB was open -circuit.

Another of these sets produced an excel-
lent black -and -white picture when I'd
replaced RB24, RB44 and RB64. After
some head -scratching I found that the S
video switch at the rear of the set was in the
midway position. Resetting it restored the
colour. Phew! M.M.

Panasonic TC2195 (Z3T chassis)
This set came from another dealer, the fault
being intermittent field collapse and inter-
mittent poor linearity. He had resoldered
most of the joints in the field output stage
and those pins of the TDA4505M IF/time-
base generator chip he could get to without
removing the metal can! Had he done so he
would have been able to resolder the dry -
joints on the other pins of the chip. Doing
this cleared the fault. M.M.

Philips 25PT4501 (MD1.1E
chassis)
There was intermittent reversal of colours:
when the fault occurred, a red screen from
the pattern generator became bluish.
Touching the sandcastle input pin (15) of
IC7113 instigated the fault. This IC is the
Secam decoder chip, and is shown as an
add-on in the manual. So I removed it, after
which the set behaved perfectly. Why fit
the chip in an area where it serves no pur-
pose? C.J.G.

Matsui 1436XA
There was field collapse, which was cured
by replacing the field output chip. But the
customer also said that he was getting a
shock from the loop aerial. A PAT tester
showed that the resistance between the
mains pins and the aerial socket was well
under 100ka The cause was traced to a
rubber block that was glued to the under-
side of the PCB, right across the mains iso-
lation area. The rubber, or the nasty glue
with which it was stuck on, had become
conductive and was presenting a serious
safety hazard to the user. I've since found
this block glued in exactly the same posi-
tion in several more of these sets. A safety
recall, perhaps? C.J.G.
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Testing Digital TV

Reception Systems
There has now been a fair amount of experience of digital TV
reception problems, and guidelines on fault finding have been
established. K.F. Ibrahim* summarises the current situation on the
servicing front

When there is difficulty with digital TV recep- video memory is updated and a picture freeze or corn-
tion the first thing to do is to establish
whether the problem is within the digital set -

top box or outside it. The external factors that can affect
the video display fall into two categories:

(1) Those that precede the STB, such as aerial or dish
alignment, the aerial lead and signal strength.

(2) Those that succeed the STB, such as the scart con-
nector and lead, the UHF output, and the TV set with
which the STB is used.

Symptoms caused by the first category can be total
video/audio failure or those peculiar to digital TV recep-
tion, i.e. picture freeze or break-up of the video and/or
sound. Symptoms caused by the second category do not
include the total or partial video freeze or audio break-
up effects.

We'll consider signal -input problems first.

Signal quality
With conventional reception of an analogue terrestrial
TV signal, the results of low signal strength or a low
carrier -to -noise (C/N) ratio are poor picture quality and
ghosting. Poor -signal conditions with analogue satellite
signal reception produce a noisy picture. With digital
TV reception however there is no loss of picture quality
before the noise level reaches a point at which the pic-
ture breaks up, freezes or fails completely. This is
known as the digital -cliff effect.

While inadequate signal strength or a low C/N ratio
mean poor receiver performance with an analogue sig-
nal, the result with a digital signal is increased errors.
When these errors are too numerous, the forward error
correction (FEC) system is unable to cope. Instead, it
`marks' the data.

A digital -signal decoder processes the received PES
(packetised elementary stream) data and, prior to its dis-
play, stores the video data in memory. The memory is
updated as new PES data packets are decoded. When the
FEC system labels a packet as being erroneous how-
ever the relevant part of the memory is not updated. The
result is a freeze in that part of the picture. If a long
sequence of packets is marked erroneous, none of the

plete picture failure occurs.
This effect can be demonstrated by disconnecting the

aerial lead. The freeze then continues for a few
moments, after which the picture disappears complete-
ly.

Where audio PES packets are marked erroneous, the
audio decoder ignores them and the result is sound
break up.

A spectrum analyser can be used to measure the digi-
tal -signal strength. For correct measurements, the
instrument's bandwidth must be wide enough to provide
an average reading of the strength of the whole signal.
In addition to inadequate bandwidth, a detector meter
would produce a wrong C/N ratio, the error margin
being as high as ten per cent.

For good digital -signal reception the signal strength
must be between 40dBpV and 70dBpV (compared with
60-80dB pV with analogue TV broadcasting).
Exceeding the upper limit with digital reception will
also cause an unacceptable level of errors, resulting in
picture and/or sound break up.

A carrier -to -noise ratio of greater than 26dB is regard-
ed as satisfactory for digital -signal reception, provided
the installation is of high standard including the use of
double -screened coaxial cable, screened connectors,
proper termination and good, well -protected F connec-
tors. The C/N ratio must not fall below 22dB.

Software within an STB enables the signal strength to
be measured. It should be the first check to carry out
when misalignment or the wrong type of dish or aerial
is suspected.

Inadequate signal strength can be caused by aerial mis-
alignment, low aerial gain, kinks in the aerial cable or
adverse reception conditions. Misalignment can be cor-
rected by adjusting the terrestrial aerial or satellite dish,
with a spectrum analyser used to display the strength of
the channels. But a spectrum analyser is a bulky item
that doesn't lend itself to use at the top of a ladder. For
this reason smaller and simpler detectors are used to
provide an indication of signal strength while aligning
the aerial or dish.

With terrestrial digital TV reception picture freeze
and/or sound break up can also be caused by strong
reflected waves with a long delay time. The COFDM

K.F. Ibrahim is
senior lecturer at the
College of North
West London, in
charge of digital
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Receivers.
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modulation technique used in Europe and elsewhere is
designed to avoid the effects of reflected waves - pro-
vided they arrive at the aerial before the end of the guard
period. The time delay that can be accommodated
depends on the COFDM mode as well as the selected
guard period. With the 2k mode used in the UK and a
guard period of a quarter of a symbol (the form of the
transmitted data), the maximum delay that can be
accommodated is 56µsec. Reflected waves with a longer
delay are normally too weak to affect the decoding pro-
cess. Where a high -gain aerial or RF amplification is
used however reflected waves with long time delays
may be strong enough to introduce uncertainty in the
FEC processor, the result being intermittent video
and/or sound break up. To avoid this, fit a plug-in atten-
uator at the STB's aerial input socket.

The aerial lead carries signals with frequencies in the
UHF and higher bands. Cable attenuation and physical
condition are thus important for signal integrity. Hence
the use of low -impedance, double -screened coaxial
cable. Bends and kinks can cause disturbance to the
standing wave along the cable, the result being intermit-
tent video and/or sound break up. Similar effects can
occur when the cable is squeezed, by a very tight clip for
example.

With satellite digital reception the size of the dish, the
condition of the F connectors and of the LNB will have
an effect on signal strength and hence the quality of the
reception.

Post-STB problems
At the output end of the STB, picture and /or audio fail-
ure can be caused by loose scart connection or a poor
scart cable. A defect at one or more pins of the scart
connector can cause failure of video and/or sound. To
check a suspected scart malfunction, view the DTV pro-
gramme using the UHF modulator's output. Good
video/audio confirms a scart fault, which could be
caused by the cable, the connectors at either end of it or
the interfaces at either the STB or the TV receiver. A
VCR can also be used for a scart-connection test.

Where the connection between the STB and the TV set
is at UHF, malfunction can be caused by failure to tune
the 1'V set to the correct channel, a loose aerial input
connection or bad lead. Failure within the TV set can be
checked by selecting an analogue or a VCR channel.

Video patterning is usually caused by incorrect RF
modulator frequency at another device connected to the
same RF chain, such as a VCR. To check on this, dis-
connect the VCR from the RF signal chain and observe
the effect on the digital TV channel.

Pace satellite DTV STB
Fig. 1 shows the Pace satellite digital TV STB in block
diagram form. RF signals from the LNB are fed to the
front-end, which consists of the tuner (TUN400), the
dual ADC (analogue -to -digital converter) U404 and the
QPSK and FEC processor chip U403. An ADC is
required because the transmitted signal is an analogue
one that carries the digital data. QPSK (quadrature
phase -shift keying) is the form of digital modulation
used for satellite transmission. U403 demodulates the
QPSK signal then carries out forward error correction.

The output from the front-end, feclink, consists of
188 -byte scrambled transport data packets. In the Pace
STB this output goes to the descrambler (U1000 etc.),
which carries out conditional -access descrambling (if
necessary), via a switching (multiplexer) system (U151
etc.) which is used to extract data for feeding to an
external source or insert data from an external source.

The descrambled data has to be demultiplexed. This
means separating the data packets for the programme
being watched by the viewer from the transmitted, mul-
tiplexed data stream - remember that each transmitted
channel contains data for several programme channels.
PID (packet identification) codes are used to identify the
packets. The demultiplexing process is carried out by
the microprocessor U300 - which also extracts the tele-
text packets and processes them for display.

The demultiplexed data packets are then fed to the AV
decoder/SDRAM (U320 etc.) for MPEG decoding.
After this the video signal, ccir601, is fed to an encoder
(U500) which produces luminance and chrominance as
well as CVBS signals for display by a TV receiver. The
TV feed is either via a scart connector or the UHF mod-
ulator (U640, U660). The audio output from the AV
decoder, in PCM form, is fed to the DAC and filter chip
U551 then to the signal routeing section.
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mpeglink

Control of the STB's operations is carried out by the
SoC (system -on -chip) microprocessor U300 and micro -
controller U600. These two chips communicate with
each other via a two-line serial bus - st20_nec and nec-
_st20. The microprocessor controls the audio and video
decoding, including synchronisation, and as we have
seen carries out demultiplexing: it also controls the con-
ditional access system, the high-speed data port PL150,
the modem and RS232 interfaces, and runs the receiver
menu system. It has its own clock, an address
(MEMADDR), data (MEMDATA) and control bus sys-
tem, and its own DRAM and flash memory stores.

The non-volatile flash -type RAM stores software pro-
grams that are used in the decoding process. Software
upgrading can be carried out off -air. When this is done
the new software is first loaded into the DRAM chips
then transferred to the flash memory.

The microprocessor controls the PAL/video encoder

High-speed data port PL150
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U500, the EEPROM, the UHF modulator, the QPSK
demodulator/FEC processor U403, the scart routeing,
the tuner and decoder U3002 via the 12C serial bus. A
switch (I2C_SW) isolates the front-end when other
items are being addressed.

U300 also extracts the programme clock reference sig-
nals from the transmitted data stream and uses them to
synchronise the 27MHz system clock (VCXO - volt-
age -controlled crystal oscillator).

The microcontroller chip monitors the power supply
and decodes information from the front panel controls
and the remote -control handset.
The system includes telephone connection via a

modem (U700), with the necessary line interface, and
provides RS232 communication via the UART (univer-
sal asynchronous receive/transmit) chip U386 and line
driver chip U388.
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f. 1: Block diagram of the Pace digital satellite TV STB.
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HELP WANTED
The help wanted column is intended to assist readers who require a part, circuit etc.
that's not generally available. Requests are published at the discretion of the editor.
Send them to the editorial department - do not write to or phone the advertisement
department about this feature.

Wanted: Circuit diagram and/or ser-
vice manual for the Marantz 2226B
stereo tuner -amplifier. Will photocopy
and return immediately and pay all
expenses. A.J.E. Westmore, 33
Eastmont Road, Hinchley Wood, Esher,
Surrey KT10 9AY. 020 8398 8732.
Wanted: Remote -control receiver unit
(1190/021A) for the Ferguson Model
51J7, or just the IC (SLR486/PSSR).
Would consider purchase of a complete
TV (Model 51J7 or 59J7) and can col-
lect. Phone Geoff Davies on 01788 574
774.
Wanted: Circuit diagram for the
Goodmans GCE333 car radio/cassette.
Will purchase or pay for a photocopy.
Roger Burchett, 12 Ormonde Road,
Hythe, Kent CT21 6DN. Phone 01303
267 969.
For sale: 486 copies of Television from
1964-2000. Offers please. Also RS
500VA isolating transformers at £15
each. Please phone David on 01376
513 072 or e-mail
john @trowles17.freeserve.co.uk
Wanted: SEME Conductors ST
M9306B1 and VideoCrypt decoder
SUA1, working or not. Good price paid
for both items. Phone Mr Ward on
01425 475 445 (Ringwood, Hants).
Wanted: Tuner and rear cover for a
25in. Ferguson 2000 chassis TV and a
Murphy plinth 625 -converter for the
600-700 series chassis. Also want com-
plete sets and parts for pre -1975 colour
TVs. Phone Keith Parker on 0208 361
8896 (Barnet, Herts).
For disposal: Twenty computer moni-
tors (Mitsubishi, Dell, IBM, Mitac,
Siemens, Hewlett-Packard, Tandom,
14/15/16/17in.) all complete. Spares or
repairs. 150 the lot. Phone 01341 423
447.
Wanted: Bass speaker for the
Ferguson Model 59M5 (ICC5 chassis)
and a circuit diagram for the Comark
1905 insulation tester. Alan Jones,
Tyddyn Slaters, Pontrug, Caernarfon,
Gwynedd LL55 2BP. Phone 01286 678
584 or e-mail alanjones@pgen.net

For disposal: Large -screen Decca
colour receiver fitted with the Bradford
30 chassis. Good cabinet and stand.
Was working with low -emission CRT
until replaced a month ago. Free to col-
lector. Phone R. Sheppard on 01384
378 281 (Stourbridge, West Midlands).
Wanted: Is there a TVNCR engineer
in the Sheffield area with experience of
the old Grundig V2000 VCRs? Please
phone Steve Hanley on 01142 426 379.
Wanted: Circuit diagram/service man-
ual (copy OK) for the Advance 0S250
oscilloscope. Phone Alan Collins on
01494 712 918 (evenings) or e-mail
acollins@ic.ac.uk
Wanted: CRT (A68ESF002X43) for
the Philips Model 29PT822B/05, new
or second-hand. Will pay reasonable
price and collect. Phone D. Knight on
01142 490 795 or 0976 946 044.
Wanted: Main microcontroller chip
type TMP9OCR74DF-73 for the
Toshiba V204B VCR. Cash for a good
chip. Robert Crooks, 42 Edenderry
Village, Shaws Bridge, Belfast,
Northern Ireland BT8 8LG.
Wanted: Bang and Olufsen Beomaster
1200 type 2501 to repair damaged unit.
White, rosewood or teak acceptable.
Phone Edward Pritchard on 01432 272
346 (Hereford).
Wanted: Restorer requires 25in. colour
CRT type A63 -11X, A63 -120X or
equivalent, new or used. Good price
offered for right tube, or will exchange
for other vintage TV items. Would also
consider any other type of 25 or 26in.
delta -gun CRT. Adrian Fulton, 23
Springdale Close, Blackthorne Lane,
Willerby, Hull HUI° 6RE. Phone
01482 656 701 after 6pm.
Wanted: Servo control IC, part no. 1-
464-175-00, for the Sony Walkman
WM-D6 (1981 model). Circuit refer-
ence number is CP602. Please phone or
fax Paul Wombwell on 01707 265 546.
Wanted/for disposal: Require service
manual (photocopy OK) for the
Toshiba Model 219R9B, or just the
power supply circuit. Have for disposal

Television from October 1996 to
November 1997. David Jordan, Central
Electronics, 6 Queen Street, Stirling
FK8 I FIN. Phone 01786 451 230, fax
01786 449 830 or e-mail
david.jordan3@virgin.net
For disposal: Original service manuals
in hard binders including Philips 550,
G9, G11, 2A, KT3, KT35, KT4, K40,
VR6460, VR6467 and Thorn/Ferguson
VHS 8925, 8947, 3V00, 3V16, 3V23,
3V31, 3V36, 3V44, 3V45, 3V54,
3V55, 3V59, 3V64 and 3V65. Too
numerous to include complete list.
Offers considered. Phone Ian
Livingston on 01482 887 946
(Beverley, East Yorkshire).
Wanted: Very early 1970s working
colour TV set in any condition, prefer-
ably Ekco Model CT262 or Pye equiv-
alent, or an early Philips G8 chassis, for
restoration. Also looking for work
experience on computer monitor
repairs, on a voluntary no -pay basis,
preferably in the Norwich/surrounding
areas. Could any local company help? I
am an HNC -qualified repair technician
with four years of fault-finding experi-
ence with a major TV manufacturer.
Phone Mike Burton on 01603 767 930
(Norwich) or e-mail
mike@madhouse89.fsnet.co.uk
For disposal: Sony Beta portable VCR
Model SLF1UB, and tuner -timer
TTF1UB, with service manuals for
both - tape unit not working. Also a
Sony U-matic videorecorder Model
CV2100CE, working and in very good
condition. For more details phone Allan
Westwood on 01292 262 644 (Ayr,
Scotland) or e-mail
allan.westwood@btinternet.com
Wanted: Servo board for the Ferguson
Model FV11R video, also a tube base
panel (RR5988) for the Tatung 190
chassis. T.J. Steel, 185 Charter Road,
Chippenham, Wilts SN15 2RF. Phone
07930 218 355.
Wanted: Main board for the Philips
4Iin. projection TV Model GR8841
(G110 chassis). Condition of the LOPT
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is not important, and I can repair the
power supply if necessary. Please
phone 0121 441 2449 if you can
help.
Wanted: Any unwanted video tapes
for charitable organisation that
shows videos to orphaned and Aids -
suffering children in children's
homes. Well-wishers can send tapes
to Mrs Julianah Mamire, 5760
Mharapara Road, Mucheke C,
Masvingo, Zimbabwe, Central
Africa.
Wanted: Control cover flap -
small, white - for the Ferguson
14in. portable Model I4C2 (TX90
chassis), also a handset or good
front, not text. Control cover flap
and handset for the Salora 04074

VCR. Control cover flap for the
Ferguson Videostrar FV37H VCR.
R. Ballardie, 6 Crofton Avenue,
Timperley, Cheshire WA15 6DA.
Phone 0161 962 8826.
Wanted: Any complete machines,
parts or panels, Philips
VR2324NR2334 Video 2000 type
VCRs. Phone/fax 01489 576 597
evenings or e-mail
keith@portset.co.uk
Wanted: Turnover crystal cartridge
for the Dansette record player.
A.G. Chamberlain, 62 St Lukes
Road, Bournemouth BH3 7LU.
Wanted/for sale: Require a main
panel PCB, part numbers
VEPO6B99 and VJBO6B99, for the
Panasonic VCR Model NV-SD220.

preferably complete with tuner unit
and scart assembly. Have for sale
the following new, boxed LOPTs:
five for the Decca 100 chassis,
three for the Decca 80 chassis, one
for the Toshiba C400 and one for
the Pye 205, also a five -stick tripler
for Pye TVs. Offers please to D.J.
Maule on 0121 733 8629 (Solihull,
West Midlands) after 7pm.
For sale: Service engineer giving
up repairs has for sale 26 VCR
manuals and 18 TV manuals, all
original, Hitachi etc. All about ten
years old. Price £20 the lot plus
carriage. David Forfar, 65
Ormskirk Road, Old Skelmersdale,
Lancs WN8 8TR. Phone 01695 735
132.

Sony Chassis Guide I- 2
A chassis/model listing update to make it easier to find relevant service manuals. Compiled
by Giles Pilbrow

The
following list of the models fitted with more recent Sony

CTV chassis supplements the listing that was published in
the July 1998 issue of Television (pages 658-9).

AE5/AE5A Chassis
This 100Hz chassis, designed to drive Wega flat 16:9 and 4:3
aspect ratio CRTs, was introduced in 1999 and is still in pro-
duction. Extensive digital signal processing provides digital
effects and line doubling with some models. Remote control
units used are the RM891, RM892 and RM893. Models are as
follows:

KV28FC6OZ
KV29FS7OU
KV32FX6OU

KV28FQ75U KV28FX6OU
KV32FC6OZ KV32FQ75U
KV36FS7OU

BC4 Chassis
These are combined TVNCR units. Production started in 1997
and the units are still current. Remote control unit RMC811.
Models are as follows:

KV14V5U KV14V6U KV21V5U
KV21V6U

BE3E Chassis
This 50Hz chassis, designed to drive Wega flat 16:9 CRTs,
was introduced in 1999 and is still in production. It's similar to
the BE3D chassis but with new power supply and deflection
circuitry. DS and DX sets are IDTV models that incorporate a
free -to -air digital tuner. Remote control units RM887, RM888.
Models are as follows:

KV28DS2OU KV28DX2OU KV28FX2OU
KV32DS2OU KV32DX2OU KV32FX2OU

FE1/FE1A Chassis
A new 50Hz chassis launched in 1998 to replace the 4:3 BE3D
and BE5 chassis. Has a reduced component count and lower
power consumption than its predecessors. Still in production.
Remote control units RM883, RM887. Models are as follows:

KV21X5U KV25K5U KV25X5U
KV29FX2OU KV29K5U KV29X5U

FE2 Chassis
A new 50Hz chassis to replace the BE4. Incorporates a new
Philips 'jungle' IC that for the first time combines the colour
decoder, microcontroller and teletext functions in a single
device. Launched this year. Remote control unit RM887.
Models are as follows:

KV14LM1U KV14LT1U KV21LM1U
KV21LT1U

GE1A Chassis
Used in Sony's first 100Hz IDTV models, based on the origi-
nal GE1 chassis. Introduced in 1999 and continues in produc-
tion. Remote control RM891. Models are as follows:

KV28DS6OU KV32DS6OU

RE2/RE2D Chassis
A rear -projection chassis operating at 50Hz. Loosely based on
the BE3D chassis. Introduced in 1998 and remains in produc-
tion. Model KP41DS1U is an IDTV set with a free -to -air digi-
tal tuner. Remote control units RM862, RM892. Models are as
follows:

KP41DS1U KP41S4U
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Test Report

This ingenious piece of test equip-
ment identifies the leadout connec-
tions of a wide variety of semicon-
ductor devices and carries out a
comprehensive range of tests on

them. Michael Dranfield finds it an
essential servicing aid

The Peak Atlas DCA55

Component Analyser
The Atlas DCA55 is the latest compo-
nent analyser from Peak Electronics
Ltd. I reviewed the last one, Model

DCA50, in the March 1998 issue of
Television. It's good, but this new one is a
whole lot better. The DCA50 was designed
primarily to analyse transistors of both the
bipolar and MOSFET variety. The DCA55
can identify and check triacs, thyristors,
diode networks and LEDs as well. It will
even check bipolar transistors that incorpo-
rate an internal efficiency diode, such as the
BU508DF.

Description
I he Atlas is slightly smaller than the
DCA50 and quite a lot thinner. Use of a dif-
ferent type of battery, the 12V GP23A type
commonly used in car alarm keyfobs, has
contributed to this reduced size. As a result
the new instrument is very neat and com-
pact. With overall dimensions of 10.5 x 7 x
1.5cm it's just right to fit in the top pocket
of your shirt.
As before, the readout is a crystal clear

LCD that measures 6.5 x 1.5cm. Because of

the greater range of tests that can be carried
out however the display has to be scrolled
page by page by pressing the scroll button.
When this button is held down, the unit
powers off. This is necessary to reset it for
the next component test. Power down also
occurs after 30 seconds of inactivity.

Use
Analysis can take up to a couple of seconds
depending on the type of component. The
display then gives the result of the test. If
the component is faulty, the message
"faulty or unknown component" is dis-
played. I found the test probes a bit fiddly
at first, but they are a good compromise and
are ideal for small transistors such as the
TO92 variety.

The transistor test is comprehensive. For
example it tells you whether the transistor is
a Darlington pair, whether it has a collector -
emitter parallel diode, or a base -emitter
resistor. When the Atlas detects a base -
emitter resistor, the display warns you that
this might affect the accuracy of the Hfe test
(the transistor's current gain). The maxi-

mum Hie the Atlas can display is 65,000: in
comparison, the DCA50 could display a
gain of only up to 995. The Atlas is thus
ideal for checking Darlington transistors.

Another very useful test is the b -e voltage
drop of the device being checked. This can
be used to determine whether the transistor
is a silicon or germanium device - the base-

emitter voltage drop with a germanium
transistor can be as low as 0.2V, compared
with a silicon transistor's 0.7V. Although
germanium transistors are no longer used in
new equipment this is helpful if, like me,
you collect and restore transistor radios
from the Sixties and have tins full of sal-
vaged transistors with no markings.
The component being checked can be

connected to the three probes any way
round. The display then tells you its pin
connections, say red probe = collector,
green probe = base and blue probe = emit-
ter. In addition the Atlas lets you know the
collector current at which the transistor is
being tested and the base test current.

The most useful aspect of the MOSFET
test is the display of gate threshold voltage
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- the voltage at which source -drain conduc-
tion starts. The MOSFET pin connections
are given, whether the device is of the p- or
n -channel type, and the current at which the
transistor is tested.
Triac and thyristor tests simply display

the pin connections. The gate test current
for these devices is limited to 4.5mA,
which effectively precludes testing high -
power devices such as the ones used for
motor control in washing machines and
vacuum cleaners. High -power devices gen-
erally require a gate current of 50mA or
more before they switch on. The test cur-
rent is kept low to avoid damage to sensi-
tive devices. I would have liked to see a
user -selectable test current to enable high -
power devices to be tested.

Almost any type of diode can be analysed,
and the Atlas will show whether the device
is a common -cathode diode network, com-
mon -anode diode network, series -diode
network or inverse -parallel diode network.
This is very useful when checking surface -
mounted components. Three -terminal
devices that look like transistors can turn
out to be diode networks.

Diode forward -voltage drop is also dis-
played. This enabled me to locate a faulty
line output stage diode in a set fitted with
the Sharp CS chassis - the forward -voltage
drop was much more than 0.7V. A reading

of 0.25V indicates that the diode is of the
Schottky type, which is used in some chop-
per power supplies.

LEDs are tested in the same way, and the
Atlas can even automatically identify two -
or three -terminal bi-colour diodes.
As a test I connected a BU508DF (DF

stands for Diode, Fully insulated) transistor
to the test clips. The first message I got was
"the Peak Atlas is analysing" then, after a
short delay, "NPN bipolar transistor" came
up together with an arrow pointing down-
wards at the right-hand side. This tells the
user to press the scroll button to display fur-
ther data page by page. When I did so I was
given the device's pin connections, in this
case red probe = collector, green probe =
base, blue probe = emitter. Scrolling down
again brought up the message "diode pro-
tection between collector -emitter". This is
of course the internal efficiency diode. The
next page showed the current gain: "Hfe =
7" was displayed. Very low current gain is
common with high -power devices -a base
drive of several amperes is required to drive
a line output transistor. The next page gave
the collector current at which the device
was tested (Ic = 2.5A). After that I was told
the base -emitter voltage drop, which was
0.61V, then finally the base current at
which the device was tested (4-68mA).
What more could you want from a semi-

conductor tester?
The instrument is ideal for selecting and

matching transistor pairs for use in audio
amplifiers. When the battery is failing, the
warning "low battery" is displayed at
switch on. On completion of a test, the
information is displayed for thirty seconds
after removal of the device. Unfortunately
the instrument is not suitable for in -circuit
testing.

To guard against leakage, battery replace-
ment every twelve months is reco-mmend-
ed. In common with many new VCRs, the
Atlas has a built-in self -test. If an internal
problem is detected, an error code is dis-
played after which the unit switches itself
off. You then contact the manufacturer.

Conclusion
This is one of those things you don't know
how much you need until you've tried one.
The Atlas component analyser can be
obtained direct from the manufacturer Peak
Electronic Design Ltd., West Road House,
West Road, Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 6HF
at the all-inclusive price of £60 (UK - for
overseas orders add £5). Peak's telephone
number is 01298 70 012. The web address
is www.peakelec.co.uk

Free and unlimited technical support for
the Atlas is provided. The DCA50 contin-
ues to be available for the time being.
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Terrestrial DX and satellite TV reception reports.
News on terrestrial and satellite band changes. A
neat UHF wideband amplifier design and a book
recommendation. Roger Bunney reports

DX and Satellite Reception

Veteran DXer Ryn
Muntjewerff with
his giant Dahlia.

September won't go down in the
record books for its DX reception,

though it may well do so for being
one of the wettest ever. The summer
Sporadic E season came to an end
with a flurry of ch. E3 activity at mid-
day on the 2nd and 3rd and a more
sustained ch. IB offering (for nearly
thirty minutes) from RAI (Italy) on
the 8th. Between the periods of wet-
ness there was some really warm
weather, with tropospheric propaga-
tion improving on the 2nd/3rd and
9th, though reception was limited to
Benelux and French stations across
Band III and the UHF spectrum.

F2 layer reception should be with
us again by the time these lines are
read. We are now at the maximum
sunspot period in solar cycle 22 and
the MUFs (Maximum Usable
Frequencies) should be well into the
30MHz region during daytime, hope-
fully reaching the 40MHz level on
good days. Look for ch. E2/R1 sig-
nals from the east and south east in
the mornings, with reception swing-
ing to the south and then the west as
the day progresses, transatlantic sig-

nals (ch. A2/E3) being a possibility
in the afternoon. High sunspot activi-
ty also means solar storms and flares,
with magnetic storms in the iono-
sphere - look out for auroras in the
evenings.

In a recent e-mail Robert
Copeman (NSW, Australia) men-
tioned a report at the VHF -SKIP
Chat Group web site quoting recep-
tion of New Zealand TV by a Florida
DXer. I have no further information
- NZ ch. 1 has .the vision carrier at
45.25MHz, so such reception is fea-
sible. There were reports of the old
BBC ch. B1 Crystal Palace transmit-
ter being received worldwide, with
its vision carrier at 45MHz and the
sound even easier at 41.5MHz.

A letter from Brian Renforth
(Wallsend) included a couple of test
card pictures I'd not seen before.
He's very involved with vintage
colour TV receivers and recently
acquired a circa -1961 RCA Victor
colour receiver with 21in. round
tube. Odd that the cabinet is metal!
Three US -type valves are missing. If
anyone has a selection of likely
valves, contact me via the magazine
and I will pass the information on to
Brian.

I was interested to learn that Ryn
Muntjewerff, an active TV-DXer for
nearly forty years, is also well-
known - especially in the Benelux
countries - for growing Dahlias. He
has cultivated many new types, and a
newspaper picture shows him with a
prize-winning 35cm-diameter bloom.

Satellite Sightings
It's political party conference time
again. This year it was preceded by
the fuel crisis, which provided one
focus for the Lib-Dem conference at
the Bournemouth International
Centre, atop Western Cliffs, in mid -

September. The vista of a sunset
over the sea makes an attractive
backdrop for the pundits wheeled out
for the 1800 hours news and maga-
zine reports and interviews. Intelsat
801 at 31.5°W provided the single -
hop link to the London Millbank
facility house, which was using two
uplinks on its colour bars, 'Path 1'
and 'Path 2', and had commandeered
some regular Meridian BT -leased
trucks such as BT TES -43.

Observation over a week or so
indicated that there's no flexibility
with the 31.5°W downlinks used by
United Media (Anglia and Meridian),
the same frequencies generally being
used night after night. Check at
10.974 and 10.988GHz V (Meridian)
and 10.983GHz V (Anglia), with the
usual 5,632 SR and 3/4 FEC. These
frequencies were also used for the
live Meridian coverage of the block-
ade outside the Fawley Esso refinery
on September 13th and a live band
concert at the Newbury Show on the
15th. Interesting that the band played
on with the 1812 overture behind the
presenter, unaware that there would
be two -gun explosions as the climax.
When the first bang occurred the
programme had already been cut
back to the studio, as the presenter
ended with an emotional comment.

The NSS K Reuters lease
(11462GHz V, SR 5,632, FEC 3/4)
was fired up during the early morn-
ing of the 10th (Sunday), carrying
live footage from the NASA Mission
Control Centre at Houston of the
Atlantis Shuttle flight as it
approached the International Space
Station. Atlantis linked up with the
Station for a final check over and
internal air samples - the next trip
will take the first occupants to the
Station. The pictures were really dra-
matic and continued through the day
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until mid evening.
The BT Global Challenge yacht

race around the world set off from
the Solent on the same day.
Meridian had run a live OB insert
for the Southampton -produced
Meridian Tonight programme from
Ocean Village on the 8th. The
Meridian studio is about one and a
half miles from Ocean Village, but
the satellite circuit via 801 made
this nearly 52,000 miles!

When Eutelsat W3 arrived at
36°E some months back, the incum-
bent II F3 was moved to 21.5°E. Its
inclined orbit seems to cause prob-
lems because of the adjacent Astra
1D at 19.2°E, which is also in an
inclined orbit. John Locker reckons
that the proximity of these two
satellites causes mut-ual interfer-
ence in the early morning and late
afternoon - it's very difficult to find
II F3 now unless you have a dish of
say 1.5m diameter with the ability
for inclined tracking. The news
feeds carried by II F3 moved with
the satellite, leaving W3 to down-
link to Russia. When I checked W3
during late evening on the 2nd I
found a very strong signal with a
`real' test card, the Philips PM5544,
carrying the identifications 'HUN -
002' and `SNG HUNGARY'. A
football match, Budapest v Italy,
was later carried. This was all at
11.105GHz H, with SR 6,116 and
FEC 3/4.

A new Lebanese digital TV mul-
tiplex channel is available via
Arabsat 3A at 26°E, with excellent
pictures in the southern UK using a
1m dish. The following were avail-
able when I checked in early
September: LBC-1, Tele-Leban,
MTV (a 5534 test card, not the pop
music channel), Al-Manar TV, plus
five other channels identified as
`Test Channels', suggesting that
more will soon be available. This is
at 11.785GHz V (SR 27,500, FEC
3/4). The satellite carries numerous
Arabic channels, which could offer
informed dish riggers with Arabic
customers some commercial poten-
tial. Al-Manar seems to carry rather
`loud' political commentary and
meetings, and is also present in ana-
logue form at 11.938GHz V, with
the sound (Arabic) at 6.6MHz.
There's an analogue Iraqi satellite
channel nearby at 11.983GHz V.

Roy Carmen (Dorking) notes that
Europe*Star has been testing from
the new 45°E slot, with a caption
offering capacity and a number to
ring. This is a Ku -band Telecom
satellite. The initial test transmis-
sions were received in early
September at 12.500GHz V and the

unsual digital parameters SR 8,687
and FEC 3/4, PIDs A256 and V308.

The elderly Eutelsat II F I craft at
48°E is another satellite that's diffi-
cult to find. Roy found it recently
carrying the Euro
Mediterraneo/Sicilia International
offering at 11.108GHz H, with SR
2,290 and FEC 3/4.

In late September NileSat 102
arrived at the 7°W slot, next to its
elder brother 101. Strong analogue
carriers were monitored at around
12.100GHz V.

Unfortunately most of the
Sydney Olympics coverage was
linked to Europe via Intelsat capaci-
ty at 60-64°E, which is invisible to
most dishes. It would have undoubt-
edly been in MPEG 4:2:2 form,
making it totally invisible even if
you had been one of the few who
can actually see 60°E!

Broadcast news
Singapore: A new digital TV pro-
ject, TV Mobile, is being introduced
by Television Corporation of
Singapore (TCS). Two main pro-
gramme channels will be transmit-
ted along all major traffic routes.
The use of single -frequency chan-
nels will provide uninterrupted
viewing (no retuning) over long dis-
tances. It's hoped that the system
will be in full operation by March
2001. NTL is planning and engi-
neering the project. Once the
Mobile TV system is up and run-
ning TCS will probably make a start
with conventional digital terrestrial
TV.
USA: A Spanish -language channel,
Azteca America, is due to open next
summer with states -wide coverage.
It will be the third Spanish -language
TV network to open in the USA and
is being started by a partnership
between TV Azteca of Mexico and
the US Pappas Telecasting Co. The
channel should be available to fifty
per cent of the country's Spanish-
speaking residents initially and 70
per cent within a year. Programmes
will be produced mainly by TV
Azteca in Mexico City.
UK: NTL's opening of a pan -North
UK system that links Manchester,
Dublin, Belfast and Glasgow
demonstrates that fibre -optic cabling
is a viable alternative to satellite or
microwave links.
Monte Carlo: The Italian Seat
Pagine Gialle-Tin.it group, whose
main interests are in computers and
web operation, has bought a 75 per
cent interest in TV Monte Carlo
(TMC). TMC has been losing view-
ers wholesale. The new group plans
to invest heavily in improved pro-

gramming and expects to be in prof-
it by 2002.

Wideband UHF amplifier
While sorting through some of my
Television paperwork recently I
came across the wideband UHF
amplifier circuit shown in Fig. I,
using 2SC2570 transistors.
Unfortunately the notes that origi-
nally accompanied it are missing,
but it appears to be a useful circuit

Live picture from
the Atlantis shuttle
on its approach to
the International
Space Station.
Reception via the
Reuters NSS K
digital lease.
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59 Watcombe Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth,
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atech@dirson.co.lik
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that has been neatly laid out on cop-
per -clad board. The component layout
is clear (see Fig. 2) and construction
should be easy.

Satellite news
Contracts have been signed with
Ariane for the launch of the new 9
series Intelsat satellites. 901, 902 and
904 are due up next year, with 905,
906 and 907 scheduled for launch in
late autumn 2001 through to 2002.

Intelsat 701 at 180°E is to provide
French Polynesia with DTH internet,
video and conventional digital pro-
gramming via a Ku -band spot beam.
French connector GlobeCast will
uplink from Paris via Los Angeles
then a second hop to 180°E. The
Tahiti Nui digital multiplex will carry
twelve TV and three audio channels.
Interesting that the local TV channel
will be sent back to Paris for addition
to the multiplex. Three internet capac-
ities will provide high-speed access
and e -mailing both on- and off-line.
More information can be obtained
from the Intelsat website at
www.intelsat.int

Eutelsat has opened an office in
Rio de Janeiro to develop business
with the Americas via its Atlantic
Gate satellites at 12.5° and 8°W and,

Fig. 1: Wideband
UHF amplifier
circuit. Trl and
Tr2 type
2SC2570. Ll 3
turns, L2 and L3
4 turns, made
from resistor
lead wire wound
on a meter
probe.

Input
750

in addition, the Telstar 12 satellite at
15°W. Teleglobe Canada has recently
leased capacity with the system.
Eutelsat can now reach much of
Africa and into the Indian Ocean via
its W4 satellite at 36°E, which pro-
vides signals at up to 45dBW across
Equatorial Africa and up to 52dBW in
Central Asia. Eutelsat information can
be obtained via the web at
http://www.eutelsat.com

Eutelsat W1 was successfully
launched from Kourou, French Guiana
on September 6th to orbit at 10°E,
providing European and African foot-
prints. Then, on the 14th, Astra 2B
followed to join 2A at 28.2°E.

In the USA, the FCC has revoked
the Ka -band licences previously held
by Morning Star, PanAmSat and EMS
because of lack of progress. The
licences had been conditional on con-
struction of Ka -band satellites starting
by May 1998. Seven Ka -band slots are
now available for other takers.

Europe*Star 1 at 45°E is providing
Eutelsat with competition. There are
options for two more satellites at 43
and 47.5°E. Europe*Star is providing
Ku/Telecom band services to Europe,
Africa, Asia, the Far East and the tip
of NW Australia at signal levels
around 49-52dBW.
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Fig. 2: Layout of the amplifier on copper -clad board.
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Most Secret War
R.V. Jones is a legend in radio and
radar circles. As a scientist during
World War II he developed a number
of new techniques that contributed
greatly to the war effort. A tribute to
him appeared in this column a couple
of years ago, shortly after his death.
His book Most Secret War has recent-
ly become available for about £4.99 in
surplus/book disposal shops. It's an
updated version of the original 1978
edition, now in the Wordworth
Military Library series 1998 (ISBN 1
85326 699 X) with many more pic-
tures added. I feel that it's essential
reading for anyone interested in equip-
ment development from the early days
of VHF through to UHF, and excellent
value at the price.

I'd like to mention one small topic
here, from chapter 15 of the book. In
early 1941 RAF south coast monitor-
ing became aware of sinewave trans-
missions at 42.5 and 46.9Mc/s (MHz).
Cross -bearing checks revealed that
they originated from somewhere near
Cassel and from aircraft respectively.
Then, during examination of a downed
KG26 Luftwaffe aircraft at Eastleigh,
a damaged manual which contained
tables of figures for several UK cities
that were bomb targets, e.g.
Southampton and Coventry, was
found. At the same time (June 1941)
an Enigma -decoded message con-
firmed that a German Wotan radar
installation near Cherbourg had been
comple-ted. The Germans named their
radar apparatus after goods: Wotan
was a senior one -eyed god. This gave
Professor Jones the clue that a single
beam was being used and that the two
frequencies monitored were a means
of checking the distance between the
base station and aircraft. German air-
craft would fly towards a target using
a directional beam (Knickebein):
Wotan calculated the distance flown,
then confirmed the point at which
bombs should be dropped.

Electronic counter measures
(ECM) were devised to upset this sys-
tem. The high -power Ch. 1 Alexandra
Palace 405 -line transmitter was dusted
off, and receiving equipment was
installed nearby to detect the presence
of 46.9Mc/s signals from German air-
craft. A high -power 42.5Mc/s signal,
the same frequency as the German
base station, would then be transmit-
ted. The aircraft thus received two
uplink signals from different sources,
throwing the German signal loop cal-
culations into chaos as a result RF
feedback (`howlround'). This ECM
technique was given the name
Domino. It made a valuable contribu-
tion to minimising the effectiveness of
the German bombing campaign.
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The
headend
that says
YES to

Quality
Ease of use
Agility
Each module an
almost total entity
Superb value

WISI's Topline headend system is very
competitively priced yet is of superior
design and build. It is easy -to -use with
high cpality channel processing that
allows the user to retain quality of
vision and sound for both analogue
and digital signal sources. There are
processors for satellite TV, terrestrial
TV and radio.Each individual module
incorporates its own control system
enabling quick and easy set up.
These channel processors come
together in an 'all -in -one' base unit
which contains all necessary
accessories for ease of ordering -
no additional items required.
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TV Fault
Finding Guide

Peter Marlow
Contents: Introduction;
A -Z of manufacturers
and models
Readership:
Professional service
engineers, some
college courses.

Pages: 400pp

Price: £22.50

Unique expert authorship and trusted
Television magazine identity Real repair and
troubleshooting info - not just cribs from
manufacturers' data sheets. Ease of
reference - this book is an essential repair
tool, not just another volume for the shelf,
Television magazine's TV Fault Finding
column is a unique forum for practical
servicing tips, with the UK's leading service
engineers and servicing writers contributing
their observations and recommendations
month by month. But try finding those faults
reports for the Amstrad CTV2200 that's on
your bench Even with an index you will be
chasing through a pile of magazines... until
now. Peter Marlow's TV Fault Finding Guide
is a distillation of the most used fault reports
from 11 years of Television magazine.
Arranged by make and model the
information is extremely easy to access, and
the book is a convenient size for the bench
or to carry with you. This will undoubtedly
become one of the service engineer's most
useful tools. Unlike other fault guides, this
one is based on top quality information from
leading authorities, and genuine repair case
studies. This is real -life servicing information,
not just a compilation of manufacturers'
manuals.

Over 2,000 reports covering over 300
models Instant on -the -spot diagnosis and
repair advice Television magazine's leading
writers' wit and wisdom available for the
first time in book form.

How to pay
(TV Fault Finding Guide) paperback

J I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £
(payable to Reed Business Information)

Please charge my credit/charge card
J Mastercard J American Express U Visa J Diners Club

Credit Card No: Expiry Date:

Signature of Cardholder

Cardholder's statement address: (please use capitals)

Name

Address

Post Code Tel:

Post your completed order form to: -
Jackie Lowe, Room L514, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS
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MONITORS
Fault reports from
Geoff Butcher
Adrian Spriddell and
Ian Field

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each report
is made on publication. Reports
can be sent by post to:

Television, Fault Reports,
Reed Business Information,
Room L514, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant. Sutton,
Surrey SM2 5AS

faxed to: 020 8652 8111

or e -mailed to:
tessa2@btinternet.com

Philips 4CM8270
If you find that the line output transistor is
short-circuit, it's important to check for
bad joints in the line drive circuit, also
C2614. If there is still no display, L5601
may have shorted turns. It should measure
10mH. It's also worth checking C2608
(33µF) which decouples the supply to the
line output transformer. This note also
applies to Models 4CM4270 and
4CM4279 among others.

An odd symptom I've had with one of
these monitors is a sharply -defined, narrow
black band down the right-hand side of the
screen. The cause was C2631 and C2636
which were both open -circuit. G.B.

Elonex PC235XB
This monitor was stuck in standby. The
cause was traced to R23 (220kg) in the
power supply - it was open -circuit. A.S.

Dell VC5EN
The BUH715 line output transistor occa-
sionally blows, the result being a dead/trip-
ping monitor. I've sometimes found that a
BUV48A is fitted in this position, but the
last time I tried fitting one it didn't last
very long. The 2SC3688 can be used: its
specification exceeds that of the BUH715,
but only just. The main attraction is that
it's cheaper! I.F.

Viglen CA1726LE
the complaint was "blurry and shakes". As
always, the first port of call was the power
supply panel. A check on the electrolytics
revealed that C34 (22g, 350V), which
smooths the feed to the B+ master PWM
controller, had an ESR that was off the
scale (FSD = 70). The other electrolytics
were all OK.

I replaced C34, then started to check the
voltage -sensing resistors. R46/50, which
are connected to the 16V rail, were OK.
But R65 (249kS2, 1%), which is connected
to the B+ rail, read 2536k . 249kS2 + 1%
= 251.49ka so R65 was out of specifica-
tion and its value was probably rising.
Clearly a replacement was required, but
2491d2 is one of the E48 values I hadn't
got around to ordering. So I selected
2401d2 and 9.1ki2 from the E24 series and
connected them in series. The reading
obtained was 251.491a which is just with-
in specification and a great improvement
on the original resistor.

A routine inspection of the timebase
panel followed, which was just as well.
Q206 (2SC3886A) was bolted to the alu-
minium heatsink/cover instead of its own
PCB -mounted sub-heatsink. This monitor
had the small sub -panel, flylead and plug,
as in earlier models. The sub -panel is sol-
dered on to the 2SC3886A transistor's
leads. I found that the base lead had been

bent over and soldered to the track, where
the solder pad had been damaged. The col-
lector lead had pushed its pad well clear of
the PCB, with the track peeled up to meet
it. The emitter pad looked ready to fail as
well. All this was repaired with stout wire
links, then the panel was reassembled.
After that everything was OK.

With care and a logical approach, these
monitors can be repaired to give excellent
results - despite the fact that many of them
are getting on a bit. I.F.

Packard -Bell PB70E
This is a PC power supply box. With
generic PC power supply units available at

10 or less, very few people ask for them
to be repaired. But this power supply
wasn't generic, and a replacement would
have cost more than the PC was worth.

I spent a considerable time checking com-
ponents on the primary side of the circuit,
mainly to find out why there are two opto-
couplers. The small four -pin Liteon LTV817
is driven by a TL431. The six -pin Sharp
Sl2MD1V optocoupler is driven by the safe-
ty shut -down circuit, which is also on the
secondary side. Each optocoupler drives a
2SC2655 transistor (Q3 and Q4) which both
shunt the base of the chopper transistor.

Q3's base drive was only about 0.8mV,
so this one wasn't removing the chopper
drive. Q4 had a little over 0.6V base -emit-
ter bias, which was the cause of the shut
down. I was trying to decide whether to
trace out the circuit on the secondary side
or start by carrying out some random com-
ponent checks when I noticed a poor -look-
ing solder joint near the centre of the sec-
ondary side area. The lead belonged to C19
(2,200g, 16V). Fresh solder failed to
attach it, and the heat applied by the wire
produced a vile smell! The power supply
worked normally once the gunge had been
cleaned off and a new capacitor had been
fitted. I.F.

Hyanu MF8515F (Visionmaster
15)
The broken 'function <' button was taped
to the front of this monitor, which I thus
had to strip down. This is made difficult by
the fact that the manufacturer uses hot -melt
glue between the CRT and its base.

As the plastic button 'web' is hot -melt-
ed to the front casing, any attempt to
remove it for repair is likely to cause more
damage. Each button has two flimsy struts,
which act as 'springs', to the nearest main
strip. As these lie flush with the inside of
the casing, glue is out of the question with-
out removing the button assembly. The
only option was to use the tip of a solder-
ing iron to attempt to weld the plastic
together.

It's important to use 'filler', which can
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be cut from a scrap plastic cabinet, and to
press the button between each application
of filler to free it from sticking to the
front moulding - until sufficient filler has
been added. This is very fiddly, and if the
strut is melted away or fused to the front
there are no second chances!

When I felt that adding further plastic
would do more harm than good, I added a
strip of Sellotape with holes cut for the
button spigots. This limits the movement
of the buttons slightly and gives all five
buttons approximately the same 'feel' as
the repaired one. Also, hopefully, should
any of the buttons break in the future they
will be held in position and remain opera-
ble. I.F.

Philips 4CM2799/05T
The customer's complaint was "a fizzing
noise then dead". He had asked on the
phone whether I could repair an Apple
monitor. I have a machine for testing
Apple monitors, but was quite pleased to
discover that this monitor was a 'regular'
type with a PC -MAC adaptor.

The monitor is much easier to work on
than expected. Its power -supply module
slides out rearwards, while the timebase
panel is mounted in a cutout on the side
chassis panel. The entire track area is
accessible once the cover plate has been
removed.

More out of curiosity than anything
else, I decided to examine the power -
supply module first. Some of the solder-
ing required attention, but there was

_nothing that would account for the
reported symptoms. Bridge rectifier
diode D6103 (BYW95C, rating 3A,
600V) was not well seated on the PCB,
so I decided to reseat it. As the diode
was being bent to a better position it
snapped in two. When the other three
diodes were checked D6101 did the
same. The other two survived this test,
so they were checked for Vf and leakage.
As they passed these tests, only the two
broken ones were replaced. A badly
arced pin was then found on the PSU
'cable' connector (the +180V rail). One
or two of the other pins had very faint
fatigue rings, which where attended to
when the connector was removed for pin
scraping and PCB cleaning.

After a general resolder and a check
for any semiconductor devices that might
have suffered from the arcing (none
found) the monitor worked well. It needed
only slight grey -scale adjustment. I.F.

SM584V
This monitor had the FCC ID
KTASM584 but no clue to its origin. The
CRT was LG branded however, and the
chassis construction was typical of this

manufacturer. The complaints were a red
background to the display and a V -size
twitch when warmed up.

Manipulation of the larger components
indicated that solder -joint deterioration
was responsible for the V -size twitching.
But as the vertical output stage is right
next to the secondary side of the chopper
power supply it was difficult to narrow
the cause to one or the other. The fault
was most sensitive to movement of the
chopper transformer however - more so
than flexing the V -output heatsink.
Inspection was made difficult by a coating
of flux residue. Experience has shown
that the residue is highly resistant to sol-
vents, while the green lacquer will with-
stand a metal -working wire brush. The
lacquer is robust, which is as well because
so is the flux residue. It's worth cleaning
the whole PCB and reworking any joints
that appear to be crystallised.

Once the twitch fault was out of the
way I attended to the grey scale. As usual,
the heater supply smoothing electrolytic
(C164 - 1,000µF, 16V) should be
replaced. Some care is needed with the
CRT cut-off presets, as there is very little
difference between adequate highlight
drive and background flooding. If this
adjustment seems to be too critical, try
reducing the settings of the three cut-off
controls and increasing that of the Al/G2
preset to compensate - but not too far, as
this seems to degrade the contrast.

The adjustment procedure that provided
the best result involved balancing the cut-
off presets first, using a test pattern with
separate 256 -step colour scales for R, G
and B. The best background balance was
obtained with the green cut-off control set
so that all 256 steps of the green scale
were visible, the red preset adjusted to cut
off the last two or three bars and the blue
preset to blank about five or six bars.
Adjustment of the red and blue drive pre-
sets affected only the brightest end of the
respective scales. Comparison is not easy
using this test pattern. So switch to an
eight -bar grey -scale, reduce the A I/G2
setting until only three-four bars remain
visible, then balance the red and blue with
the fixed green gain. The gain settings
don't seem to affect the cut-off adjust-
ment, which didn't need any further trim-
ming once the gains had been balanced.
Conversely the cut-off presets have a large
effect on gain balance. So balance the cut-
offs first. I.F.

Elonex MN024
This monitor was dead with the 3.15AT
mains fuse blown. There was no obvious
cause: neither the chopper MOSFET nor
the bridge rectifier was short-circuit, and
the degaussing posistor gave every indica-

tion of being in good order. The mains fil-
ter capacitor is of the self -healing type, so
unless any damage becomes severe the
dielectric material doesn't produce any
leakage at the point where 'punch -
through' occurs. Mains -borne transients
are a fact of life where my workshop is
located, so it would soon become obvious
if this component was degraded.

Since a replacement fuse restored the
monitor to working order, there wasn't
much else I could do other than give the
soldering a quick freshen up and put the
monitor on soak test. Most of the solder-
ing was perfectly OK, but some of the
joints around the chopper transformer
were beginning to look tired. I.F.

Data General CM1414T
"Line on the picture" was what was writ-
ten on the top of this monitor. When it
was powered no fault was apparent other
than the grey scale being more like a
brown scale. So I decided to replace some
electrolytics known to cause obscure
problems. First C828 (4711F, 25V) at pin
7 of the 3842 power supply control chip -
I added an 0.1µF decoupling capacitor
here to reduce self -heating through ESR-
loss. Then C823 (470g, 25V) and C824
(47g, 16V). I usually replace them both
with 470µF, 25V HF SMPSU types and
add parallel 0.47g, 63V Mylar decou-
plers. Some of the soldering looked a bit
tired, so a blanket resoldering was carried
out. Particular attention to the power sup-
ply snubber components is needed: they
all run hot, and sometimes need to be
removed so that the leads can be scraped
clean. As the heater voltage was low at
5.9V with the 84V rail correct, the 6.3V
rectifier D818 was replaced using a
Schottky -barrier type to obtain the correct
heater voltage without overrunning the
other rails.

During subsequent bench testing I found
that the monitor sometimes failed to syn-
chronise in Windows when 800 x 600 or
1,024 x 768 was selected (large or small
fonts). Presets R452 (H -FN), R405 (hori-
zontal hold 1) and R414 (horizontal hold 2)
all had a very rough feel when they were
rotated. The two horizontal hold presets are
slightly interactive and must be set approxi-
mately right before setting up H -FN. Then
switch to 800 x 600 and rotate the H -FN
preset until the threshold point is found,
when the picture will brighten slightly.
Edge the preset back until the picture just
returns to normal. Once this has been done
the two horizontal hold presets can be bal-
anced to minimise the need to move the
front -panel horizontal shift control when
switching modes. Horizontal hold 2 is dead
critical, so some compromise will probably
have to be accepted! I.F.
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VCR CLINIC
Reports from
Eugene Trundle
Steve Leatherbarrow
Denis Foley
Graham Richards
Paul Smith and
Ronnie Boag

We welcome fault reports from el
readers - payment for each report
is made on publication. See page
106 for where and how to send
reports.

Tatung TVR7121
These machines are fitted with a deck pro-
duced by Sharp. It can give capstan -speed
problems, including 'pulsing' once per
motor revolution. Before you condemn the
motor (and hence probably the machine
itself!), ensure that the little FG generator
block, a four -pin device, is very close to
the rim of the flywheel. E.T.

Mitsubishi HSM54B/59B
The cause of refusal to fast -forward or
rewind a tape can be dry -soldered joints on
tarnished connection pins at the brake
latching solenoid L570, which is beneath
the deck at the front. The fault can be inter-
mittent. E.T.

Sony SLV757UB
This machine's playback picture gave the
impression that its video heads were dirty
or blocked, but I found that a picture of
sorts was obtained when the drum was
slowed by hand. The symptom was inter-
mittent, generally appearing when the VCR
was first switched on. The cause of the
trouble turned out to be dry -joints at the
drum motor stator's plug/socket. E.T.

Toshiba V703B
If there's a dim display, with possibly slug-
gish operation or tape chewing etc., replace
the electrolytic capacitors on the primary
side of the power supply unit. The usual
cause of trouble is C813 (47µF, 63V) S.L.

Sharp VCM26
If the machine is stuck in the child -lock
mode and you don't know the pin number,
proceed as follows:
(1) Press and hold the remote -control unit's
lock key. The lock symbol appears in the
display.
(2) Press and hold for more than three sec-
onds the remote -control unit's standby key
and the standby key at the front of the
VCR.

The VCR should shut down and clear,
the child -lock entry. S.L.

Philips VR4557/05 (JVC clone)
The cassette loading mechanism was 'flop-
py' - it would move in and out with very
little effort. The customer's son insisted
that it went like this suddenly when he was
loading a tape. This part of the mechanism
gets its drive from the capstan motor via an
intermediate gear (item 74) that JVC calls
the change -arm assembly. The arm is held
in place by a spring that hides beneath the
sliding plate (item 56). The problem was
that the small nylon pin on the arm had
broken off.

I cheated by fixing the end of the spring

into the nylon arm by application of heat
from a hot soldering iron - and an extra
dollop of hot nylon. This seems to me to be
more secure than the original miserable
pin.

Cheats never prosper however. When
everything had been reassembled I had no
front display and no E -E signals. The
switched 5V supply had been removed by
the leaf spring beneath the power supply.
It's there for connection to the bottom
screening plate - and to catch out unsus-
pecting technicians! I had pushed it into the
power supply, but fortunately only CP801,
a CN20 circuit protector, had been dam-
aged. A new CP and more careful reassem-
bly left me with a fully working machine.

I'm not sure which is the equivalent
JVC model, possibly the HRJ220. D.F.

Panasonic NVHD600B
A continual tripping could be heard when
this VCR was powered. Cold checks in the
power supply led me to the MA185 rectifi-
er diode D1124, which produces the -28V
output. Once a replacement had been fitted
there was normal operation. The BYD33D
or BYD33J is suitable in this position.
G.R.

JVC HRJ610EK
This VCR was dead. Checks with our
Wizard capacitor tester revealed that C12
(2.2g, 50V) on the primary side of the
power supply was open -circuit. The fol-
lowing capacitors on the secondary side
were replaced because they produced poor
readings: C31 (22g, 50V), C34 (22g,
63V), C36 (470µF. 10V) and C38 (047µF.
50V). G.R.

Sanyo VHR766E
The tape would load but there were no
functions. Checks showed that the 12V and
5V (switched) supplies were missing. The
culprit was Q513 (2SC4483). A 2SD1207
is a more substantial replacement.

Q1501 can cause the same symptoms.
When it fails only the switched 5V supply
is removed. It's also a 2SC4483. G.R.

Orion D1096/D2096
This machine would intermittently stop,
eject the cassette and revert to standby. I
thought that the cause of the problem was
poor soldered connections to the supply -
reel sensor Q1001. The fault was in fact
cured by replacing both reel sensors,
Q1001 and Q1006. G.R.

Matsui VP9405
There was very slow rewind with a clunk-
ing sound. It was caused by a defective
supply-side clutch assembly. The square -
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sided centre shaft starts to slip, then wears
down until it becomes almost cylindrical.
You can get the same problem with forward
wind, when the take-up clutch assembly is
defective.

Replacement is the only cure. As this
was an economy repair, I used a replace-
ment from a scrap mechanism.

The RF modulator frequency also had to
be retuned. The procedure is as follows:
(1) Switch on the VCR.
(2) Keep the standby button pressed until
the display alters and a test signal appears.
(3) Use the + or - buttons to set the RF out-
put frequency, as displayed on the clock.
(4) Press standby again until the display
reverts back to the clock. G.R.

Ferguson FV41R/Toshiba
V110B
There was severe pulling (similar to over-
loaded video) with E -E pictures and no
playback video. Checks around the
BA7258AS video processor chip showed
that there was perfect video at pin 27 in the
play mode but nothing at pin 24. A low-
pass filter, circuit reference FN54, is con-
nected between these pins. As a check I
bypassed it with a 1µF, 63V electrolytic

capacitor, which restored the video signal.
A replacement filter unit, type SEL4230,
cured both symptoms. G.R.

Sharp VCA50
There was intermittent buzz on playback
sound. On investigation I saw that C603
was pressing against the mechanism. Slight
repositioning cured the fault. G.R.

Akai VSF33EK
The display showed four bars but the
machine couldn't be turned on or persuaded
to take a cassette. Visual inspection of the
bottom PCB revealed dry -joints at TR408,
which is near the back-up capacitor. As a
result the safety resistor R425 (0.4752) had
gone open -circuit. A replacement resistor
and some resoldering brought the VCR
back to life.

Another of these machines had a picture
with noise bars on it. The cause was C7
(1,000µF, 16V) in the power supply. Its
value was low. P.S.

Matsui VP9405
This machine would shut down after about
five seconds in any mode. Scope checks
revealed that there was no output from the

reel sensor beneath the take-up spool. A
replacement cured the fault. P.S.

Toshiba V726
This machine 'came in with the complaint
that it was dead. Operation was restored by
replacing CP007 (10g, 50V) and CP008
(100µF, 25V), but the display was dull.
This was corrected by replacing CP041
(220µF, 10y). R.B.

Akai VSG271
This machine refused to accept tapes. The
cause was found to be dry -joints at D402
(LED tower). R.B.

Samsung SV222
This machine was dead. When voltage
checks were carried out in the power supply
I found that capacitor C I SS33 and diode
D I SS33 were both faulty. Replacements
restored normal operation. R.B.

Nokia VR3786
There was no rewind and tape wasn't taken
up on eject. The cure was to replace the
back -tension band. The old one had come
off and the band had stuck to the supply
reel. R.B.

How to pay
(VCR Fault Finding Guide) paperback
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SATELLITE
JACK ARMSTRONG

WORKSHOP

Grundig GDS200
These digital receivers have proved to be
reasonably reliable. The few faulty ones
I've had so far have been sent straight to
Genserve of Swindon for repair. I had a
feeling that this particular one had an 'easy'
fault however, so I decided to investigate.

The problem was no reception of the
horizontal channels because the LNB sup-
ply remained at 12V. There was no obvi-
ous cause, but I suspected the power sup-
ply. A known good one fitted as a substi-
tute proved the point. Voltage comparisons
between the two power supplies were easy
to carry out, and I discovered that the white
wire feeds the LNB supply to the main
board while the green wire links the control
voltage from the main board to the power
supply. With the good power supply, the
control voltage was 0.85V when horizontal
polarisation was selected and 0.14V when
vertical polarisation was selected. With the
faulty power supply the voltage supplied
by the green wire was either 3.32V or
0.01V, which puzzled me since the source
was the same. The cause of this discrep-
ancy turned out to be a difference in the
power supply designs: the good one was
newer and had a greater loading effect on
the control voltage.

I concentrated on tracing the connec-
tions in the faulty supply and found that at
switch on D8 supplied 13V while D7 sup-

plied 17V. As soon as the receiver had
completed its boot -up sequence however
these voltages fell to 12V and 13V respec-
tively. The only capacitor connected to D7
is C18, which I checked with my ESR
meter. The reading was very high. As glue
had been liberally applied to C18 it was
impossible to read its value, but its size
suggested 220µF, 25V. When I fitted a
replacement rated at 35V everything
worked perfectly.

This repair was completed in less than
half an hour without the help of a circuit
diagram. It proves that at least some repairs
to digital receivers are going to be feasible.

Amstrad DRX100
Don't you just hate computers? I remember
the days when PC referred to the local
bobby and windows were what you cleaned
on Monday. A ram was a male sheep,
"scsi" was what an Italian said when he
wanted to interrupt you, a mouse made
women shriek and a hard drive was that
long run up the A68 to Scotland in an
803cc side-valve engined Austin, which the
passengers had to push up every incline.
Technology has now advanced to the point
where everything is just a computer in dis-
guise. Even the Amstrad DRX100 satellite
receiver.

The one that arrived recently had the
now common 'no signal' problem. Fitting a

replacement tuner is not a job for the faint
hearted: it's all too easy to leave a little
solder on one of the pins, which results in
track damage when the tuner is lifted out.
Once I had completed the job and checked
it, I reassembled the receiver. Normally it
takes about thirty seconds for the receiver
to come out of standby. This time it
refused. What had I done?

I had visions of a solder short between
tuner pins, but then noticed that the front -
panel connector had not been fully pushed
into its socket on the main board. Once this
fault had been corrected the receiver came
out of standby and produced music with
the menu screen. When I changed the pro-
gramme however all I saw was a blue
screen with the no -signal message again. In
fact there were signals, as a few pro-
grammes worked, but most of them didn't.
I suspected an LNB supply voltage prob-
lem. A check revealed that it switched cor-
rectly between 13V and 18V however.

When 'services' was pressed, followed
by 4 0 1 then 'select', the secret installation
menu appeared. I chose INB setup',
which revealed the cause of the problem -
the 22kHz tone had been set to 'off. I
changed the setting to 'on', stored this
selection, and went back to 'all channels'.
The problem was still present, and a return
to the `LNB setup' menu showed that the
22kHz tone had reverted to 'off. This was
very puzzling. When I pressed the red but-
ton to reset all settings to standard the tone
was on again. But the 'no signal' fault
symptom was back when I exited the
menu.

In desperation I switched off the mains
power then switched back on while holding
the 'backup' button on the front panel.
After a few seconds all the panel LEDs lit.
I then left the receiver for fifteen minutes
while it downloaded the software. When
this operation had been completed the tone
was still at 'off' in the menu. This time
however changing it to 'on' and storing
then setting cured the fault. Phew! Don't
you just hate computers?

The final blow to my pride came when I
replaced the screws that hold the PCB. I
did this without disconnecting the mains
supply. Yes, I know this is wrong, but we
all make mistakes and I was having a really
bad day. As I replaced the screw nearest
the power supply my screwdriver touched
the large heatsink on Ql. The fuse went
bang and I jumped.

The unit was now dead. Just to prove
how stupid I was, I replaced the fuse. The
new one exploded with a bang, scattering
glass. Oh dear! I had visions of having to
order a new Ql. It has four pins and is
marked IL0380R, but my eyesight is
becoming worse and I might be wrong
about that. Fortunately I then found that
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one of the bridge rectifier diodes was short-
circuit. Everything else seemed to be OK.

I replaced the diode and fuse and stood
well back with my safety goggles on.
Wossname from Church Street came
through the door behind me and clapped
loudly. The DRX100 was now working
perfectly however, but I wasn't sure about
my heart.

Pace 2500 digibox
Wossname had a Pace BSkyB 2500 digibox
under his arm.

"Thought you were dead" I remarked
drily.

"Wishful thinking. Thought you were
going to die when I clapped. Should have
seen you jump! Have a look at this will
you? Cat peed in it."

"No thanks. I've had dealings with that
stuff. Send it to Pace."

"Already did. They sent it back."
He had such a hang -dog expression that I

felt sorry for him and agreed to take a look.
The corrosion was limited to just one IC,
the modem chip U700, so I squirted WD -40
around it, scrubbed it with a toothbrush then
dried it with a hairdryer. Amazingly, the
digibox then worked perfectly.

I didn't like to charge for the work, as
the unit might prove to be unreliable. He
bought me a pint that evening, so I was sat-
isfied.

Nokia SAT1700
You know how a job can defeat you and
you put it aside meaning to have another go
later. The problem with this receiver was
intermittent. It had a silly habit of switching
itself off (in a pulsing on/off fashion) then
resetting to Channel 1. This would happen
about once every three days. I'd already
had a couple of goes at repairing it, and had
replaced every single component on the pri-
mary side of the power supply - I had even
swapped over the chopper transformer with
one from another receiver. That was some
considerable time ago. The receiver came to
my attention again when I tripped over it
while looking for something else! I'd lent
the customer a replacement, which had
obviously proved to be satisfactory. But I
felt that I really ought to get it repaired.

I decided to forget about the primary
side of the power supply. What could cause
this fault on the secondary side? Back when
the Nokia Technical department was still in
operation I had been advised to resolder all

Test Case 456
Whatever happened to summer? Only last month we were in
Colonel Kingsley's sunny garden with Techno-Supersleuth
blowing backwards through a petrol filter, now here we are in
the murk of winter. Television Ted is already complaining
about the cold in the workshop, despite all the radiators click-
ing and throbbing on this chilly morning!

Nor was the cold Ted's only problem. Sage had gone off
sick with some flu bug, and the VCR repairs were therefore
landing on his TV service bench. It's a fact that Ted doesn't
like VCRs. The first one to come along was a rather ancient
Toshiba V213B, with the complaint that the tape ran too fast.
The offending tape was inside the machine: there was a movie
on it, recorded off -air by the customer's daughter, using her
JVC machine. It certainly ran too fast on test in the Toshiba
machine, with the actors shrieking in high-pitched voices and
rushing about like souls demented, and the playback half -oblit-
erated by mistracking interference. The machine played the
workshop test tape correctly however. Ted soon had this one
sorted out and on its way, with a 'nominal' £15 bill. What was
the cause of the problem?

The next patient was a Daewoo DV-F502P VCR with the FM
deck, though the problem with it could apply to other models.
The tape inside was very badly crinkled and chewed, but not as
a result of tape looping when the cassette was ejected: it had been
mangled during its passage through the deck. Ted inserted a
scrap tape and carefully watched its motion in the region of the
capstan shaft and pinch roller. The tape rode upwards, graunch-

Jack Armstrong is willing to try to
sort out readers' satellite TV
receiver problems by e-mail. You
can reach him via the internet web
site at:

http://www.ukstay.com/jack

If you have no internet access you
can write to him c/o Television,
Room L514, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2
5AS. Please enclose two first-class
stamps.

the wire links that are connected to chassis.
I had done that, but it had made no differ-
ence. I felt each of the rectifier diodes on
the secondary side of the circuit and found
that D12 (UF5403) was distinctly warmer
than the rest. It supplies the 12V rail, and
carries much more current than the others.
Maybe it was leaky. Anyway I replaced it
with a BYW98 I happened to have handy.
That was three weeks ago, and the fault has
not occurred since.

Would Jim be happy to have it back and
be prepared to pay for the repair? Trouble
is, we haven't spoken for almost two years!

ing on the shoulder of the tape guide, then rode downwards, like-
wise crumpling. The picture was badly marred by mistracking
bars, and the sound and servo lock came and went as the tape
writhed up and down over the surface of the audio/control head.

Surely this must be a pinch -roller fault? The roller appeared
to be OK, but what can you tell by looking at it? There were
two roller assemblies in the stores, so plainly a failure of this
sort was not unknown. It was the work of minutes to fit one to
restore normal operation - but the tape still didn't run prop-
erly! In fact the tape behaved (and crumpled) pretty much as
before, while the picture, servo lock and sound were as bad as
ever. Although he couldn't see why it should cause this prob-
lem, Ted decided to check the left-hand spool's take-up torque.
It was correct at about 80g/cm.

By way of experiment, Ted tried the other deck modes.
Fast -forward and rewind seemed to be OK. The on -screen
results were normal in the review (search backwards) mode,
though with the usual noise bars, but in the cue mode the tape
behaved erratically. Ted pressed the play key once more, and
wished he was repairing TV sets as he watched and heard the
tape crinkle and crunch on its way towards the take-up reel.

Then his eye wandered over to the other side of the deck,
where something was definitely wrong! After fifteen minutes
and another foray into the VCR component stores, the machine
was ready to go - with its original pinch roller back in place.
Which part had Ted replaced? All is revealed - along with the
solution to the Toshiba problem - on page 120.
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SATELLITE
Reports from
Christopher Holland
Steven Leatherbarrow
and
Hugh Cocks

NOTEBOOK

Digibox switch -on device
Problems can arise when a digibox is used
to feed a communal or SMATV system
because the box reverts to standby after
even a brief power cut and, unlike other
(non -Sky) digital and analogue receivers
in which the facility is commonplace,
won't return to the channel being received
before the cut.

One way round this is to use an
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) to

provide the digibox with a constant
`mains' supply. UPSs were originally
intended for computer use. But if the
power cut lasts for several hours a large
backup battery capacity will be required to
feed the UPS's AC inverter, especially if
several digiboxes are in use.

An inexpensive solution is now avail-
able from Kesh Electronics, which pro-
duced the Pacelink channel programming
system for Pace analogue satellite
receivers. The new unit consists of a small
box which is connected to the digibox's
second RF outlet socket via a coaxial
socket on a flying lead. Power for the unit
comes from the digibox itself, as the sec-
ond RF socket can be used to provide
power for a remote infra -red 'mouse' unit
for channel changing in another room -
power is easily switched on using the digi-
box's installation menu.

The box feeds remote -control com-
mands to the socket - the digibox is

designed to receive commands in this way
from a 'mouse' channel -change system.
Enter in the digibox's favourite -channel
menu the channel you require it to pro-
duce when starting up. This is done in the
usual way, with a tick, but with this appli-
cation only one channel can be entered in
the menu selection.

When mains power is applied, the box
sends remote -control commands to the
digibox. These bring it out of standby and,
after the normal boot -up sequence in
which the digibox always goes to channel
998, tells it to go to the channel entered in
the favourite -channel menu.

The unit has been thoroughly tested
with the five types of digibox available -
they all have the same menus and remote
commands of course, though there are dif-
ferences in the boot -up times. Reception is
normally restored within thirty seconds or
so of power being applied after an inter-
ruption.

For more information on this unit call
Kesh Electronics on 028 68 631 449 or e-
mail
gmccrea@pacelink.co.uk
C.H.

Pace PSR800 LNB problem
The Pace PSR800 is the receiver -only ver-
sion (no decoder) of the PRD800. It's not
widely seen in the UK but is similar to the
PRD800, apart from minor alterations to
the power supply and signal circuitry.

I was recently called to an installation
where German analogue signals were
being received from the Astra slot at
19.2°E. The problem was intermittent
reception of the horizontally -polarised sig-
nals. On initial inspection I was suspicious
of the very long cable run from the dish.
There was a join with some very tar-
nished -looking F connectors and a back-
to-back socket in the basement. This
might have been sufficient to introduce a
voltage drop in the supply to the LNB, so
that it switched to the vertically -polarised
(lower -voltage) channels. However a
check on the voltage at the 1LI resistor
R544 (I'm quoting PRD800 component
reference numbers - the PSR800 numbers
differ) in the LNB supply feed, adjacent to
the tuner, showed that the voltage from
the receiver's power supply was low.

Once the board had been removed the
cause was found to be a poor joint at the
negative side of C23, the 1,000g, 25V
capacitor that smooths the 18V LNB sup-
ply. The PSR receiver produces far less
heat than the PRD version, and the power
supply aectrolytics were all the original
ones. In view of their age however I
decided to replace the lot. I also replaced
the connectors in the basement and the
LNB's F connector - this item was easy to
get at as the dish was out in a field! H.C.

SkyDigital update
Table 1 shows the channels added during
the past month. The transponder number is
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shown in brackets after the frequency, the
EPG number being shown in brackets after
the channel name. Transponders 59 and 60
are aboard Astra 1D, the others being
aboard 2A. The ID transponders use a dif-
ferent symbol rate and error correction (SR
22,000 and FEC 5/6, instead of the normal
27,500 and 2/3 with the SkyDigital pack-
age).

Transponder 37 (12.422GHz H) has
been activated for the first time. It's cur-
rently transmitting Prime TV (685 in the
EPG) in parallel with transponder 14
(11973GHz V). C.H.

Amstrad SRD545
This receiver produced the "invalid card"
message despite the fact that the customer
had obtained a new card. As a check I fitted
the decoder and card reader boards from a
workshop SRD510. The results were the
same, which was a little worrying. I
subsequently discovered an open -circuit
resistor, R205, which is mounted just
rearward of the four -pin socket at the front
left-hand edge of the main PCB. You could
also get this fault with the SRD540.
Strangely, our SRD510 doesn't have this
resistor fitted. S.L.

Watery cable
An analogue Nokia receiver shared a dish
and twin -output LNB with the house next

door. The initial complaint was "intermit-
tent Channel 5, sometimes it's on a German
station". There was no problem with the
other receiver connected to the dish.

The cause of the trouble was found to be
in a cable connection, using a back-to-back
F socket and two F plugs, on the roof.
Water had got in and caused inner -conduc-
tor corrosion, to the extent that there was a
significant voltage drop at the junction. As
a result the LNB switched from horizontal
polarisation (higher supply voltage) to ver-
tical polarisation, where German stations
are on adjacent frequencies to Channel 5.
Once the offending connectors had been

replaced and the Nokia receiver had been
powered again, all channels were good -
except Sky News which was barely visible!

My conclusion was that the cable from
the roof was attenuating the LNB's IF out-
put for Sky News. This proved to be the
case, confirmed by running a temporar\
cable from the roof to the receiver via a
window. Water had entered the cable at the
junction, and as the cable was of the old
air -spaced type the water had travelled
some distance along the air spacing - fortu-
nately not as far as the tuner's F socket,
where it could have caused considerable
damage. H.C.

Table 1: SkyDigital channel update.

Frequency Pol Channel
(GHz)

10.862 (59) H Disney +1 (614), Toon Disney (615), Playhouse Disney
(616)

Sky Sports Extra (404)
Extreme Sports (422)
Bid Up TV (647)
Biography Channel (563), Community Channel (655), Q

Interactive Music (455)
History Channel +1 (562)
Storm Live (946), Sunrise Radio tests
Sky News Eire

10-936 (60) V

11 954 (13)
12-032 (17)
12 188 (25)

12 207 (26) V

12 324 (32) V

12 480 (40) V

MARCONI 2019A
11.11111

:1ft MN .

. -

AM/FM synthesised signal
generator 801(1-1z-1040KHz

NOW ONLY £400

H.R. 3312A Fun Gen 0.1Hz 13MHz £300
AM/FM Sweep/Tri/Gate/Burst etc. H.P. 3310A Fun
Gen 0.005Hz-5MHz £125
Sine/Sq/Tri/Ramp/Pulse FARNELL LFM4 Sine/Sq
Oscillator 10Hz-1MHz £125
Low distortion. TTLOutput. Amplitude Meter H.P.
545A Logic Probe with 546A Logic Pulser £90
and 547A Current Tracer
FLUKE 77 Multimeter 3Y, digit Handheld £60
FLUKE 77 Series 11 £70
HEME 1000 LCD Clamp Meter 0-1000A. In
Carrying Case £60

RACAL 9008
AUTOMATIC
MODULATION - °

METER AM/FM
1.5MHz-2GHz ONLY 111711

H.P. 8494A Attenuator DC-4GHz 0-11dB
N/SMA £250
H.P. 8492A Abenuator DC-18GHz 0-6dB
APC7 £95

MANY OTHER ATTENUATORS, LOADS,
COUPLERS etc AVAILABLE

DATRON 1061 HIGH QUALITY 5V:
DIGIT BENCH MULTIMETER
True RMS/4 wire Res/Current

Convertor/IEEE
MARCONI TF2015 AM/FM sig gen. 10-520MHz £17

RACAL 9008 Auto Mod Meter, 1.5MHz-2GHz £20

LEVELL TG200DMP RC Oscillator, 1Hz-1MHz £5

Sine/Sq. Meter, battery operated (bads. not supplied)
FARNELL LF1 Sine Sq. Oscillator, 10Hz-1MHz £7

RACAL/AIM 9343M LCR Databridge, Digital Auto £200

STILL AVAILABLE  PREVIOUSLY
ADVERTISED WITH PHOTOS

MARCONI A, A, Pirwer Meter. Smad Measurement

Used £60

MARCONI 89313 - No Sinad £30

MARCONI 2610 True RMS Voltmeter Autorangin 5Hz-
25MHz ....£195

GOULD J38 Sine/Sq Osc. 10Hz-100KHz. Low distortion
£75-£125

AVO 8Mk6 in Ever Ready Case, with leads etc...............£80
Others Avos from £50
GOODWILL GFC80106 Freq. Counter 1Hz-120MHz

GOODWILL GV1427 Dual Ch AC Millivottmeter.1100-£125
10mV-300V in 12 Ranges Freq 10Hz-1MHz
SOLARTRON 7150 DMM 6Yr digit True RMS - IEEE

£95-£150

SOLARTRON 7150 Plus. .....£200

RACAL TRUE RMS VOLTMETERS
9300 5Hz-20MHz usable to 60MHz. 10V -316V £95

93009 Version. C150

9301/9302 RF Version to 1.5GHz from C200-000
HIGH QUALITY RACAL COUNTERS
9904 Universal Timer Counter. 50MHz E50

9916 Counter, 10112-520MHz... £75

9918 Counter, 10Hz-560MHz,
FARNELL AMM255 Automatic Mod Meter 1.5MHz-2GHz.

CLASSIC AVOMETER DA 116
DIGITAL 3.5 DIGIT
COMPLETE WITH BATTERIES
AND LEADS

ONLY er)
SOLARTRON 7045 BENCH

MULTIMETER
4'/: digit BRIGHT
LED WITH LEADS

ONLY 02)
ITS SO CHEAP YOU SHOULD HAVE IT AS A SPARE

HUNTRON TRACKER Model 1000 £125

H.P. 5315A Universal Counter, 1GHz, 2-oh £80

FLUKE 8050A DMM 4'4 digit 2A True RMS ..... .. £7

FLUKE 8010A DMM 3Y Mad 10A £50

TIME 1051 Low Ohm Res Box
II0.01ohm to 1M Ohm in

0.01ohm steps. Unused

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1 PL

Telephone: (0118) 9268041 Fax: (0118) 9351696
Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

lga&

PORTABLE APPLIANCE TE

MEGGER PAT2 Only
MARCONI 20228 Synthesised ANVFM Sig Geo........

10KHz.1.01GHz LCD Display etc

H.P. 06576 Synthesised 2-156Hz Sig Gen C4000

H.P.8657A Synthesised 100i,k0-1040MHz Sig Gen.... ....£2000

H.P. 86566 Synthesised 1001(Hz-990MHz Sig Gen.... .....11150

H.P. 8656A Synthesised 100kHz.990MHz Sig Gen...... ........£995

H.P.8640A AMTM 5004Hz-1024MHz Sig

£180
0526E750

PHIUPS PM5328109fliz-180MHz with 200MHz Sig Gen Fred Counter

RACAL 9081 Synth AM/FM Sig Gen

H.P.13256 Synth Function Gen 21MHz .f600

MARCONI 6500 Amplitude Analyser C1500

H.P. 4275A LCR Meter

H.P.8112A Pulse Generator' .£1250

DATRON AutoCal Multimeter 5/+711 digit. 10691061N

frorn f306£600

MARCONI 2400 Frequency Counter 206Hz C1000

H.P. 5342A 10H2-186Hz Frequency Counter. .....£800

BAK Accelerometer type 4166.. .£300

H.P.11692D Dual Directional Coupler 2MHz-18GHz f1600

H.P.11691D Dual Directional Coupler

TEKTRONIX P6109B Probe 100MHz Readout. Unused ...................f60

TEKTRONIX P6106A Probe 250MHz Readout.Unused. f85

FARNELL AMM2000 Auto Mod Meter.10Hz-2 4GHz Unused.......£950

MARCONI 2305 Mod meter. 500kHz-2G!.:

ROHDE & SCHWARZ APN 62
SYNTHESISED 1Hz-260kHz
SIGNAL GENERATOR. BALANCED/
UN -BALANCED OUTPUT
LCD DISPLAY

H.P. 60128 DC PSU 0-60V; 0-50A 1000W
FARNELL AP60/50 lkW Autoranging £1000
FARNELL H60/50 0-60V; 0-50A
FARNELL H60/25 0 -60V;0 -25A £400
Power Supply HP53010 0-30V; 0-10A £140
FARNELL L30-2 0 -30V;0 -2A £80
FARNELL L30-1 0-30V; 0-1A £60
Many other Power Supplies available
Isolating Transformer 240V In/Out 500VA £40

GOULD OS 300 OSCILLOSCOPE

--lini:7=7:- --- DUAL TRACE
.41P - 20MHz £160

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
ADVANTEST R3261A 9kHz-2.6GHz Synthesised

£4000
EATON/AILTECH 757 0.001-22GHz £2500
TEKTRONIX 492 50KHz-18GHz £3500
H.P. 8558B with Main frame 100kHz-1500MHz £1250
H.P. 853A (Dig Frame) with 8559A 100kHz-21GHz

£2750
H.P. 3580A Audio Analyser 5Hz-50kHz. As new

£1000
MARCONI 2382 100Hz-400MHz High Resolution.£2000
B 8 K 2033R Signal Analyser £1500
ADVANTESTTR4131 10kHz-3.5GHz £2750
MARCONI 2370 30Hz-110MHz from £500
HP141 Systems 8553 1kHz-110MHz from £500
8554 500kHz-1250MHz from £750; 8555 10MHz-
18GHz from £1000

UNUSED OSCILLOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX TDS640A 4 Ch 500MHz 2G/S....... f4000
TEKTRONIX TDS380 Dual Trace 400MHz 2G/S....... £2000
TEKTRONIX TDS350 Dual Trace 200MHz 1G/S £1250

TEKTRONIX TAS485 4 Ch 200MHz etc £900

H.P. 546008 Dual Trace 100MHz 20M/S £900

OSCILLOSCOPES
PHILIPS PM3092 2+2 Ch 200MHz.. Delay etc
£800. As new £950
PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Ch 100MHz. Delay etc

£800
£800

£1250

£700. As new
TEK TAS465 Dual Trace 100MHz. Delay
TEK 2465B 4 Ch 400MHz. Delay Curs
TEK 2465 4 Ch 300MHz. Delay Curs £900
TEK 2445/A/B 4Ch 150MHz. Delay etc £500-1900
TEK 468 Dig Storage. Dual 100MHz Delay £450
TEK 466 Analogue Storage. Dual 100MHz £250
TEK 485 Dual Trace 350MHz. Delay £600
TEK 475 Dual Trace 200 MHz. Delay £400
TEK 4658 Dual Trace 100MHz. Delay £325
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHz.Delay

E250-£300
GOULD 051100 Dual Trace 30MHz. Delay.. £200

JUST IN
HAMEG HM303.4 Dual Trace 30MHz

Component Tester £325

HAMEG HM303 Dual Trace 30MHz Component
Tester £300

HAMEG HM203.7 Dual Trace 20MHz

Component Tester £250

FARNELL DTV20 Dual Trace 20MHz Component

Tester £180
MANY OTHER OSCILLOSCOPES AVAILABLE

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before

ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage.
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WEB SERVICE
AcquiVision
http://www.acquivision.com

Acquivision solutions, including XY-
Plotting, Oscilloscope (with FFT), Data
Logging and Custom Software, have
been getting the most from computers
since 1994, Download software.
Telephone (01903) 830502

All Tech Tips
http://www.skyeinteractive.net/tec
htips/

Another US technical tips site which
deals with subjects related to repair of
the whole range of consumer electronic
items. The site is being updated and
plans to include current repair articles,
books on repair, schematics and links
to manufacturers technical repair sites.
There's also a chat room.

Anatekcorp
http://www. anatekcorp.com/

A US site selling computer databases of
fault reports and schematics, but it has
some interesting articles for free
download - you can even submit your
own. There's a technicians forum but
you have pay $60/year to be a
member.

A.R.D. Electronics Plc
http:/www.ardelectronics.com

A.R.D.'s Website details all the
information you need to know about
this new and exciting electronic
component distributor. It shows how to:
open an account (credit or cash),
obtain a trade catalogue and place
orders (both online and direct)

Baird 30 Line Recordings
http://www.dfm.dircon.co.uk

For history buffs and the curious here's

a fascinating site containing early TV
recordings and their background.

BBC

http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/recept
ion

http://www.bbc.co.uk/enginfo

If you need any help with your
reception go to this site - both of the
addresses point here. There's special
advice for people with loft installations,
and caravaners and boating
enthusiasts.

Doknet Service manuals
http://www.doknet.com

This Dutch site says it has 350,000
service manuals and 1 million service
parts.
You interogate the data base by filling
out an order form, with the "request"
box ticked, and then wait for an email
to arrive back on your computer.
However,
an on-line index would be useful and
maybe on-line downloading of the
manuals.

EURAS International Ltd
http://www.euras@euras.co.uk

"The definitive fault index... based on
feedback from manufacturers,
technicians and workshops throughout
Europe" IER Magazine. Available on
CD-ROM including ECA vrt-disk 2000.
Subscription includes free Internet
access for update downloading, access
to pin board, discussion forums and
classified ad section. Monitor database
also available.

Goot Products
http://www.kieagoot.co.uk

Kiea Trading Company is the sole
agent of Goot products, We specialise
in supplying the soldering and
desoldering product range manfactured
by Goot Japan for the UK market. Goot
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uses advanced production technology
to manufacture high quality soldering
iron products for industrial, prfessional
and general purpose use.

MB21
http://www.mb2 1 .co.uk/index.ht
ml

Another enjoyable site with a
"telenostalgia" section about the
technical aspects of television. There's
also a section on transmitter sites,
teletext "then and now", and a "rough
guide" to widescreen television

Newsgroups
uk.tech . broadcast

uk.tech.digital-tv

uk.tech.tv.sky

If you have never got into newsgroups
then these are worth a look.
You -subscribe" (free of charge) to a
newsgroup through your e-mail software
(eg. Outlook Express). If it's not obvious
how to do it then check out the help
section on your Internet Service Provider's
front page. Newsgroups are like notice
boards where subscribers can send an
Email to be viewed by everyone
else.They are generally a source of help
and advice, with plenty of humour too!
Maybe there should be a TV engineer
specific newsgroup called
-uk.tv.engineers". Any thoughts? (thanks
to lain Dobie for this information)

Newnes
http://www.newnespress.com

Check out this site for the latest book
titles on TV & Video Servicing and
Technology and their famous Pocket
Book series. You can shop on-line and
also register for an Email service to tell
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To reserve your web site space contact Pat Bunce
Tel: 020 8652 8339 Fax: 020 8652 3981

Newnes
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you when relevant new titles are
published.

NTL
http://www.ntl.co.uk

Go to this site for information on NTL's
Broadcast, Interactive and Telecom
services, including packages for home
area by area. There's also a useful
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transmitter site map and database,
giving locations and information. The
site also contains useful documents,
which describe digital TV, interactive TV
and digital Radio. There's also a useful
contacts list.

M.C.E.S.
http://www.mces.co,uk

The MCES site gives details of our range
of service including Tuners, Video
Heads, RF & IF Modules plus latest
prices and special offers.

Mauritron Technical
Services
http://www.mauritron.co.uk

The UK's leading independent supplier
of Service Manuals and Operating
Guides from valve to video. Also
available on CD Rom or download
direct from the internet.

, News Room
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Pace
http://www.pace.co.uk/trade/inde
x.htm

The Pace site has a product finder. On
servicing, there is a restricted access
area for Pace retailers and service
partners. If you are a member of the
trade and you deal with Pace products
you can apply for access by following
the instructions. The free access area
contains some useful Frequently Asked
Questions and links to other useful sites
such as the Lyngemark Satellite Chart at
http://www.lyngsat.com.

Philips
http://www.philips.com

http://www.semiconductors.com/pr
oducts/

Take a look at the impressive Philips
home page which leads to a product
listing and detailed information. Perhaps
more useful to the technician is the
semiconductor data "tree" where data
sheets can be downloaded on all Philips
integrated circuits.

Sky digital repairs
http://www.horizonsatellites.co.uk

The Horizon site gives details of our
range of products and services including
Sky Digital Receiver Repairs.

Servicing Advice
http://www.repairfaq.org/REPAIR/
F_Repair.html

Here are some frequently asked
questions about servicing consumer
electronic equipment, with a US bias.
But there's some good material on
monitors and CD players and CD-ROM
drives. (thanks to David Edwards for this
information)

Donberg
http://www.donberg.ie

As the leading distributor for the TV,
Video and Audio in Ireland, we supply

over 2000 shops & service dept with
Audio -Video and TV spares,
semiconductors, Test Equipment, Service
Manuals, Remote Controls etc. At
present we stock over 30,000 different
lines

Texas Instruments
http://www.ti.com

Quality Electrical Direct
http://www.qed-uk.com Here's a new
retail site with a very interesting feature
- not only can you purchase from a
huge range of consumer goods but you
can also request price information on
your mobile phone. For example, you
could be looking around your local
branch of Dixons and see something
you want. You can then send a
message to QED via the Short Message
Service (SMS) on your mobile phone to
request a price and delivery from QED.
The information is send back to your
phone.

Timecast
http://realguide.real.com/stations/

Television of the future? This site
contains listings of TV and Radio
stations available
are also some fixed cameras positioning
in locations ranging from game park,
high streets and people's houses - not
exactly captive viewing! But an
interesting thought - are PCs and TVs
going to eventually "get married"?

Televes
http://www.televes.com/ingles/ingl
es.htm

Televes website was launched as an
easier way to keep in contact with our
World-wide Network of Subsidiaries
and Clients. This site is constantly
updated with useful information/news
plus you can download info on our
range: TV Aerials & accessories,

Product
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Domestic and Distribution amplifiers,
Systems Equipment for DTT and
Analogue TV, Meters and much more.

The Service Engineers Forum

http://www.E-repair.co uk.

A brand new site dedicated to the needs
of service engineers containing detailed
servicing articles, circuits & repair tips.
The site also includes for sale, wanted &
special offer sections, industry news &
much more. An impressive site well
worth visiting.

For customers without net access,
servicing product details are also
available by ringing Mike on 0151 522
0053

UK Electrical Direct
http://www.uked.com

For a comprehensive on-line directory,
buyers guide and resource locator for
the UK Electrical Industry look at this
site. Many of the companies listed have
links to their own web sites, making this
a one -stop shop for a huge amount of
information.

UK Mailing List Group

http://www.egroups.com/list/uktvr
epair
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Following on from the newsgroup
discussion last month there is a UK Email
group forN technicians where you can
send an Email to everyone in the group.
There's just over 30 people in the group
at present. For more details and how to
register look at the egroup home page.
Just a general comment though - you do
have to be careful who you give your
Email address to so that you can avoid
"spamming" - that is getting lots of
unwanted Email about dubious Russian
site (amongst others).

PSA
http://www.psaparts.com

This web site gives details of various
specialist parts for repairers, from rare
semiconductors to compute batteries and

TIDA.751a wow wpm. 1.1 P.A.

 ^
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printer parts. The vast majority of items
are in stock, and can be purchased on-
line via this site's shopping facility.

Reed Connect
http://www.reedconnect.net/

Another free internet access site, this
time from Reed Business Information.
However the site possesses a useful UK
People and Business Finder, with an e-
mail search. There's also business news

erect
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Free Internet access
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and local information, and some good
links to directory sites.

Repairworld
http://www.repairworld.com

Repairworld is a US based fault report
database which is updated bi-weekly. It
operates on a subscription basis and
describes itself as an "affordable
solution for all technicians". There is
apparently no minimum number of
months for which you have to subscribe.
You can see some samples of the
material for free, monitors, VCR, DVD
and Camcorders being of particular
relevance to UK users. The site provides
a "chat room" where you can talk via
your keyboard to others "in the room".

Put your web address in front of 21 000
electronics enthusiasts and experts.
Television acknowledges your company's
need to promote its web site, which is why we
are now dedicating pages in every issue to
announce your
WEB ADDRESS.
This gives other readers the opportunity to
look up your company's name, to find your
web address and to browse the magazine page
to find new sites.

We understand that cost is an important
factor, as web sites are an added drain on
budgets. But we are sure you will agree that
the following rates make all the difference:

FOR 12 ISSUES:
Lineage only will cost £150 for a full year, just
£12.50 per month.
This includes your company's name, web
address and a 25 -word description.
Lineage with colour screen shot costs £350 for

a full year, which equates to just £29.17 per
month.
This price includes the above mentioned
information, plus a 3cm screen shot of your
site, which we can produce if required.

To take up this offer or for more
information ring:

Pat Bunce on 020 8652 8339
or fax on 020 8652 3981.
or e-mail: pat.bunce@rbi.co.uk

Company name Web address
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£11.99
Available exclusively from

Electronics World

Pandora's drums
Unique and atmospheric music recorded
in the early 1900s - the days before 78s.

rUse this coupon to order your copy of1
Pandora's drums

/ Please send me CD(s) at £11.99 each
/ including VAT plus £1.50 carriage per order UK,

or £3.00 overseas for which I enclose:

Cheque

Credit card details  tick as appropriate

Name

Address

Phone number

Total amount

Make cheques payable to Reed Business Information Group.
Or, please debit my credit card.

Card type (MasterNisa)
Card No

Expiry date

Please mail this coupon to Electronics World, together with payment.
Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 0181 652 8111. You can
also telephone your order on 0181 652 3614, but only Mondays, Tuesdays
or on Friday mornings. Address orders and all correspondence relating to
this order to Pandora's drums, Electronics World, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

Amazing music
21 tracks -72 minutes of
recordings made between
1900 and 1929. These
electronically derived
reproductions are no worse
than - and in many cases
better than - reproductions of
early 78rev/min recordings -
some are stunning...

All tracks on this CD were recorded
on DAT from cylinders produced in
the early 1900s. Considering the age
of the cylinders, and the recording
techniques available at the time, these
tracks are of remarkable quality,
having been carefully replayed using
modern electronic technology by
historian Joe Pengelly.

Track
1 Washington Post March, Band, 1909
2 Good Old Summertime, The American Quartet 1904
3 Marriage Bells, Bells & xylophone duet, Burckhardt & Daab

with orchestra, 1913
4. The Volunteer Organist, Peter Dawson, 1913
5. Dialogue For Three, Flute, Oboe and Clarinet, 1913
6. The Toymaker's Dream, Foxtrot, vocal, B.A. Rolfe and his

orchestra, 1929
7 As I Sat Upon My Dear Old Mother's Knee, Will Oakland, 1913
8 Light As A Feather, Bells solo, Charles Daab with orchestra,

1912
9 On Her Pic -Pic -Piccolo, Billy Williams, 1913
10 Polka Des English's, Artist unknown, 1900
11 Somebody's Coming To My House, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
12 Bonny Scotland Medley, Xylophone solo, Charles Daab with

orchestra, 1914
13 Doin' the Raccoon, Billy Murray, 1929
14 Luce Mia! Francesco Daddi, 1913
15 The Olio Minstrel, 2nd part, 1913
16 Peg 0' My Heart, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
17 Auf Dem Mississippi, Johann Strauss orchestra, 1913
18 I'm Looking For A Sweetheart And I Think You'll Do, Ada

Jones & Billy Murray, 1913
19 Intermezzo, Violin solo, Stroud Haxton, 1910
20 A Juanita, Abrego and Picazo, 1913
21 All Alone, Ada Jones, 1911

-J Total playing time 72.09
21 tracks - 72 minutes of music.

Published by Electronics World. All recordings reproduced by Joe Pengelly.



Send letters to
"Television", Room L514,
Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey, SM2 5AS
or e-mail
jackie.lowe@rbi.co.uk
using subject heading
'Television Letters'

After -sales service
It has been depressing to read the letters
pages recently, but the decline of the
brown goods repair trade has had a certain
inevitability for several years. In the late
Seventies in Australia for example service
engineers were doing quite well, then
Japanese sets started to be imported and
their high reliability meant that TV repair
people were looking for something else to
do. As a rule however TV engineers are a
versatile bunch, and their fault-finding
skills, usually to component level, will be
of use in other branches of electronics.

Even though today's products are as a
rule very dependable, they are not invari-
ably so and service personnel will always
be required at some stage. It seems to me
that setmakers should be starting to worry
about the impending situation. But it
appears that they aren't, as there has been
no comment from them in these pages.
They must, surely, realise that efficient
after -sales service is vital to a manufactur-
er's on -going reputation?

It seems that manufacturers have a prob-
lem when it comes to analysing what's

required in running a service -only comp-
any. A typical example was Sony's "true
cost of service" policy, which was rapidly
dropped when the company was accused of
being out of touch with the realities of run-
ning a workshop profitably. It is true that
these are hard times in this industry, with
everyone's profits being squeezed, but set -
makers and workshops must work in part-
nership to make the job worthwhile. The
warranty claimback scheme should be
dropped, and manufacturers must accept
the charges levied by repairers instead of
paying only what they consider acceptable.
So come on Sony, JVC, Philips etc., let's
hear your comments. They will be read
with interest.
Edgar Beddow,
Milton Keynes.

Monitor EEPROM
In the November issue of Television Ian
Field wondered why, in some computer
monitors, an EEPROM is connected to pin
12 (monitor ID) of the 15 -pin connector.
The EEPROM forms part of the VESA
Display Data Channel (DDC). It stores
information about the monitor for use by a
"plug and play" operating system such as
Windows 95 to determine the correct dis-
play parameters. Some monitors come with
an adaptor that you can connect between
the monitor and the graphics card to
ground pin 12 to ensure a colour display 
with an older or non "plug and play" com-
pliant operating system.
Philip Offord,
Newbury, Berks.

Sky let -downs
The following is a situation that we in the
TV trade must come across virtually every
day of the week. It's costing us money that
we are unable to reclaim from those caus-
ing the problem.

(1) Customer rents a TV set and VCR
from a dealer, and gets a digibox from Sky.

(2) Digibox goes wrong. Customer calls
Sky who call out and take away the digi-
box. No loan left

(3) Six weeks later customer phones
Sky to find our where her digibox is. She is
told "it's in the warehouse, we will phone
when it's on its way back to you".

(4) An hour later a courier arrives at the
doorstep with a parcel containing the digi-
box. No Sky technician to connect it and
set it up.

(5) Being elderly, the customer is unable
to connect the box herself, so calls her son
to do it for her.

(6) Son connects box but cannot under-
stand why, whenever the Sky button on the
handset is pressed, the TV goes to ch. 3
(ITV).

(7) Customer calls Sky and is told "we
can call out in three days time and it will
cost £50".

(8) Customer calls dealer for help. We
call and program the handset correctly, at

our own expense with no charge to the cus-
tomer.

(9) All this time Sky continues to take
direct debits from customer's account, even
though a refund had been promised.

This may be shrewd business, but who
pays the cost? The dealer does! How long
are we going to let Sky get away with it?

The situation described above is just one
of many with which we have to deal.
Others include wrong and poor installation
by Sky, no demonstration of equipment
operation, etc.

To keep our customers, dealers in the
retail and rental trade have to follow up
and correct these mistakes free of charge.
This is not reasonable. Sky should be made
responsible for seeing that we are reim-
bursed for the work. After all, Sky has
taken away some of our business by doing
its own installation and service work.

What do others think about this?
Peter F. Exeter,
Dereham, Norfolk.

Sales hype
As an ex -engineer, I wonder how many
sets are now being sold with "digital" as a
hype? Most of the sets I see in high street
stores are maladjusted. They display
NTSC-derived MTV pictures stretched to
16:9 at worst, or widescreen-broadcast
BBC News 24, with the colour and contrast
set excessively high. The sales assistants
say "good, isn't it?" - and believe this!

Manufacturers still set the picture to
overscan, in some cases badly, and with
some models the focus is such that I
believe the vertical definition is probably
about 300 lines at best with digitally -
sourced material. The chrominance and
luminance still don't coincide properly in
most pictures. Is it a wonder that in Europe
HDTV has been put on the back burner?

Quality and the quantity of programmes
are inextricably linked. With more chan-
nels, things will get much worse. There
now seems to be a fad for wobbly close-up
camera work that passes for 'technique' but
leaves the viewer giddy. Then there's a
general dumbing down - take the BBC's
Tomorrow's World as an example. Horizon
has yet to be transformed into the banal
docuformat, with a trance -based musical
score and half the dialogue scrapped, espe-
cially words with more than two syllables.
It makes me wonder whether I really want
to spend money on a new receiver come
the analogue switch off.

On the bright side, some of the DVD
players I've seen produce really impressive
results.

I would be interested to know which
types of sets sell on which features. I sus-
pect that keeping up with the Joneses and
`status' value are higher up the list than
actual picture quality and enhancements
such as 100Hz scanning.
Stephen J. Cowie,
Llandudno, Gwynedd.
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Post your completed order form to: -

Jackie Lowe, Room L514, Quadrant House,

The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS

Phone your credit card order: 020 8652 3614

Fax your completed order form to 020 8652 8111

UK Price: £17.50 Europe £20.00 ROW £22.00

Paperback price includes delivery

How to pay
(Blumlein) paperback

 I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £
(payable to Reed Business Information)

Please charge my credit/charge card
 Mastercard  American Express  Visa Diners Club

Credit Card No: Expirey Date:

Signature of Cardholder

Send my order to: (please use capitals)

Name

Address

Post Code Tel:

This book is the definitive study of the life and
works of one of Britain's most important
inventors who, due to a cruel set of

circumstances, has all but been overlooked by
history.
Alan Dower Blumlein led an extraordinary life in

which his inventive output rate easily surpassed that
of Edison, but whose early death during the darkest
days of World War Two led to a shroud of secrecy
which has covered his life and achievements ever
since.

His 1931 Patent for a Binaural Recording System
was so revolutionary that most of his contemporaries
regarded it as more than 20 years ahead of its
time. Even years after his death, the full magnitude
of its detail had not been fully utilized. Among his
128 patents are the principal electronic circuits
critical to the development of the world's first
electronic television system. During his short working
life, Blumlein produced patent after patent breaking
entirely new ground in electronic and audio
engineering.
During the Second World War, Alan Blumlein was

deeply engaged in the very secret work of radar
development and contributed enormously to the
system eventually to become 'H2S' - blind -bombing
radar. Tragically, during an experimental H2S flight
in June 1942, the Halifax bomber in which Blumlein
and several colleagues were flying crashed and all
aboard were killed. He was just days short of his
thirty-ninth birthday.

For many years there have been rumours about a
biography of Alan Blumlein, yet none has been
forthcoming. This is the world's first study of a man
whose achievements should rank among those of
the greatest Britain has produced. This book
provides detailed knowledge of every one of his
patents and the process behind them, while giving
an in-depth study of the life and times of this quite
extraordinary man.

Contents
Earliest days
Telegraphy and telephony
The audio patents
Television
EMI and the Television Commission
The high- definition television period
From television to radar
The story of radar development
H2S - The coming of centimetric radar
The loss of Halifax V9977
Legacy
To Goodrich Castle and beyond



Answer to Test Case 456
- see page 111 -

Ted is now back in TV service, having thankfully
handed VCR repairs back to Sage - all those nasty
motors and mechanics! As most readers will probably
have twigged, there was no fault with the old Toshiba
V213B. It's equipped for SP operation only, and had no
problem with its own recordings and those on bought
and rented cassettes. The tape inside it on this occasion
had been recorded by a more modem machine, in the LP
mode. Played back at normal speed, it rushed through a
two-hour movie in sixty minutes, with the action greatly
enlivened!

The Daewoo machine with the FM deck had an
unusual fault to match the strange symptom. Ted even-
tually saw that the back -tension control post did nothing,
and that the tape was quite slack as it passed the full -
erase head and started on the head wrap. The felt -lined
band that should brake the supply spool had no effect
because its anchor, which incorporates the tension -
adjustment screw, had come adrift. There was also one
of these in the stores, so maybe Sage knew something
that Ted didn't!

Not all deck designs give rise to such repercussions so
far downstream as this particular one: presumably much
depends on the friction at the surface of the lower drum
and elsewhere.

NEXT MONTH IN TELEVISION

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
CCTV installations vary in complexity from a single
monochrome camera and monitor to systems that have
dozens of cameras, outdoors and in, with a sophisticated
central control station. The middle level is best suited to
those who intend to get started in the business - there is
currently a demand for engineers who can specify and
install systems that deliver good -quality pictures. In a
new series, Joe Cieszynski will survey current equipment
and provide guidance on installation and operation.

SERVICING THE SHARP CS SERIES CHASSIS
At first glance most engineers see this chassis as being
difficult to service, because of the densely packed
surface -mounted components on both sides of the PCB.
But with a logical approach plus care and attention these
sets can be repaired at little cost to either your pocket or
sanity. Next month's article has been designed to help
engineers with fault diagnosis and avoid incorrect
component replacements and time wasting.

A VISIT TO DOLBY LABORATORIES
George Cole reports on a visit to Dolby's headquarters in
San Francisco, where he was briefed on the latest
developments such as Dolby Digital EX, Dolby Pro -
Logic H, DVD-audio and advanced audio coding
techniques.

TELEVISION INDEX/DIRECTORY AND
FAULTS DISCS PLUS HARD COPY INDEXES

& REPRINTS SERVICE

INDEX DISC
Version 8 of the computerised Index to TELEVISION magazine covers
Volumes 38 to 49 (1988-1999). It has thousands of references to TV, VCR,
CD, satellite and monitor fault reports and articles, with synopses. A
TVNCR spares guide, an advertisers list and a directory of trade and
professional organisations are included. The software is quick and easy to
use, and runs on any PC with Microsoft Windows or MS-DOS. Price is £36
(supplied on a 3.5" HD disc). Those with previous versions can obtain an
upgraded version for £16. Please quote the serial number of the original disc.
See the CD-ROM offer below.

FAULT REPORT DISCS
Each disc contains the full text for television VCR, monitor, camcorder, satellite
TV and CD fault reports published in individual volumes of TELEVISION,
giving you easy access to this vital information. Note that the discs cannot be
used on their own, only in conjunction with the Index disc: you load the
contents of the Fault Report disc on to your computer's hard disc, then access
it via the Index disc. Fault Report discs are now available for:

Vol 38 (Nov 1987 - Oct 1988); Vol 39 (Nov 1988 - Oct 1989);
Vol 40 (Nov 1989 - Oct 1990); Vol 41 (Nov 1990 - Oct 1991);
Vol 42 (Nov 1991 - Oct 1992); Vol 43 (Nov 1992 - Oct 1993);
Vol 44 (Nov 1993 - Oct 1994); Vol 45 (Nov 1994 - Oct 1995);
Vol 46 (Nov 1995 - Oct 1996); Vol 47 (Nov 1996 - Oct 1997);
Vol 48 (Nov 1997 - Oct 1998); Vol 49 (Nov 1998 - Oct 1999).

Price £15 each (supplied on 3.5" HD discs).

FAULT FINDING GUIDE DISCS
These discs are packed with the text of vital fault finding information from
TELEVISION - fault finding articles on particular TV chassis, VCRs and
camcorders,Test Cases, What a Life! and Service Briefs. There are now
three volumes, 1, 2 and 3. They are accessed via the Index disc. Price £15
each (supplied on 3.5" HD discs).

COMPLETE PACKAGE ON CD-ROM
The Index and all the Fault Report and Fault Finding Guide discs are
available on one CD-ROM at a price of £196 (this represents a huge saving).
Customers who have the previous CD-ROM can upgrade on CD-ROM for
£46 (other customers call for a quotation). Please quote the serial number
of your disc when you order.

REPRINTS & HARD COPY INDEXES
Reprints of articles from TELEVISION back to 1986 are also available:
ordering information is provided with the Index, or can be obtained from
the address below. Hard copy indexes of TELEVISION are available for
Volumes 38 to 49 at £3.50 each.

All the above prices include UK postage and VAT where applicable. Add
an extra £1 postage for non -UK EC orders, or £5 for non -EC overseas
orders. Cheques should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. Access, Visa
or MasterCard Credit Cards are accepted. Allow 28 days for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited,
1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham, GL53 ONU, UK.

Telephone 01242 241 455.
Fax 01242 241 468.

e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Reed Business Information Ltd., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Filmsetting by
JJ Typographies Limited, Unit 4, Baron Court, Chandlers Way, Temple Farm Industrial Estate, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 5SE. Printed in England by Polestar
(Colchester) Ltd., Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 4TG. Distributed by MarketForce (UK) Ltd., 247 Tottenham Court Road,
London W I P OAU (0171 261 7704). Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Televi-
sion is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired
out or otherwise disposed by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to cur-
rency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by
way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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WILTSGROVE LTD
28/29 River Street, Digbeth, Birmingham B5 5SA

Tel : 0121 772 2733 Fax : 0121 766 6100
e-mail : sales@wiltsgrove.co.uk

Toshiba 28W93DB
 Widescreen Nicam
 Super scene control

 Picture Size Adjustment
 Auto set up

 Cabinet stand

Price E29("Meach

 DVD PLAYERS

HITACHI DVP-250E
.(1:11ctionmicrztfor

multi -region playback).
 Trick Play

 S -Video Output
 Digital Outputs

 Analog Audio Out
 Scarf Output

 Shuttle Navigation
 On Screen Menu

.9
GRADED STOCK with

No Guarantee

Toshiba 28W8DB
 Widescreen Nicam
 Super scene control

 Picture Size Adjustment
 Auto set up

 3 Shelf Cabinet stand

Price £315.00 each

 DVD PLAYERS 

TOSHIBA SD100

 Region2 Player (can
be modified for multi -

region playback).
 Trick Play

 On Screen Menu
 DTS Stream out

 Dolby Digital Stream

g69.99
BRAND NEW with
12 Mnths Glee

Toshiba 32ZD98B
 VDdescreen FST

 1CDHz cigital scan
 Dolby Digital

 Didelal P c. Process.
 Or -Screen Display

DVD PLAYERS*

'Picture for illustration onty

REC-200

 Multi -region
 Trick Play

 On Screen Menu
 Dolby Digital Decoder

 Available in Black

BRAND NEW with
12 Mnths G'tee

SONY MDR-RF830
CORDLESS

 %Arid tralsmIller
tai h chapel..

 SIMI/Ern 2 &lands
lb, opIrrarn slum&
womplon.

 Auto 014OFF
 Tansrrissbn Up*,

1°`E13.'
Of=111=1:111

14" GRADED PORTABLES FROM £39.99

20" R/C TEXT TV'S FROM £49.99

28" NICAM TV'S FROM £99.99

PRE-PROGRAMMED
LEARNING REMOTE

Zapping Sat Remote
A Pre-programmed universal

remote control that can
operate the majority of

"SAT" receivers, including L.digital models, on the
market. In Addition it can

operate a TVs basic
functions & can LEARN up
to 20 additional functions.

Requires 4 x AAA batteries.

E8A5
ORDER CODE

URM-1001

2anzzedsoindspzeker
1z:do:feminists cid high

crrityspeakers.
Power :1514;801re

Contents
 To Fran Speakers
 2x -Rear Speakers
r Front connector tWe

 2 x .Nar connector 149

WHAM GRADED STOCK
14", Remote control

14", Remote, Fastext
21" NICAM
25" NICAM
28" NICAM,

28" Widescreen
32" LoWdescreen with Cabinet

LP/SP

LP/SP Wdeoplus
LP/SP Wdeoplus, NICAM

Portable
MiniDisc

\, Recorder
tT

- MZR-55 features :
 Error Correction  Sampling rate

converter  20 to 20,000Hz frequency
response  Microphone input : stereo
mini -jack  Line in : stereo mini jack 

Optical Digital Input  Headphone
output : stereo mini jack  Comes with
Carry case, Headphones with a remote

control, AC Power adaptor,
Rechargeable battery, Dry battery case.

£57.50
£67.50
£129-99
£169.99
£199.99
£259.99
£399.99
£44.99
£49.99
£79.99

 S"Blacks While 7V
 Top loafing CD Player
 Repeat Play function
 MNI.P. I stereo ratio

 20 back programmable CD
 Skip

It!)
KV28/32DX20 features :

 FD Trinitron WEGA tube  Integrated
Digital Terrestrial Tuner  50Hz digital

picture  Digital Stereo Sound
 NICAM  New 3D Sound system 

Auto funning  PCMCIA Input for pay
channels module  Multi Zoom modes

 PCMCIA Input for pay channels
module

 Digital Text compatible
 Auto labelling and Sorting

GRADED STOCK with 12 Months Guarantee

NIZR-55 E8499 KV28DX20 . £449°)
KV32DX20 £625m

Brand New with 12 months Glee
,Our. rot III,

nk, Model LCX137KS
Model

NSXS320H

°"'£54,99each °t94.99each

M
2 WAY UNI-REMOTE

The URM-850 is a 2 in 1
replacement remote control

suitable for most brands of TVs
& Satellite receivers. It has a

simple key arrangement
making it very easy to use.
Complete with user manual

illustrating easy set-up steps in
detail. Comes complete with

equipment codes. Ideal replace-
ment for lost/broken con-
trollers. Requires 2 AAA
batteries not supplied.

£5.75
ORDER COW

URM-850

PHILIPS 4 WAY REMOTE
4 in 1 Universal LCD

remote.
Pre-programmed for
many brands. Simply

enter the code for your
equipment which is

provided & the RC8510
is ready to use.

Operates on 4 AAA
batteries supplied with

unit

212.86
ORDER GOO!

RC8510

CIDID

0®0;

PHILIPS 3 IN 1 REMOTE
Multi -Brand remote

operates most TVNCR &
SAT equipment

Perfect replacement for a
lost or broken remotes.

Functions with T/TEXT &
FASTEXT. Quick & easy 3
step setup. LED indicator.

Ergonomic design for
maximum ease -of -use.

Operates on 2 AAA
batteries supplied.

£12.75
0910.1 COQ

IR-RUM()

NSX-S22
 Power Output : 70
 Remote Control 6 9.99
 Radio
 3CD Changer
 Twin cassette Deck Graded Stock

NSX-S16
 Remote Control
 Radio
 3CD Changer
 Twin cassette Deck Graded Stock

LP/SP VIDEO'S FROM £39.99

LP/SP VIDEOPLUS VCRS FROM £44.99

AND MUCH MUCH MORE IN STOCK!!!

ZONE 3 WAY UNI-REMOTE
The Zone R317 is a 3 in 1

replacement remote handset which
is ideal as a replacement for lost or

broken handsets. It comes
pre-programmed for all cannon
televisions, video recorders &

satellite receivers.
Simple and quick to operate.
Instruction booklet included.

Operates on 2 AAA batteries not
supplied

£7.95
ORDER coos

IR-2030

8 WAY UNI-REMOTE
 Universal 8 Way Pre-programmed

Remote control. TV, VCR,
SAT, AUX. Also Operates
normal and Fast Text.

1+.£1.95
5+-27.50
10+-205

17+...£5.95
ORDER COO,

URM-380

OPTIMUM 8 UNI-REMOTE
The Optimum 8 replaces up to

eight remotes. Comes
pre-programmed &

features a learning function
allowing it to team the

commands of newer handsets
not already covered. Features

TELETEXT & FASTEXT
functions. Illuminated
keypad & Tape -easy

thumb -knob are amongst
some of its features.

£14.95
011folia COCO

IR-2005

Quantity
Discounts

Available on
All Remote

Ring for Details

TRADE ONLY. Offers subject to change without prior notice. Items Subject to Availability, Carriage and V.A.T.

Freefax Order line :0500 55 05 05



Limp.. Wholesale Distributors & Export Agents
111 of Domestic Electronics & Appliances

E Possibly the Largest and Oldest Establishment in the UK

THOMSON, FERGUSON, SANYO, MITSUBISHI, BUSII, ALBA, GOODMANS

FACTORY GRADED (MINT)
14" Ric TV from £45

20"/21" Text Nicam £59
28" Nicam £135
28" Wide £225
32" Wide £300
VCR from £45

CD Radio Cassette from £15

CD Micro Hi-Fi from £25

CD Multi Disc from £39

CD Walkman from E 12.50

BY Phones from £15

BT Dect Phones from £35

DT Dect Answerphones from £45

Quantity b

SANYO/SHARP
Microwaves from £35
Microwave Grill from £45
Microwave Combi from £69
Hoover Vale from £29.50

One Tear Warranty
Ferguson 25" OP complete £200

MANY MORE OFFERS AVAILABLE
ased on stock availability and all prices

NEW HIGH STREET RETURNS

164 LINES

Irons, Kettles, Toasters
from only £3.112

Lava Lamps, Table Lamps, Floor/
Wall Lamps, Touch Lamps, etc

from £6

It/C Toy Cars from £7.50

Trimmers, Foot Spa, Phones. Car
Battery Chargers, Audio Karaoki,
Massager, Facial Saunas, etc.

Send for List Now

are plus VAT

NATION-WIDE NEXT DAY DELIVERY SERVICE - VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT

Phone 0121-359 7020
Fax 0121-359 6344

PHOENIX HOUSE, 190 BRIDGE ST. WEST,
BIRMINGHAM B19 2YT

iMasiercard

D'LEC
COMPONENTS LTD

Would like to thank all our customers, old and
new for their support throughout this year, and
may we wish you all a very Merry Christmas

and Prosperous New Year!

Don't forget, if you need

Colour Picture Tubes
over the Christmas period, our last day for

despatching goods will be 18th December 2000.
We will then close from 20th to the

2nd January 2001.

We have also moved to new premises and have
new numbers!

D'Lec Components Ltd,
3 Manor Court, Manor Drive, Sole Street,

Cobham, Kent DA13 9BU
Tel: 01474 816717
Fax: 01474 816767

Mobile: 0850 301260
E-mail: david@dlecsales.freeserve.co.uk.

(114ap p Cksi,14-vmae.

PERIFELEC  Synthesized satellite cable and TV field strength meter with
panoramic reception on 14 cm (5,51 screen and digital
carriers measurement.

MC 30 A Spectrum Analyser c otetukropro=radpB117iccniroi.fr;:6,086oHndfrom

to 2150 MHz on 4 bands.
 Selectable 4, 1 and 0,2 MHz spectrum band -width, picture

measurement I MHz.
Display of picture of selected synthesized channel.

 FM (Radio) LA', B/G, I, D/K/K', M/N n/ standards and Ku and
C satellite standards.
Possibility of 32 programs memorized per frequency band.
Display (2 Lines of 16 characters).

 Range of measurement of signal strength from 20 to 120
d8pV, manual or automatic attenuator.
Battery life about I hour 20 minutes, weight 5,8 Kg.

Display of full -band and 4 possible expanded spectrums.
Channels and frequency plans of cable and TV standards memorized.
Frequency, signal strength in dOyV or bargraph, displayed on a digital display (2 lines of 16 characters).
Voltage of remote power supply in 14v or 18v and 22 KHz in satellite 4. DiSEq Cr. v1.2 switching.

The panoramic field strength meter MC30A combines in one instrument all the functions necessary for
installing and checking TV or satellite reception, both analogue and digital. The visualization of the spectrum
and the picture allows the carrying out of all the necessary adjustments with this one instrument. The high
technology used in the MC30A allows a range of possibilities unheard of in a instrument in this price category.

L/
19/ /SA CO E LTA

Due to its weight and size, the TC-402 ND is the ideal
instrument for the installation of FM and terrestrial TV aerials
as well as CAN
systems.

 Peak detection.
Built in
loudspeaker for
AM and FM
reception.

 Frequency indication
with 4 digit LCD display.

 Analogue and digital measurement.
Multi -turn potentiometer to enable tuning.

 Weight including batteries: 1,9 Kg.

TC 80 A/D
The TC BO ND has been designed for the reception of TV Satellite systems.

TC 402 A/D

 Analogue and digital measurement.
Full Band Frequency Sweep.
Switchable 14 v or 18 v LNB power supply 4. 22 KHz tone switching
Rechargeable 12 v / 2,6 Ah Battery.

 Weight including batteries: 3,3 Kg.

The TC80 ND has been designed to aid the installation of analogue and digital satellite systems. This high
quality meter has video and audio output via scarf socket on rear and video only via BNC socket on front panel.
The built in speaker delivers demodulated audio from any analogue satellite signals.

Full catalogue of
meters available,
please phone for
details.

COASTAL AERIAL SUPPLIES Sole Import
Distributors

Unit X2, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford, Arundel BI418 OBD
Telephone: 01903 723726 Fax: 01903 725322 Mobile: 0976 241505



Seecereaecworld
TV AND VIDEO LTD

AIWA

VXG140

VXT147

VXG142

TVSE141

£90

£90

£85

£80

AKAI

CT1417 £40

CT2867 £150

28517N £100

BEKO

14213R £35

BUSH

WS6690D

2167

1495

DECCA

D25N440

D28NEE5C

D25NEF5C

V14RFG1D

£120

£65

£75

£95

£100

£100

£40

FERGUSON

M7022U £135

M6322 £90

F14VB12A £100

C530 £45

C520

336NS

321NX

286NS

285DPL

W288NS

2145TS

216NC

216NX

C210

2045

206NX

TVC2017

1433Y

1435RW

1475

TVC14VP

TVC145TW

COMP 110

256NS

£50

£175

£175

£125

£135

£125

£40

£45

£45

£50

£40

£40

£100

£30

£30

£30

£85

£80

£50

£85

HITACHI

C32WD2TN £350

C32W400TN £340

C32W4OTN £385

C28W410TN £185

C2846TN £165

C28WD2TN £250

C2172TN £75

OUR BULK PURCHASES at very low prices ensure that we can offer further major

reductions on the stock we hold.

Our trade needs a boost to ensure it continues to thrive for many years to come.

THIS IS GRADED WORKING STOCK
GDS C2156 £85 TXW36D3DPC £550

TXW32D2DP £450

TXW32PK2 £500
TXW32R4DP £400

TX32PF10 £500

TX32PK1 £425

TX29AD2DP £225

TXW28RX3 £210

TX28MD4 £170

TXW28R4DPC £225
TX28MD3 £165

TX28LD4DPC £200

JVC

AV32W1PE

AV32R2EK

AV32WFP1EK

AV32FR

29SX2EK

29SX1EK

AV28WR4EK

AV25SX2EK

AV24WT2S

21SX1EK

AV21TS2EK

14E1EK

V14EKS

CVIT4EK
K120U71

£520

£250

£425

£375

£185

£185

£200

£150

£150

£100

£85

£50

£40

£50

£80

MITSUBISHI

C25C7B £125

C25D7B £145

C28BW2BD £200

C28D7B £155

C28C7B £145

NAIKO

10' COMBI £130

PANASONIC

TX36PF10 £750

TX28PK2

TX28DK1

TX25MK1

TX25AD2DP

TX25MD3

TX25MD4

TX21CK1

TX21MK1

TX21S3T

TX21S1 T

TX21MD3

TX21MD4

TX21S3R

TX14B3T

TX14S3T

TX14C3TS

TXG10

32PW6332

32PW9534

32DW6834

32PW9523

32PW9544

32PW6615C

32PW9545

32PW9525

32DW6834

32PW6332

29PT6773

28PW6332

28PW6322

28PW6324

25PT4494

25PT4475

21PT4494

21PT1653

21PV688

20PV164

20PV184

14PV210

14PV182

14PT2694

14PV170

14 PT1583

14PT1363

14PT2683

14PV284

PHILIPS 14PV210

48PP9103 £800 14PV325

£250

£175

£125

£160

£135

£140

£75

£95

£75

£80

£95

£85

£70

£50

£55

£55

£90

£400

£450

£450

£450

£450

£350

£450

£450

£450

£250

£300

£225

£200

£190

£125

£110

£80

£70

£145

£135

£135

£100

£100

£55

£90

£55

£55

£55

£100

£95

£100

PROLINE

1415R £30

1415T £35

SAMSUNG

6320

TVP5050 £110

TVP3350 £100

TVP3330 £90

712005DF £80

C1507 £80

114C3 £80

T14C9 £80

114C8 £80

T14C5 £80

SHARP
76EF20H

66ES03H

66FW53H

66CS03H

66DS03H

59DSO3H

59CS03H

56FW53H

51DT25H

51FS51H

SONY

41S4U

32WF1U

32FX60U

£500

£150

£190

£115

£125

£95

£100

£155

£55

£75

£750

£285

£550

32WS2U

32DS2OU

29FX11U

29X5U

29X1U

29K5U

29F3U

28DS60U

28WF1U

28FX60U

28WS2U

25X1U

25K5U

25F3U

25X5U

24WX1U

21T3U

21V6U

21X5U

21X4U

KVM1440U

14T1U

14M1U

14T1U

14V5U

14VSU

£450

£600

£225

£165

£165

£165

£210

£350

£225

£300

£250

£135

£140

£165

£135

£175

£85

£150

£95

£100

£60

£70

£50

£55

£95

110

THOMSON

28WS23U £170

24WK234U £140

S2014BV £45

10MG738 £65

TOSHIBA

50PJ988

48PJ6DB

43PJ93B

40PW8DP

3787

3387

3377

32WD98B

32W8DB

32MW7DB

32MWDB

32ZD988

2987

28W93D

2873

28MW7DB

2877

28W8DB

2557

2550

2573

2173

2151

2181

1782

1480

1450

VTV14D1

£750

£950

£750

£550

£550

£300

£350

£450

£360

£385

£400

£550

£260

£250

£165

£350

£200

£235

£185

£110

£115

£90

£75

£70

£90

£50

£50

£100

Please note all prices are based on a quantity of 5 units and are liable to VAT. Stock subject to availability. Pro -logic stands and speakers are sold separately.

Head Office: BIRMINGHAM 208 Bromford Lane, Erdington, Birmingham B24 8DL Tel: 0121 327 3273 Fax: 0121 322 2011
PRESTON Unit 434 Ranglet Road, Walton Summit Industrial Estate, Preston PR5 8AR Tel: 01772 316066
Erdington Tel: 0121 328 0623 Acocks Green Tel: 0121 706 3075 Small Heath Tel: 0121 772 5507

New London location opening soon - Watch this space for developments

AJ ELECTRONICS

Large

Large

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
OF DOMESTIC

ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES
Unit 15 Marks Hall Margaret Roding Dunmow Essex CM6 1QT

Telephone: 01245 231684 Facsimile: 01245 231862

RE

;11,1D?: t!)(tA f

SC,RIBEN

tOU

16 x 9 Format Televisions front £450

AMATelevisions 52" from £1,500

We also carry a Large selection of
televisions and videos all at below trade price.

36cm portables front £60.00
5 I cm televisions nicam from £150.00
59cm televisions nicam from £180.00
68cm televisions nicam from £200.00
78cm televisions nicam from £450.00
95cm televisions nicam from £800.00
Videos 2 head mono from £65.00
Videos 4 head nicam from £70.00
Videos 6 head hi -ti nicam from £110.00
36cm combined TV and video from £150.00
dvd players from £150.00

LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
25cm televisions with DC 12/24 volt suitable for

caravans - mobile homes - cars - kitchen use from £120

- ALL PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED -

lOrlEnitM BETTER

We stock a great many other items in the TV and Video
range so if you don't see what you are looking for,

give us a call, we will save you pounds.
Visitors by appointment only

Setbacks

Technical Specification

Reference 5371 5372
Inputs(2) UHF/FM UHF/FM

Outputs Ai+ i) 71+1)
Gain UHF 10 (+241101+20
Noise Figure 2.540
Line Power 12Vdc

Output 89dBpV

Technical Specification

RNerence 8130 8131 8132
out 1 23 17 7.5

gain ou 2 - 15 7.5

(a) out 3 12

ou 4 - 16

Outputs 1 2 4

Tor 1

Noise Figure -< 3.5413

TeCnniCal SWitiCatitHEINI=1

Features

 Ideal for digital
installations

 Low noise figure
 F connectors
 Fully shielded

Features

 Design for individual
installations

 Proven reliability and
performance

 IEC connectors
 CE conforms with

EN55013, EN55082-1,
EN60065

Reference 4381 4382 I 4383

Ampl.band(M114 5-380/470-860

VHF Gain GIBI 26 13 1 3 0 5
UHF Gain (del 30 20 23 9 15
Var. gain VHF (dB) >20 >20 >20
Var. gain UHF(dB) >15 >15 >15
Max.oulpul level (d110) 99 88 90 76 82
Noise Figure (dB) <2.8dB <2.8db 2.80b

 High output level/Low noise figure
 UHF and VHF variable attenuator (0-20 dB)
 IEC connectors
 Fully shielded

All these products are available from UK's main
distributors and wholesalers

Televes
Televes UK Ltd Tel. 01633 875821 Fax 01633 866311

televes.uk@televes.com www.televes.com



-Do

UK's Largest Electrical Wholesaler
For Both the UK and Export

Ex -Rental and Graded
NEW TV's, Videos, Satellite,

Hi-Fi Equipment and White Goods

FREE Delivery Service to most areas of the UK
World -Wide Export Service

Experts in UHF / VHF Conversion

TEL: 01299 879642 FAX: 01299 827984
CALL TODAY FOR A BROCHURE OR COME AND SEE OUR LARGE WAREHOUSE

Unit 75 Barracks Rd, Sandy Lane Ind. Est. Stourport,
Worcestershire DY13 9QB

Just 10 minutes from M5 Junction 6 - Worcester North

Video's
From £5.00

Satellite's
From £5.00

TV / Video
Stands

From £1.50

Major
Credit
Cards

Accepted

TRADE WAREHOUSE
NOW OPEN

Working stock graded, all makes and models,
complete boxes, ready to go

Lowest trade prices on TV, VCR, Hi-Fi, DVD, microwaves, camcorders,
w/machines, fridges, cookers, dryers, kettles, toasters, Walkmans.

TELEVISIONS
Sin, 10in, 14in portables, 21in text, 20in text, 28in wide screen, 32in wide screen

DVD - 14IN COMBI - VIDEO

Opening Times:
Mon -Sat 9am - 7pm

Sunday llam - 3pm

Trade repair service now available

EURO. V. MIDLAND
124 Milton Street, Walsall WS1 4LN

Tel: 01922 725294 Mobile: 077202 45607 Fax: 01922 723199
Rapid delivery nationwide on all orders big or small

All major credit cards accepted



Introducing CPC's new

Cable, Leads and Accessories
Catalogue Now Available!

cable, leads
at accessories

Low Loss Coax
RG6U Coax
100IJ Coax

Connectors
Brass Coax Plug
Two metre Fly Leads

 Coax Cable
 Flex
 Telephone Cable
 Fly Leads
 Scart Leads
 Connectors
 Aerial Amplifiers
 Extension Leads
 Tools
plus much more

Fora Copy of the
Gold Price List
which offers volume
discounts
Please Call 01772 654455

CPC's New Cable, Leads
and Accessories
Catalogue
offers a comprehensive
range of over 2,000
products at extremely
competitive prices.
For instance:

100 metres

100 metres

100 metres

each

each

each

from

from

from

from

from

from

£6.35
£6.80
U14.50
0.025p
0.075p
171

For a copy of the Cable Catalogue (Code: SUCABLECAT), or the
"Gold" Price List (Code: CBCABLEPL) call our sales team on 01772 654455

A Premier Farnell Company

Sales
Tel: 01772 654455
Fax: 01772 654466

Email: sales@cpc.co.uk Certificate No. 1113/96

CPC plc, Component House, Faraday Drive, Fulwood, Preston, Lancashire PR2 9PP



Servic
Link

No other consumer magazine in the country can reach so
effectively those readers who are wholly engaged in the television
and affiliated electronics industries. They have a need to know of
your products and services.

PHONE 020-8652 8339 FAX 020-8652 3981
The prepaid rate for semi -display setting is £15.00 per single
column centimetre (minimum 4 cm). Classified advertisements
£2.00 per word (minimum 20 words), box number £22.00 extra. All
prices plus 171/2% VAT. All cheques, postal orders etc., to be made
payable to Reed Business Information. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Television Classified, 12th Floor,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

MIL

MISCELLANEOUS

THE JOULE A400 RADIO DECODING SYSTEM
The highly acclaimed A-400 car radio decoding system has just

got even better - and so has the price!
Latest version 9.4 software now covers an even broader range of
radios including:- Philips, Ford, Grundig, Blaupunkt, Kenwood,
Becker, Clarion, Pioneer, Panasonic, J.V.C. Volvo and Hitachi.

There is also a new Misc. section covering a variety of
`odd ball' radios.

The latest addition to our decoding system is the X3000 -a stand
alone device for decoding the new Ford Traffic 3000 and 4000

models - even if they are displaying 'Lock 13'
Contact us now for further information and prices on 01325 310278
or visit our web site at www.elecsys.com where you can download a
brochure and demo software or purchase a decoding system on-line.

Joule Electronics, Hilton Road, Aycliffe Industrial Park,
Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham DL5 6EN

REPAIRS

accent
TECHNIC
CAMCORDER REPAIRS

Collection and delivery any-

where in the UK.

All makes, fast service.

Phone free for details.

Fax: 01905 796385
(0800) 281009

LINEAGE
EX RENTAL TELEVISION slot meters in
lots of ten, £140.00 vat post and packing.
Tel: 01200 429056.

AVO MULTIMETER Model 8, £45.00. 500
volt megers £30.00. Prices plus VAT and
p&p. Send SAE for lists of surplus
instruments and scopes etc. A. C.
Electronics, 17 Apleton Grove, Leeds LS9
9EN. Tel: 0113 249 6048.

PRIVATE RETAILER has excellent part
exchange colour televisions and videos to
clear. Tel: 01494 814317.

X-TALS 3.57955MHz £3.95; 4.43362MHz
£1.00; 8.86724MHz £3.95; 11.2896MHz
£3.95; 16.9344MHz £3.50; 22.5792MHz
£3.95. IQED, Tel: 020 8391 0545. e-mail:
japj69@netscapeonline.co.uk

in
1043 Leeds Road
BRADFORD 6D371
Tel: 01274 665670/660196

ELECTRICS LIMITED Fax: 01274 665246
E -Mail: tradesales@instorelec.fsnetcc.uk
MANUFACTURERS NEW GRADED STOCK

MINT IN ORIGINAL PACKING
EVERYTHING FULLY GUARANTEED

COMBI TVCR from £99
14" PORTABLES SCART £59
WIDESCREEN TV from f185
ON DIGITAL WIDESCREEN £375
SVHS VCR '195
MICROWAVE OVENS £34
DVD MULTI REGION '120
Audio  DVD  CDR  Cameras  Fax  MAIO

CREDIT CARDS WELCOME  48 NM DEUVERY

To advertise in
Television Classified

Telephone
Pat Bunce on

020 8652 8339 or
Fax on 020 8652 3981

WANTED

TOP CASH PRICES
PAID FOR VALVES
e.g. KT88, PX2S, EL37, DA100

and Valve Tester VCM 163
Ask for our free Wanted List

WIDE RANGE OF
OBSOLETE VALVES

AND SOME CRT STOCKED
Visitors please phone for an appointment

billingtonexportltd@btinternet.com

Billington Export Ltd,
Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax:01403 783519

SERVICE DATA

SERVICE MANUALS
Thousands of models available

For most UK European, Far East and USA makes

Service manual prices
B/W TV - £6 CTVNCP - £10
VCR - £15 Camcord - POA

Service sheets/circuits also available for some models
+data for satellite, audio and camera

50+ CTV PSU Giros Compilation (A4) - £10 *
50+ VCR PSU Circs Compilation (A4) - El 0 *

Payment by Cheque/PO only please
Add £2 P/P etc, to order total. Do not add any VAT.

D -T EC
PO BOX 1171, FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9YG

Tel: 01202 870656

Service
Information

Fryerns

F E S
Circuit

Diagrams

TV's, VCR's
SATELLITE

AUDIO & HI-FI
Most Models Covered

Prices are from £4.00 + £2.50 P/P
1 item - total £6.50 inc

2 items - total £10.50 inc
3 items - total £14.50 inc
4 items - total £18.50 inc

Payment by credit card or Postal
Order for next day delivery.

Cheques to clear.
Tel/Fax 01206 211570

2 The Lodge
Easthorpe Green

Marks Tey, Colchester
CO6 1HA

SERVICE
MANUALS

Have you ever turned away work for want of a
Service Manual?

Have you ever bought a Service Manual and
never used it more than once?

Then why not join

THE MANUALS LIBRARY
For details and membership application

form write, phone or fax:

HARVEY ELECTRONICS
43 Loop Road, Beachley, Chepstow, Mons, NP16 706

Tel: 01291 623086 Fax: 01291 628766
Visa: Access accepted

FAX BACK
SERVICE NOW

AVAILABLE
TEL/FAX A.T.V. on

0114 285 4254
SAT/CTV Circuits
VCR Circuits

CTV Manuals

VCR Manuals

£5.00
£7.00

£10.50
£14.50

(P/P add £2.50 to each order)

419 LANGSETT ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S6 2LL

SPARES &

COMPONENTS

REPLACEMENT VIDEO HEADS
At very low prices

Panasonic, KS. Mitsubishi. Sony.
Ferguson, Hitachi, Amstrad,

Granada, etc
Over 3,000 models covered

FREE Catalogue on request
No VAT

Pay by Cheque or Credit Card
Accounts Welcome

N.A.V. SPARES
237 Thornton Road

Bradford, West Yorks BD1 2.1S
Tel: 01274 772249 Fax: 01274 772249

E-mail: sales@nayspares.co.uk

126 TELEVISION December 2000



TUBES APPOINTMENTS

TUBES
For the supply of CRTs and

de -scratching service
ring Irene.

EXPRESS TV
The Mill, Mill Lane, Rugeley, Staffs WS15 2JW

Tel: 01889 577600 Fax: 01889 575600

FOR SALE

Wide range of working video

recorders from £20
i.e. Ferguson FV31, 32, etc.

Sony SLV-ER7UY video plus

video recorders from £40
Untested direct loads £10
Minimum quantity 5

GAMMA UK LTD
0121 458 4093

SWITCHITON.CO.UK

DVD's upgrade

units supplied

DVD multi region

players supplied

020 8764 6638

Experienced
Bench and Field

Technicians
and

Domestic Appliance
Engineers

required by

SERVICESPEED
(SLOUGH)

TEL: 01753 524848

ENGINEERS
required for our modem
camcorder department.

Must have experience of fault
finding and repair.

Dvd experience advantageous.

Also experienced

TV BENCH
ENGINEERS

Immediate start in the
Cleveland area.

Excellent salary for
suitable candidates.

Tel: Tony on 07759 457081

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

Campion Wholesale 124 LA Electronics 123

Coastal 122 MCES 105

Colour Trade 122 Sendz Components 128

D'Lec 122
Stewart of Reading 113

East London Comp 101
Televes 123

Economic Devices 66
Timelapse 101

Electronic World TV 123

Euro. V. Midland 124 Wallis Universal 66

Grandata 72-73 Web Service ..114, 115, 116

J. W. Hardy 105 Wiltsgrove 121

EXPERIENCED
ENGINEERS
Bench or Field

for either TV VCR, Audio
or Camcorder.

Excellent Salary.

Modern workshop.
Staff discounts.

Please send CV to:
'A' One Digital Domain

Unit 2B,
Aberconway Road,

Morden, Surrey
SM4 5LN

Telephone
0208 543 8888

VACANCY

QUALIFIED SERVICE
ENGINEER

for workshop and
field work.

Salary negotiable.
Applicants should have a
clean driving licence and

be physically fit.
Send CV to:

Bewarm TV, Clock House
High Street, Cuckfield

Sussex RH115IX

XorX0XXXVA.X.X..::
Due to further expansion *

Visual FX
requires

FIELD/BENCH
ENGINEERS X

To repair TVNideo/Audio
products

Top rates of pay
For further information A

Contact Gary Hall *
Tel No: 01708 381896

%:X:}XXX}X.::XeAK

To Advertise in

Television

Classified

Telephone

Pat Bunce on:

020 8652 8339

or Fax on

020 8652 3981
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Special Offer Sale - 20 Remote Controls £20.00 (mixed all well known brands)
FERGUSON ICC 7 HAND SET £3.00 CARDIOID CAMERA MICROPHONE -VA SUPER

218 TELESCOPIC BOOM & STAND £5.00

FERGUSON VIDEO CHASSIS-TX80.NEW-NO TUNER P/P £5.00ea £10.00

FV90 LV HAND SET £3.00 CHOKE -MAINS INPUT-TX9-TX I 0 E4.00

FV80 LV HAND SET £3.00 CHROME BOARD-ICCS

FERGUSON
I/Cs U4647TKF OR HA 1(498 £6.00

BATTERY CONVERTER TA606 £15.00
DECK AND CAPSTAN MOTOR:-

24V DC/240V AC £15.00
FV6ILV. FV62LV, FV67LV, FV68LV EACH £30.00

BENCH POWER SUPPLY VARIABLE
FV7013, FV7 I LV, FV72LV, FV74LV X EACH £30.00

0-30V 3A -TWIN METERS P/P £5,00 ea £50.00
FV77HV £30.00

BRIDGE. RECTIFIERS 10 FOR £1.00
FV3I R £12.00

BURGLAR. LARM KIT full description £7.00
HEAD AND DRUM

CAMCORDER -UNIVERSAL BATTERY 9.6V --
MODULATOR-SATELLITE-T1040-SRD3/4 £2.00

PANEL -10 MIXED FROM TX9 TO ICC5 £20.00
I 400MA FOR NC -PANASONIC -PHILIPS £5.00 PANEL-DECODER-ICC5 £5.00

CAMCORDER-RIPOD SHOULDER POD £3.00 PANEL-FRONT-TX100 £4.00
CAPACITORS:- PANEL-IF-TX9, TX 10 £4.00

IIN/2KV. 2NZ/2KV. 4NZ/4KV EACH 15p PANEL -REMOTE AND POWER SUPPLY
5N6/2KV, 6N2/2KV, 9N 1/2KV EACH 15p FV3I R DISPLAY P/P £2.00ea £5.00
35V-22UF, 50V-4 7LIF, 50V -1000F EACH 25p PANEL-REMOTE-TX9, TXIO EACH £5.00

AA BATTERIES 1.5 VOLT PANEL-REMOTE-TX10-540/01 £5.00
STC ALKALINE 10p PANEL-REMME-TX10. WITH BATTERY
DESOLDER PUMP £2.00 AND 4 I/Cs - I544 -033C £7.00
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER CMC200 PANEL -REMOTE TX90 -

200PF-20MF £28.00 (39.0)1 I/Cs M2930( AND MS1000 £10.00
FILTERS -455 & 480 EACH 10p PANEL -REMOTE TX 100
GAS SOLDER IRON-PORTASOI. HOBBY £10.00 I/C M293BESAA50 12 05.00
INFRA RED DETECTOR PANEL -REMOTE TXI00

WIDE/SHORT ANGLE WITH RELAY £5.00 WITH STAND-BY BATTERY AND VCs E.5.00

INFRA RED RECEIVER-MATSUMI MINIATURE £1.00 PANEL-T1228B TEXT
MILLI VOLTMETER -ELECTRONIC -LEADER FOR TX89, TX98. TX99, TX 100 £6.00

LM V- 181A 40V A/C IN-IMV F/S £5 P&P MOO PANEL-TX90 THORN FRONT -
IMV.300V CALIBRATED - COST £225.00 £5 P&P - 8 BUTTONS 01M4-515-002 , £5.00

COLOUR TV BATTERY PANEL -TUBE BASE-ICC5 £5.00

CONVERTER IN 24VDC TO 240V OUT £15.00 PANEL-TUBE-BASE-TX89, TX98, TX99 £5.00

MODULATOR -TUNABLE SATELLITE -TV 01.00 PANEL -TUNING 1509G-TX9, TXIO £5.00

PANEL -I K2-FM2211 STEREO £5.00 POWER SUPPLY 12V -3A

PANEL-CVC80-POWER 10.00 FOR VIDEOSTAR CAMERA PP3 £4.00

POSITOR 18 2 PIN 20p PUSH BUTTON UNIT-TX85. TX86 -8 BUTTONS £5.00

POSITOR 2322662 98012 50p RECEIVER - INFRA -RED -ICSL486-TX100 50p

POWER SUPPLY - TRANSFORMERS -SWITCH MODE-

I2V DC & 24V DC -REGULATED £2.00 TX85, TX86.TX89 EACH £4.00

POWER SUPPLY -REGULATED 3-I2V 500MA £5.00 TX100 £5.00

PSU AC I2V 500MA £1.50 473190-00, 40153000 EACH £5.00

PSU AC 9V IA £1.50 ICC5 3112-338 326842 £4.110

QUARTZ HALOGEN -
MOW 200V FOR OUTDOOR LAMPS £1.00 HITACHI

R.S. SAFE BLOC £5.00 DECODER -TELETEXT PC232A5 - ISSUE 4 E15.00
RELAYS -SUB MINIATURE 25p HEAD AND DRUM - 620E £12.00

SATELLITE TUNER UNIT -2427611 MAINS SWITCH WITH STAND-BY £50p

... BASE BANDNIDEO OUT £3.00 MODULATOR No 5587881 £5.00

SCART TO 4 PHONO LEADS 1.5M £3.00 OSCILLOSCOPE 20MHZ DOUBLE BEAM -

SCART TO 6 PHONO LEADS £3.00 V212 £188.00

SCART TO "D" PI.UG £1310 PANEL -TELETEXT GOP - ISSUE 6 £10.00

SCARF TO SCART LEADS - PANEL -TELETEXT PC315-11 - ISSUE 7 £15.00

ALL PINS CONNECTED - 1.5 METRES £2.00
PANEL-TEXT-VT753E £20.00
POWER SUPPLY TV SWITCH MODE

SOUND 5.5MHZ MPM 10011T £1.00 STR 4211 ISSUE 10 £8.00
SOUND 6.0MHZ MPM 1040 DAM POWER SUPPLY VIDEO SWITCH MODE
TRANSFORMER -RS ENCAPSULATED MAINS VTM3I2ELM £10.00

0.120V-0-12I/V PRI 0 -9V -0-9V SEC £1.00 THICK, FILM-HM9204A £3.50
TRIFLER KT3/K30 04.00

TRIFLER - UNIVERSAL 15.00 HOSIDEN
TUBE BASE MIXED 10 for £1.00
AA Batteries made by sir Group of Companies 10p each

AMSTRAD
HEAD AND DRUM - 6000 £12.00
HEAD AND DRUM - NICAM £12.00 ITT
PANEL -CLOCK DISPLAY - 8.9(8) £5.00 IF MODULES-
PLASTIC FRONT WITH FLAP - 8.900 £3.00 5827-01-51, 5827-03-51 EACH £3.00
POWER SUPPLY-VS1000-VS1100 £5.00 5828-04-10, 5829-02-58 EACH £3.00
POWER SUPPLY, LONG OR SHORT CHASSIS 5929-03-41 EACH £3.00

1991/1992 MODELS £3.00 TELETEXT CONVERSION KIT £3.00

POWER SUPPLY - SWITCH MODE CORE 2 90' ITT TEXT PANEL E1.00

- DOUBLE DECKER £5.00

1996/7 MATSUI20 OFF MIXED NOKIA ITT
SALORA FINLEX SERVICE. MANUAL £10.00

POST 4.00 VIDEO CHASSIS WITH TUNER-IR £5.00 POST £4.00

MAINS ADAPTOR I2V AT 500 M/A
NEGATIVE CENTRE £1.00 MATSUI - ORION
NEGATIVE CENTRE £1.00 DECKS WITH HEADS -
POSITOR EQV 98009 - SALE PRICE 25p D1096 VXAI 10 VP 9401 £16.00

HEAD-VSR1500 -= ORION 02096 £5.00

FERGUSON
PANEL-MAIN-VSR 1500 P/P £5.00ea £3.00
POWER SUPPLY-VSR 1500 £5.00
POWER SUPPLY & REG -

ADAPTOR - VPT - TEXT - VA354 £2.00 TYPE STK 5343-VP950 I £8.00
AC MAINS & BATTERY-VA365 P/P £3.00 ea POWER SUPPLY -SWITCH MODE -I500 £3.50

CAMCORDER BATTERY. HIGH CAPACITY
9.6V 1800MA-VA310 £3.00

CAMCORDER BATTERY CHARGER PHILIPS
9.6 VOLTS VAZ65 EACH £6.00 DECODER-TEXT-K40-KT3 £6.00

CAMCORDER CAR ADAPTOR CHARGER - IF PANEL FOR CP9O-CP 110 £5.00

AND BATTERY-VA308 £5.00

CAMCORDER LENS 2 OFF - TEXAS
TELE-CONVERSION LENS x1.4 &x0.7 £1.00 NICAM BOARDS MK II £3.00

7805 20p 2S01432 £1.00 011204 60p BUTI I AF 50p BYW29/50 15p
7806 21Ip 2001453 01.00 131/205 75p BUT I2A 20p BY W95 10p
7809 20p 20131576 £1.00 131/206 £1.00 BUT 1 3 01.00 BYW95C 10p
7812 20p 20131577 02.00 130207 £1.00 BUTISAF 01.00 BYW562A 100V 8p
7812F 20p _'.SDI 80T03 15p 130208 811p BUT71/800 15p BYXIO 10p
2SC940 01.011 2SDI 878 £1.00 B11208A £1.50 1311W 1 I 40p BYX38/300 25p
2SC3795 01.00
2SC3973B 01.00

2SK1400 ELIA
2SK 1464 £1.00

BU208D 90p
50222 E1.00

BUW84 60p
BUX39 01.00

BYX55/350 10p
BYX55/600 10p

2SC4313 05.00 2504091 131.5326 01.00 BUX84 50p BYX7 I /60 20p
25C4589 1500V/15A 02.00 BU407 40p BUXPAAF 50p BYZIS6 10p

10A/1500V £2.00 AN5521 £1.00 BU5084 90p BUY49 20p BZW-CI I 0 5p
2507350 15p AN555 I MOO 013508AF £1.00 BYI 87 Sp BZW83 C20 Sp

201)200 01.00 AN5831 £2.00 1305080 80p BY208-800 Op CA3123Q 50p
250401 40p BC550C 20p F111500117F 11.011 BY228 15p 004555BE 20p
2SD716 £1.00 BEIV648 50p 131/705 01.00 131229 6p CLE87 I A 15.101

2SD787 30p BDV658 50p BI;801 50p 01255 5p FE3B 4p
200789 30p 8E8695 20p 1311806A £1.00 BY299-200 15p HAI 140 01.00
2SD820 01.00 BF870 21Ip 600(17 50p BY299-800 30p HAIM 01.00
201)868 75p 131,1441 15p 131.18138DFI £1.00 BYT71-800 15p 041196 Sep
2SIPI810 30p BT Phone Bauerys £1 BU824 50p BYV19-30 1Sp HA11485ANT £130
25131264 50p 8U105/04 80p 130826 £1.00 BYV28-200 15p HA11804 1 NT £130
20131265 01.00 50108 01.00 611K444/800 £2.00 BYV9513 10p 04511385171 02.00
2SDI 39/ 01.00 BU I24 .50p BUK445/600 £2.00 BYV95C 12p HA51338SP1 £2.00
2501415 01.00 BUJ 26 80p BUK454/600 01.00 BY V9ED 10p HCF4520 50p
2501427 £1.00 130180A 65p BLIT! I 50p BYW20-08-9 01.00 HCF4520BE 50p

SAMSUNG TECU5983 VA24A
VHF -Diner with Aerial Socket

Fit most new TVs £5

35-VICK DESOLDERING BRAID 1.5 meter

Size AA (2), Size AB (3), Size BB 4) £1

5 VIDEO HEADS FOR £20
Amstrad 6000, Amstrad 8900. Head, & I)rum

FERGUSON NICAM MODULE III
Art No 989 591-E00 £5

L.O.P.T.
36061. 36162. 36362, 36383. 36481
36482. 36761, 36831, 36832
36943, 36962
2432211, 2432351, 2432491, 2432851
243287 L 2432981, 2432984
2433952,2434141,2434393
2434451, 2434492
2435016, 2435062
2433064, 2435085, 2435121
2433372, 2435701. 2436773
2436792, 2436795, 2436797, 3216001
243066, 243063
3220029, 3714016, 47003481
A1'2076(78, AT2076/88, AT2078/25
AT2077/81
DST'S I N243/472593-00
DST858235/47328700 & /40153200
DST88N234/400086AD, &1478052001.
DST88N234/47320041, &/47317590
DST 1 86N243/473058-00
TFB3035D. TFB3069D, TFB4)23AD
TFB4O39AD. TFB4066AD

FERGUSON
TX9
TX I0
TX85, TX86
TX89, TX98, TX99
Y260781
FSTY260482
LOFT RED SPOT
LOFT WLIITE SPOT & YELLOW SPOT

PANASONIC
TC2203, TLF I4568
TLF145713, TLF701/6

TOSHIBA
TFB 3035D, TFB 4023AD. TFB 4032BD
TFB 4038AD. TFB 4110AD
TFB 3089D, TFB 4088AD

VIDEO DECKS
AIWA 1500
MATSUI VXA 1100
MATSUI 1500 ES POST
ORION 131094 WITH HEADS
ORION 01096
ORION 02096 ETC EACH £20.00
CAPSTA1N MOTOR FOR ABOVE DECKS £15.00
AND HAND SETS £3.00
4 HEAD DECK FOR 1500 £20.00
20 HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS 1500V - 2000V MIXED £1.011
VIDEO PATTERN GENERATOR MODEL T9535 240V
MAINS SMALL
PAL TV ADAPTOR - RGB IN UPS OUT £5.00

MOTOR I2V 10p

HANDSETS
AMSTRAD
4600
47(X)
6000
6800
UNIVERSAL

DECCA
NICAM LCD

FERGUSON
BSB
FV4 I R/3V59
FV41R/FV42 -FV5I-52
ICC5
11(2000, 1K7000
SRD2, SRD3, SRD4
T780
TV/SATELLITE WITH FST
HITACHI
CPT_ 158 (NO REPLACEMENT)
VIDEO RM933E VIDEO PLUS

MATSUI
1500
VSR 1500
VX3000
3000/ORION - TV AND VIDEO
RC = PACE 900, FERGUSON, SONY, GRUNDIG

MITSUBISHI
RM35 - VIDEO

£3.0
£5.00

£15.00
14.00
£3.00

14.00

£1.50

£10.00

£7.00
EACH 14.00
EACH 11.00

£2.00
£3.00

£5.00
£30.00

£5.00
£4.00
£3.00
£2.00
£5.00

£5.110

HD61404251 50p
0061 40815 01.00
HE4528B17 15p
HEF4029131. 20p
HEF4093 20p
110/311244 50p
HM6264

ALP -IS £3.50
IK7ST 6931 01 £3.00
1N5401 3p
18106A lllp
L298N 04.00
LA7830 11.00
LA7831 ELI*
M708 AB1 £1.50
M708 LBI E1.50
MI7204ECSE 01.011

M586581, E1.00
MN650 01.00
513522V £1.00
SAAI061 03.00
SAA3018 E1.00
SAA5010 02.00
SAA523I

(TEXT) 02.00

NOKIA
RC202 £4.00
VP9401
D1096
VXAI (00
AND VIDEO PLUS

ORION
TV AND VIDEO £2.00
VIDEO WITH LCD - 1992/93 MODELS £5.18)

PANASONIC
EUR5I142 £10.011

TC 1 632, TC 1642, TC2232 EACH 18.90
TX2034. TX2044, TX2200, TX2234 EACH £8.00
TX2244. TX2300. TX2636, TX3300 EACH £8.00
0C201 - TV - REPLACES INZ1411/2

PERDIO
PV 1188 £3.00

PHILIPS
NEW TYPE UNIVERSAL £8.00 (3 In 0
RC4001

SAMSUNG
HANDSETS. TV & VIDEO - 12 TYPES EACH £3.00

SANYO
UNIVERSAL VIDEO E3.00

SIEMENS
TVNIDEO - 1994 MODEL 15.00

THORN
9000, 9600. TX9, TX10, TX1000

TEXT AND NON -TEXT EACH £10.00
CPTI408T CPT2176. CPTZ178 EACH E5.00
CPT2476, CPT2478 EACH £5.00
TEXT, REPLACES PHILIPS

KT3. K30, K4 ETC U/V £8.00
PHILIPS 3 IN I HAND SET 01.00
FERGUSON WITH TEXT IKZ

CHASSIS P/P £5.00 010.00
TX86 CHASSIS P/P £4.00 £10.00
ORION AND MATSUI CARRIAGE

1500 TYPE 01096 ETC £6.00
SANYO LOFT P/P £2.00 4 FOR £5.00
240V ADAPTOR 9V AC IA RI MB

COMPLETE REPAIR KIT CLUTCH AND
PINCH ROLLER. IDLER 02906 E7.90

TUNERS
IF TERC8-022A TBJZA-OOZA-ALPS
SATELLITE SXT2302180968
SATELLITE

WITH BASE BAND MIN SXT2302234
SMALL UNF/VHF
VHF/UHF -TEKE4-112A
4944
U321. U34I, U342, U343
U344. U411. U412, 0944) £2 EACH
U743, 7744
AMSTRAD
UE33-1301

MRF7-7E33
MATSUI ORION VIDEO TUNER IF
FERGUSON
1E2105 -RE

MTP2011-APOO
UHF - ICC5
VHF - ICC5
TX85, TX86, TX89, TX90
TX98, T99, TX100
ORION
1500 - UE33 B09
PANASONIC
SMALL UHF/VHF
FERGUSON
DOUBLE SIDE NICAM
ICC5 NICAM SINGLE BOARD ICC5
SHARP
TUNER AND IF 1810587 PA I UK
TATUNG
UNIVERSAL 205 OR EQUIVALENT

WITH AERIAL SOCKET

EACH
EACH

£3.00

£3.00

£4.00

£3.50

£4.00

£3.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£4.00

14.00

£4.00

£3.00

£10

£10

£3.110

£3.00

MOTORS
HITACHI
CAPSTAN 150E £3.011

MATSUI
CAPSTAN I/C NO. M56730 ASP £15.00
2 TYPES 1995 TO 1997 MODELS MATSUI VIDEO

DECKS WITH CAPSTAN MOTOR
AND HEAD P/P £3.00 £20.101

mirsumt
MOD MRF7-UF32 15.00
MOD TMUG3-103A £5.00
MITSUBISHI
CAPSTAN.HSE41-1/C M51782ASP 07.00

Treble A Batteries 12 for t1

No accounts

SENDZ COMPONENTS
63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEBURYNESS,

ESSEX SS3 8AF.

Tel: 01702 338894 Fax: 01702 338805
Specific P/P charges are PER ITEM  For UK addresses add P/P to
order then 17.5% VAT to total. This applies to EC unless VAT No. is

given  Exports - P/P at cost  Postal Order/Cheque with order.
Unless otherwise specified add £1.70 P/P to SMALL ORDERS +
Additional P/P for HEAVIER GOODS. Technical information by

telephone only  Government/School Orders on official headings.
Callers to shop - 212 London Road, Southend-on-Sea.

Open Saturday Only 10-12noon - 2-5pm.

No Credit Cards

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO BOTH THE GOODS TOTAL AND P/P CHARGE
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Digital Solutiois for the Digital Age
The future of television is digital aid Philex have cutting -edge products for
quality installations at
competitive prices!

PH100

required

II PH100

required

Philex PH100 cable - certified quality
*Digital TV ready copper foil/copper braid coaxial satellite cable, ideal for Channel 5,

Digital terrestrial and Digital satellite reception as well as high-speed data transfer.
Certified to BS EN 50117-1 - required by the leading provider of Digital Satellite

*TV services in the UK and recommended by the Confederation of Aerial Industries
for the domestic installation of satellite equipment

*Certified to RNE678/100-04 - meeting the standard for the year 2000 and beyond.
*Available in both 100m and 250m drums in black, brown and white

PH100 HIGH QUALITY 75W TV RELAY COAXIAL CABLE

Part No. 27603R Black 100m supplied on durable tard drum
Part No. 2760366 Brown 100m supplied ms darabla card drum
Part No. 27603W White 100m supplied on durable card drum
Part No. 27613R Black 250m supplied en highly durable wooden drum
Part No. 27613BR Brown 250m supplied an bighly durable wooden drum
Part No. 27613W White 250m supplied on highly durable wooden drum

UKA,S

Slx Range of Aerial Amplifiers
*Di..:nbutes UHF/VHF signals as well as FM (SLx 4, SLx6 & SLa o,.yJ to multiple

pieces of equipment around the home
*Compatible with digital satellite signals
*Double insulation and safety certificated to the latest BS and CE standards
*Class -leading noise figures of below 3.5dB, ensuring minimal interference
*Variable gain control up to 18d8 on SLx1 and SLx2, 10.5dB gain per

split on SLx4, SLx6 and SLx8
*Separate TV and FM inputs SLx4, SLx6 and SLx8

*25mA Line powering for masthead amplifier (Sbi 4, SLx6 & SEA only)
*Gunmetal grey compact design to compliment existing home entertainment systems
*Attractive retail display packaging
*Full instructions and wall mounting drilling guide
*12 months full guarantee

Part No. 27828R SLx1 Signal Booster
Part No. 27822R SLx2 2 -way Aerial Amplifier
Part No. 27820R SLx4 4 -way Aerial Amplifier
Part No. 27823R SLx6 6 -way Aerial Amplifier
Part No. 27824R SLx8 8 -way Aerial Amplifier

Call Philex now on 020 8202 1919 / 07000 PHILEX for details of your local distributor



`Electronics and Computing
Principles V7'

Studying electronics or computing or just want to keep up-to-date
in a easy and enjoyable way, then this is the software for you.

Electronics and Computing Principles V7

DC AC Electrical Semi -Conductors Op -Amps Maths Digital Computing Testing Micro PICe

alEklm11111LI

Direct measurement

Ohm's Lew it -

11t14'1'111.101

Stored Data Value

Multiply each digit

by a weighting
value and add.

9 0

8 7

-L

Toolbox Lab Index SAQ's Window

-I Ix

1_1' Previous stop bit

RS232 Format 13 -bits, odd panty, one stop bit' I T T

0 1Hnu ) 11

Start bit (low) L Parity bit

/Stop bit (high)

& BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR: Power Output Stage.

10

AOC,

05

OD

Typical Power Transistor Specification

'"CEO =1001
V080 =100/

Vcc= 12V

IC

P;. Pi,

7V 'IV .i1V 10V 11V IN

/7  0 *'l4 *
Divide total by 11, remainder becomes the

Modulo 1

9 0 4

Operator key entry = 55443322

(5x 8)4(5. 7)*(4x 6)*(4x 5)+13. 41+0 x 3)+(2x2)+(2x 1) = 146

c po er = c I 1' it r.istor Power [1,,p3tiot

- =

1

VCE = 61\

ac power =Vce(rms) x Ic(rms) =11.55w'
ac po"lei

L,rrIplo, lery = 100 = 19 24% Select Graph for Collector Power Curve.

For a suitable heatsink see 'Toolbox.

Vcc V'

112v

Amplifier 1'

15A

VCE V'

16v

IC 1'

13.85A

Ptot

11.50W

Power Output Stage.

it high to low Stop higl

1
Character search pattern

-piver

Check digit (Modulo 11) = -146
3

Data entry invalid (re -key]-

heck Digit), --E New Date

Change of velocity
Acceleration a (m/e) = Time taken to make that change

dz
at- 4m/sz

e travelle
time taken

distance travelled
time taken - )1)

in a defined direction

d represents change

Disler

2001e7ft

Time to

I-_-
Ivlels(

15We

Final sg

Speed and Velocity.

entsott.com Personal user £99.95 +VAT.
Education/Industry £299.95 +VAT.

Including all the previous version six topics, many Includes unlimited multi-user site licence.
of which are revised and updated, from DC and AC
theory, transistors, OpAmps, electrical, filters, digital techniques, microprocessors, programming the
PIC micro controller, where the architecture and full instruction set can be explored. More than a
thousand interactive electronics, electrical, mathematics topics (just five shown above), now including
computer science. V7 (developed in the UK) is a huge source of electronic and computing information.

Our software is used in colleges and universities at home and overseas to support electronics and
computing courses from GCSE, A' Level, City & Guilds, BTEC to Degree level. It's extremely easy to use,
making it ideally suited to the novice just starting out, up to the qualified engineer who is looking to
access hundreds of formula covering practically every aspect of electronics. Telephone for a full list.

ADDITIONAL TOPICS: Computer Science from how a CD-ROM works to calculating the placement of
data on a hard disk drive, to file handling and data management systems, Component Testing, Physical
Science, More Electronics, Self Assessment Questions, Electronics Lab software and a completely new
Component and Equipment Dictionary. A 700 slide PowerPoint presentation is included on the CD-ROM.

PLUS: Changes to graphical presentation, function selection toolbar, number formatting and printing.
eptsoft limited. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1376 514008. Fax: +44 (0)870 0509660 Email: info@eptsoft.com

Switch, Delta, Visa and MasterCard payments accepted.
Cheques and P.O. made payable to eptsoft limited. UK and OVERSEAS POSTAGE ARE FREE


